Executive Summary
Preamble
This Conservation Management Plan of No. 107-109 George Street, The Rocks has been prepared for
the Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority (the Foreshore Authority) who owns the property. The property
is currently tenanted by Rockpool restaurant.
This plan is an update of the Conservation Management Plan prepared by Godden Mackay Logan in
1999. This plan provides an analysis of the site and buildings, based on documentary and physical
evidence and includes a historical summary, a description of the key phases of development and
analysis of building components and elements. A grading of significant elements and spaces has been
provided to identify their differing levels of contribution to the significance of the site, presented
graphically in Section 5.0, and in Appendix A. A schedule of conservation works and on-going
maintenance are included in Section 8.0.

Significance Assessment
An assessment of the cultural significance of the site was undertaken using the criteria contained in the
Heritage Council of NSW guidelines, resulting in the following summary statement of significance:
107–109 George Street are of State significance as an integral part of the fabric of The Rocks and are
associated with all key phases of its history, from the establishment of the Colony. A particular
association lies with the importance of the maritime activity of Circular Quay to the commercial precinct
of The Rocks in the mid-nineteenth century. The building is a very fine representative example of
commercial buildings designed in a mid-Victorian Regency style. This quality also reflects a strong
degree of confidence in this area at the time of its construction by its owner, Patrick Freehill.
The architectural design qualities of the buildings and their previous use as a combined shop and
residence, for which evidence remains, provide rarity value for these buildings.
The buildings are also significant because they have had a continual commercial use since they were
built. Its use since the 1970s as a restaurant continue this commercial history and also reflects the
growth of this area as a tourist destination. It is also as an early example of the restoration work of the
Sydney Cove Redevelopment Authority (now the Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority). The Rockpool
restaurant is a long running iconic Sydney restaurant that contributes to the character of The Rocks as
an international tourist destination.
The site at 107–109 George Street is a place of high archaeological research potential. The surviving
fabric has the ability to yield information on early building techniques as well as the way of life for the
inhabitants and about the development and occupation of The Rocks area that is unavailable from other
sources.

Issues and Constraints
The main issues associated with the retention of the significance of the place are as follows:
•

The condition of the George Street sandstone façade is of concern from both an aesthetic and
structural perspective.

•

Conservation works to joinery and plasterwork are needed in addition to a stonework program.
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•

Changes made to the buildings since 1999 to the second floor offices have not followed policies
recommended in the 1999 CMP, along with other policy areas that have not been implemented.

Conservation Policy
The following general conservation policy gives in principle guidance to future decision making for the
site.
• 107-109 George Street is recognised as an item of cultural significance at a State level.
• Although often modified or only in a fair condition, much of the original fabric of 107–109 George
Street survives and is significant.
• The most significant fabric includes the external sandstone and brick envelope, the spatial layout of
the building and original details, such as joinery items, remnant cornices and the surviving stone wall
remnants from an earlier building at the rear of the site.
• The buildings should continue to remain as a restaurant, however, another commercial use that
provides for public access to the interior of 107–109 George Street may be appropriate.
• The ongoing management of 107–109 George Street should include the development and
implementation of an Interpretation Strategy, which reveals the cultural significance of the place and
includes all the historic phases of its development.
• There should be no further covering up or removal of original fabric.
• Recommended conservation works and on-going maintenance should be undertaken, in particular a
stonework program to rectify the potential poor structural condition of the George Street façade.

Recommendations
A copy of this report should be lodged in the Foreshore Authority archives and with the Mitchell Library.
Any future proposed major works should be implemented by persons with relevant conservation
expertise.
Where technical advice is sought or construction/repair works are carried out it is important to use
consultants or contractors with proven experience in the relevant field of conservation-related work.
Urgent conservation works include the implementation of a stonework program, and a joinery and
plasterwork repair program.
A cyclic maintenance program as recommended din Section 8.0 of this report should be undertaken.
The cultural significance of the place should be interpreted, including the recovery of significant original
fabric and layouts.
Internal alterations and renovations are acceptable within the context of compatible use, however they
should not impact on the significance of the internal original fabric and spatial qualities of the building, or
the external facade. The longer term recovery and visibility of original/ early fabric and spaces is
recommended.
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1.0 Introduction
1.1 Context of the Report
This Conservation Management Plan (CMP) for 107–109 George Street, The Rocks, has been prepared
by Godden Mackay Logan for the Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority (the Foreshore Authority). It has
been structured to fit within the framework of The Rocks Heritage Management Plan (adopted February,
2002). It conforms to the current guidelines of the New South Wales Heritage Council and has been
prepared to a standard suitable for adoption by the Foreshore Authority.

1.2 Objectives
The main objective of this Conservation Management Plan is to provide guidelines for the conservation,
management and interpretation of 107–109 George Street, The Rocks, to ensure that the heritage
values of the place are maintained and, where appropriate, enhanced.

1.3 Site Identification
The subject site is located at 107–109 George Street, The Rocks, Lot 12 DP 773812 (Figures 1.1 and
1.2). The building is one in a row of two- and three-storey high commercial premises on the west side of
George Street opposite the Museum of Contemporary Art. The building is bounded on the south by a
two-storey, dark face brick commercial building and on the north by a three-storey rendered, earlyVictorian property. Behind the main building facing George Street is a single-storey building,
incorporating the sandstone walls of an earlier structure on the site. The rear wall of the site faces the
Nurses Walk, a pedestrian way, originally known as Harrington Lane.

1.4 Listings
1.4.1 Statutory Listings
107–109 George Street is included on the State Heritage Register (listing number 01590), and is listed
on the Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority Heritage Register under Section 170 of the Heritage Act
1977 (NSW). It is also listed as a built item and a potential archaeological site on the Sydney Cove
Authority Register (listing number B051, AR 065).

1.4.2 Non Statutory Listings
107–109 George Street is recognised individually and as part of The Rocks Conservation Area on the
Register of The National Estate. It is listed separately by the National Trust of Australia (NSW) and is
also recognised by the National Trust as part of the George Street Business Precinct.

1.5 Building Description
107–109 George Street comprises a three-storey Victorian Regency Style commercial building with a
sandstone facade to George Street. The site contains early sandstone structures at the rear that have
been incorporated into a modern single-storey dining area off the main building. The building contains
two basements and an attic. The building is currently fully occupied by the Rockpool restaurant. Toilets
for the restaurant are located in an adjoining site at 111 George Street.
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1.6 Methodology and Structure
This Conservation Management Plan is a revised update of the CMP prepared by Godden Mackay
Logan in February 1999. It has been prepared in accordance with guidelines outlined in The Burra
Charter: The Australia ICOMOS Charter for Places of Cultural Significance, 1999, known as The Burra
Charter; the NSW Heritage Office’s Guidelines on Conservation Management Documents, and James
Semple Kerr'
s, The Conservation Plan (sixth edition) 2004.
The initial sections of the CMP provide an analysis of the site and buildings, based on documentary and
physical evidence. This analysis includes a historical summary, developing an understanding of the
history of the site and place, together with a descriptive analysis of building components and elements.
A grading of significant elements and spaces has been provided to identify their differing levels of
contribution to the significance of the site.
The following sections address various management issues, and the role and objectives of the relevant
heritage authorities. They provide the framework for the formulation of the conservation policies and
implementation guidelines.

1.7 Terminology
The terminology used in this report, where referring to conservation processes and practices, follows the
definitions as presented in The Burra Charter. Article 1 of The Burra Charter gives the following
definitions
Place means site, area, land, landscape, building or other work, group of buildings or other works, and
may include components, contents, spaces and views.
Cultural significance means aesthetic, historic, scientific, social or spiritual value for past, present or
future generations. Cultural significance is embodied in the place itself, its fabric, setting, use,
associations, meanings, records, related places and related objects. Places may have a range of values
for different individuals or groups.
Fabric means all the physical material of the place including components, fixtures, contents, and
objects.
Conservation means all the processes of looking after a place so to retain its cultural significance.
Maintenance means the continuous protective care of the fabric and setting of a place, and is to be
distinguished from repair. Repair involves restoration or reconstruction.
Preservation means maintaining the fabric of a place in its existing state and retarding deterioration.
Restoration means returning the existing fabric of a place to a known earlier state by removing
accretions or by reassembling existing components without the introduction of new material.
Reconstruction means returning the place to a known earlier state and is distinguished from restoration
by the introduction of new material into the fabric.
Adaptation means modifying a place to suit the existing use or a proposed use.
Use means the functions of a place, as well as the activities and practices that may occur at the place.
Compatible use means a use which respects the cultural significance of a place. Such a use involves
no, or minimal, impact on cultural significance.
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Curtilage is defined as the area of land surrounding an item that is required to retain its heritage
significance. The nature and extent of the curtilage will vary and can include but is not limited to lot
boundaries and visual catchments.
Setting means the area around a place, which may include the visual catchment.
Related place means a place that contributes to the cultural significance of another place.

1.8 Limitations
This CMP deals only with historical (non-Aboriginal) cultural heritage. Therefore, it does not include any
identification or assessment of Aboriginal significance of the place, and has not sought to identify or
assess the significance of the place to local Aboriginal communities.
In addition, while this CMP identifies the potential for the existence of the non-Indigenous archaeological
resource, a more detailed archaeological assessment is beyond the scope of this report.
Apart from the roof exterior and the northern basement, access was gained to all areas.

1.9 Authorship
This CMP was prepared by Geoff Ashley, Senior Associate, and Rebecca Thompson, Research
Assistant of Godden Mackay Logan. It has been reviewed by Geoff Ashley, Senior Associate.
Godden Mackay Logan would like to acknowledge the assistance of the following people/ organisations
in the preparation of this report:
•

Lynda Kelly and Zoran Popovic of Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority; and

•

Rockpool Restaurant.
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Figure 1.1 Location map showing subject site within The Rocks, indicated with arrow. (Source: Sydney UBD, 37th Ed.)

Figure 1.2 Subject site is indicated in red. (Source: NSW Department of Lands, http://imagery.maps.nsw.gov.au, 2006)
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Figure 1.3 The subject site with its original slate roof (arrowed) viewed in its harbour context. (Source: GML)
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2.0 Documentary Evidence
2.1 Introduction
In order to better understand how the site of 107–109 George Street, The Rocks developed, the
following history has been developed in accordance with the Thematic Framework issued by the
Heritage Office, Department of Planning, NSW. The Thematic Framework identifies thirty-eight principal
1
themes. The organising principal for the thematic framework is the dynamism of human activity.

2.2 Historical Development
2.2.1 Indigenous Sydney—The Cadigal
The Aboriginal people who lived along the coastal area of Sydney were called (erroneously by the
Europeans) the Eora, or coastal Darug. The Sydney area, including The Rocks, Darling Harbour and
Pyrmont/Ultimo formed the territory of a ‘clan’ (subgroup) known as the Cadigal. Their word for The
Rocks—or more specifically the shore where the hospital stood on George Street between Globe St and
Argyle St—was ‘Tallawolodah’. The peninsula of land which we now call Dawes Point was ‘Tarra’, and
Sydney Cove itself was ‘Warrang’ or ‘Warrane’.
Due to the rugged outcrops of rock which later gave the ‘The Rocks’ its name, it is unlikely there was any
‘permanent’ occupation of the upper ridges. Flat stones by the water at Dawes Point were said to have
been used by Cadigal cooking fish.
From archaeological evidence, a camp fire was excavated in 1989 on the site of the former ANA Hotel
(now the Shangri-La), indicating that a small group of Cadigal had, some 500 years ago, stopped on the
site and cooked a meal of rock oysters, bream, snapper and other shellfish, no doubt taking in the views
over the harbour. In the 1870s it was recorded that a carving of a whale could be seen on the rock at
Dawes Point, although this appears to have been buried in c1880 when the seawall was constructed.
Although the Cadigal people continued to move through The Rocks area and the wider European
settlement after 1788, they increasingly became fringe dwellers and eventually outcasts within the town
2
of Sydney.

2.2.2 The Convict Settlement (1788–1820)
After the arrival of the Europeans in 1788 the upper ridges of The Rocks were quickly occupied by
convicts who built rough huts to live in. Along George Street the Government built a hospital, dockyard
and market place, and at the northern end of the Rocks an observatory, and, in 1791, a fort (Dawes
Point Battery) was constructed.
In 1810 the streets of The Rocks were formalised and generally given the names they bear today.
As the colony grew the rough convict huts were replaced by modest houses, and also a few substantial
houses. Archaeological excavations that have been carried out over the past ten years have re-visited

1 Both

the Australian Heritage Commission (commonwealth) and the NSW Heritage Office (State) have identified themes for research
relating to places of heritage significance. www.heritage.nsw.gov.au.
2 Kelly Max 1977 Anchored in a Small Cove: A History and Archaeology of the Rocks, Sydney, Sydney Cove Authority, Sydney, p 30.
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some of the earlier stereotypes of convict backgrounds and poverty, as a result of substantial excavation
3
projects such as the Cumberland Street ‘Big Dig’.
As Sydney expanded in the 1790s the initial concentration of the colony’s occupants in The Rocks
thinned out, with those remaining consolidating larger areas around them. In 1809 the Government
instituted a system of town leases, and new arrivals to the area were forced to register the land they
occupied and pay a fee to the colonial secretary.

2.2.3 The Port Town (1800–1900)
Following the opening up of Sydney to free settlement after 1822 the government surveyors surveyed
and issued titles to the land in The Rocks and other parts of Sydney. Long-term occupants were
granted title of ownership to their land. As Sydney underwent a population boom after the assisted
immigration and then the gold rushes between 1839 and the 1850s, many old-time occupants
subdivided their lands, either selling off portions or else retaining them as landlords.
From c1810 the waterfront was extensively developed with wharves and warehouses, attracting
merchants who built their houses, stores and shops along George and Argyle Streets.
By the late nineteenth century The Rocks had become run down and overcrowded, the dozens of pubs
being seen as meeting places for criminal gangs, and the back streets the haunts of prostitutes. In short,
it was considered a typical waterfront slum.
In 1900 an outbreak of bubonic plague in Sydney was used by the New South Wales Government as an
excuse to clean the area up. Of the 103 deaths attributed to the plague, only three occurred in The
Rocks. The entire area was bought up (‘Resumed’) by the Government’s Sydney Harbour Trust (after
1937 the Maritime Services Board) which then demolished hundreds of houses considered to be
uninhabitable.

2.2.4 Redevelopment (1900–current)
The newly formed State Government Housing Board designed and built ‘workers’ housing in 1911–13 in
a move to keep tighter control on the area. Rows of new terrace-style houses were occupied by
waterside workers and their families. Shops, pubs and other commercial buildings were simultaneously
constructed following the resumption. In 1913 Sydney Council opposed the construction of ‘terrace’
housing as being unhealthy; this being the period of sub-urban expansion and the development of the
‘Garden Suburb’ ideal. The First World War halted much of the Government’s redevelopment plans for
the area and effectively stopped further demolition.
In the interwar period (1918–1939) little construction occurred in The Rocks, with notable exceptions of a
few pubs (Fortune of War and Glenmore), and some New South Wales Government offices (Housing
Board, Department of Labour and Industry, State Clothing Factory). Some private factories were also
built in The Rocks at this period (Playfair’s butchers, Bushell’s, Cadbury’s). All relied on locally-based
labour. One of the last buildings to be designed, and commenced, was the new offices for the Maritime
Services Board (MSB) which, interrupted by the World War II, was not completed until 1953 and now
serves as the Museum of Contemporary Art.

3
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Karskens, Grace 1999 Inside The Rocks: The Archaeology of a Neighbourhood, Hale & Iremonger, Alexandria.
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The construction of the Sydney Harbour Bridge between 1923 and 1932 saw the demolition of some
400 houses in Princes Street, Upper Fort Street and the western side of Cumberland Street. Princes
Street itself disappeared from the map.
With the exception of the MSB, almost no development occurred in The Rocks in the period from
c1932–1970. Further demolition of houses for the Cahill Expressway occurred in 1956–7, along with the
removal of Little Essex St (Brown Bear Lane). The other significant construction at this time was the
Overseas Passenger Terminal at Circular Quay between 1959 and 1962, serving as the postwar
immigration gateway to Sydney.
In the 1960s it was planned to demolish all the buildings in The Rocks and build high-rise. The local
residents, planners, historians and sociologists, with the support of the Builders Labourers Federation,
opposed the redevelopment. Between 1971 and 1973 the Government gave in to their demands and it
was decided that The Rocks would be redeveloped in a means sympathetic to the historic nature of the
buildings, whilst at the same time being economically viable. Local residents were re-housed in the
area, and the former Victorian residential terraces of George, Playfair, Gloucester and Harrington Streets
were converted to commercial uses. The area south of the Cahill Expressway, known as the ‘sacrificial
zone’ was redeveloped with high-rise commensurate with the rest of the city from 1979 onwards.

2.3 Development of the Precinct
One of the first structures erected in the new settlement of Sydney Cove was a tent hospital that
appeared just to the north of the present 107–109 George Street (as early as 1788). A hospital was a
high priority in the early colony following the grueling sea voyage that early colonists had to make. By
1790 a new a pre-fabricated structure had replaced the earlier structure.
By 1800 three structures were in use as the hospital. From an analysis of maps and plans it appears
that the subject site lies approximately between the most northerly hospital building, and the residence
constructed for the assistant surgeon, which was situated on the southwest corner of George and Argyle
Streets as they were later aligned (see Figure 2.1). Initially George Street was known as High Street,
and was renamed George Street by the then Governor, Lachlan Macquarie, in 1810.
The three structures comprising the colony’s first hospital were demolished in 1816. On the opposite
side of George Street, the hospital wharf (shown as ‘public wharf’) had been re-built in 1812 and the
Commissariat Stores were constructed on the site now occupied by the Museum of Contemporary Art.
Following the demolition of the hospital structures it appears the area was used as a stone quarry (see
Figure 2.2). The land occupied by the hospital was granted or leased by the Government around 1820.
Analysis of plans of the area show that the study site was used as a stone quarry, most probably from
the time of the demolition of the hospital until at least 1822.
The lower end of George Street was established as a commercial centre by the 1840s, servicing not
only the needs of The Rocks’ immediate residents, but also people from other areas of Sydney,
particularly those working on the ships that were an important lifeline for the colony during the nineteenth
century.
The discovery of gold in the colony in the 1850s led to a population boom that forever ended the penal
nature of society, and helped establish a society based on a free market economy. The economic
conditions that resulted inspired a building boom in Sydney which peaked in the 1880s. The city saw a
proliferation of the type of buildings that occupy 107–109 George Street, namely Victorian two- and
three-storey terraces. These structures housed the small businesses needed to service the growing
population of Sydney and also provided accommodation.
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2.4 History and Development of the Site
2.4.1 Early Occupation
4

By 1812 some small, single-storey structures occupied the study site. These were most probably
stores for the colony’s first hospital. The subject site was located between the most northerly hospital
building and the Assistant Surgeon’s Residence. In 1816, the hospital was demolished and the subject
site became part of an area used as a stone quarry.

2.4.2 Early Development—The Broughton Estate
The study site lies within land later granted to Mr Broughton, who it would appear, gave the land to his
wife, Elizabeth, as it is her name that appears on later maps (see Figure 2.3). It appears the Broughtons
did not build upon their land until 1832 or 1833. In the early 1830s the buildings indicated in Figure 2.3
were constructed on the land granted to Elizabeth Broughton.
The Broughton Estate was subdivided and offered for sale at auction in November 1841. The land was
divided into four lots, with Lot 1 describing the present 109 George Street and Lot 2 describing 107
George Street (see Figure 2.4). The plan shows that Lot 1 (No. 109) was occupied by a shoe shop
whilst a structure marked as ‘Mr Bradleys house and shop’ occupied part of Lot 1, and the whole of the
George Street frontage of Lot 2.
By the 1840s the part of George Street occupied by the study site was a commercial area dominated by
5
small retail businesses. Broughton sold Lot 2 (No. 107) of her subdivision to John Donohoe in 1842. In
1845, the first year rates were collected, the rates record indicates that on the Broughton estate there
was an unoccupied wooden single-storey home with a shingled roof in bad repair. The next building
recorded on George Street in 1845 is a wooden, single-storey building comprising a shop and a
6
bakehouse belonging to, and occupied by, John Donohoe.
It is assumed that the first building described above occupies 109 George Street and the second No.
107. Further analysis of the rates books suggests that by 1848, Donohoe had acquired both Lots 1 and
2 (107 and 109 George Street) of Broughton’s estate. In that year, the rates books describe two
buildings owned by Donohoe. The first is a wooden, single-storey shop with a shingle roof, bakehouse
and a store room over a shed at the rear and the second is a single storey wooden shop with a shingle
roof.
The following year only one building belonging to Donohoe is described, a wooden home with a shingled
roof. It is described as ‘weatherboard’ and appears to have occupied both Nos. 107 and 109 George
7
Street.

2.4.3 Early Development—Patrick Freehill
Patrick Freehill purchased Lot 2 (No. 107) of Broughton’s Estate in 1854 and Lot 1 (No. 109) in 1856
from Donhoe.
This is reflected in the rates information for the year 1855–56 when 109 George Street (it appears that in
the 1855–56 rates book, 109 George Street refers to the area now described as 107–109 George
Street) is listed as comprising a two-storey, three room shop made of brick and wood with a three-storey
stone shed/store at the rear and another three-storey store made of stone used for ovens and a stable,

Eyre, J c1812 View of the Port of Sydney, the capital of New South Wales.
Cove Authority Listing Card No. HP/15.
6 Rates for Gipps Ward 1845.
7 ibid, 1849.
4

5 Sydney
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all owned by Patrick Freehill. The listing for No. 109 is the same again in 1858. By 1861 the listing of
Patrick Freehill’s property is as follows:
•

No. 107 (now known as No. 105) House and Shop, made of wood with a shingled roof, one-storey,
three room, kitchen;

•

No. 109 (now known as No. 107–109) House and Shop, made of stone, three-storey, six room,
kitchen with a two-storey, four room brick and stone store with an iron roof at the rear.

From the rates information it appears that after acquiring Lots 1 and 2 of Broughton’s Estate, Freehill
erected a two-storey stone store/bakehouse to the rear of his two properties comprising ovens and
stables. In 1861, after the rates information given above for 1861 was collected, Freehill erected the
buildings that currently occupy the east of 107–109 George Street. This was at a time when
development in the George Street business precinct was intensifying.
The Dove Plan of 1880 (see Figure 2.5) shows the separation of the buildings fronting George Street at
107–109 built in 1861 and the buildings at the rear of the property erected by Patrick Freehill c1857.
Freehill’s new three-storey building was used as a bakery at 107 George Street whilst 109 George
Street is listed as a public house in 1863 (this appears as 111 George Street in the Rates books for the
years from 1863 to 1877). In 1868 Freehill sold 109 George Street, then known as the Shipwrights
9
Freehill retained his bakehouse/store at 107 George Street for
Arms, to Reverend P Young.
approximately another ten years. By 1880, 107 George Street was operating as a bakery owned by
Samuel Garrett, and 109 was trading as ‘The Shipwrights Arms Hotel’ owned by Lawrence Corcoran.

2.4.4 Early Twentieth Century Occupation
No. 107 and 109 George Street were resumed by the Government in 1901 (see Figure 2.6). The fact
that these buildings were not demolished at the time is likely to be because of their substantial nature
and relatively young age.
Between 1900 and 1910, 109 George Street was known as the Chicago Hotel. Around 1910, it became
a fish shop and several years later a cafe. Between 1900 and the early-1920s, 107 George Street was a
clothes shop, initially run by Mrs K Symonds and then WH Kent and Co. From the early-1920s, 107
George Street operated as a hairdressers.
The buildings are described in 1943 by the City Architect and Building Surveyors Department. Under
‘type’ the Department writes:
Ordinary Old building, mostly of stone.
107 Barber shop, ground floor. Upper floors used as residence (not by barber)
109, Cafe ground floor, living room to upper floors.
The stone stores at the rear of the building were surveyed as being two storeys and the spaces were
simply titled ‘room’ with no use recorded. The second storey of the store at 107 had a mezzanine level
and a second storey accessed via an external timber stairway from Harrington Lane (Nurses Walk)
along the north boundary wall of the property.

8

ibid, 1855–56.
Cove Authority Listing Card No. HP/15.

9 Sydney
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By the 1960s 107 George Street contained a laundry at ground level and a museum and residential
apartments in the upper levels (see Figure 2.8), whilst No. 109 was occupied by a restaurant known as
The Rocks Push.

2.4.5 Late Twentieth Century
No. 107–109 George Street has seen extensive remodelling during the later half of the twentieth
century. SHFA has made a number of alterations and restorations to the building since taking control of
the building in 1970.
In 1978 The Rocks Push Restaurant in No. 109 expanded into 107 George Street, requiring extensive
renovations including the removal of the party wall between the front rooms of the properties. During the
renovation, the yard dividing the buildings fronting Nurses Walk and those fronting George Street was
enclosed at No. 109 for use by the restaurant kitchen area and opened up at No. 107 for use as a
courtyard dining area. The single-storey remnant of the original store building fronting Nurses Walk was
used in No. 109 for storerooms and as a dining courtyard in No. 107. The rear wall of No. 107 at the
ground floor was opened up in 1984 providing access to the rear courtyard (see Figures 2.9 and 2.12).
In 1978 the Sydney Cove Redevelopment Authority (now SHFA) commissioned BA Pickworth & Sons
Pty Ltd to reconstruct the central section of the top floor to the sandstone George Street facade due to
structural failure. In 1980, the shopfront to 107 George Street, which was most likely remodelled in the
early-1920s when first used as a hairdresser, was reconstructed to match the original, existing shopfront
at 109 George Street, which was also restored (see Figure 2.10). At some time after 1985 the original
residential entrance doors were removed from both buildings and replaced with fixed glazing and the
paint removed from the sandstone facade.
In 1988 the buildings at 107–109 George Street again underwent extensive remodelling at ground floor
level for the opening of the new restaurant, The Rockpool under chef Neil Perry. A major requirement of
approval for the refurbishment by Sydney City Council was that adequate fire protection be provided,
that being the fitting out of the entire building with a sprinkler system. The design for the fitout was
prepared by D4 Architects. The Rockpool opened on 28 February, 1989.
The ground floor spaces of 107 George Street were opened up to allow maximum visibility through the
restaurant and the floor levels were changed to create rising platforms joined by an access ramp. The
shopfront was again reconstructed, replacing the side doors with fixed glazing (see Figure 2.11).
The original timber stair in No. 107 from ground to first floor was demolished and a new lightweight steel
stair built creating access to the two front rooms on the first floor. The party wall between the two
properties on the first floor was removed to create one large space known as the Oyster Bar. The
remainder of the interior layout to the first, second and third floors remained with minimal changes to the
original layout.
The rear wall to Nurses Walk was single-storey height in 1988 when the wall was remodelled and
heightened with a rendered brick parapet wall addition. The existing kitchen at the rear of No. 109 was
expanded and an additional room in the rear yard of this building was built. The toilets in the rear yard
that had served the cafe were removed and extra bathroom space was acquired by utilising space in
111 George Street. By this time, the access to the cellar beneath No. 107 was permanently closed,
having a floor built over the rear yard area, and the entire premises were used for restaurant purposes
(phase three).
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Repairs were made to the roofs of 107–109 George Street in 2001 following ongoing problems with
leaks. Further refurbishment was carried out in 2002 in order to meet with BCA compliance, including
excavation of the basement, repairs to the main kitchen floor, the construction of new test kitchen on the
first floor, and the installation and maintenance of services throughout the building.
Recently a refurbishment of the second-floor office space has been undertaken, resulting in the removal
of one original and one later wall to create an open plan office space in 109 George Street (combining
Rooms 2.2 and 2.3), and in the overcladding of original/early fabric with plasterboard throughout.
Excavations were also carried out in the basement of 109 George Street, creating trenches to increase
the height of the basement areas that require access, and plasterboard and stainless steel fit-outs were
added.

2.5 Phases of Site Development
The key phases in the historic development of this site are discussed below. The gradual intensification
of development on this site from the Colonial period to the present day are shown in the plans in Figure
2.15, representing these key phases. .

2.5.1 Phase 1—Colonial Development: Late Eighteenth to Mid-Nineteenth Century
This phase of site development includes the period of establishment of the Colony, when the site was
under government ownership and associated with the Colony’s first hospital. This phase also includes
the private sale and first speculative development of the site in the early part of the nineteenth century.
This can be described as the Colonial Period.

2.5.2 Phase 2—Commercial Development: Mid-Nineteenth to Late-Twentieth Century
This phase of site development reflects the period of prosperity and development in The Rocks
associated with the maritime activities of Circular Quay and includes the construction of the existing
buildings (including the rear store and bakehouse). This phase also includes the period following the
resumption of 107–109 George Street by the government in 1901, with the commercial use of the site
maintained though leasing. This phase extends throughout the early and middle part of the Twentieth
Century when the site’s commercial use included a bakery, hotel, combined shop and residence,
hairdresser, restaurant and gallery. This phase concludes with the establishment of the Sydney Cove
Redevelopment Authority (SCRA) and redevelopment of The Rocks generally.

2.5.3 Phase 3— Cultural Tourism and Redevelopment: Late-Twentieth Century to
Present
This phase of site development begins with the SCRA taking control of The Rocks area as a whole,
where 107–109 George Street represents an early example of the restoration and redevelopment
projects undertaken. During this phase the two buildings at 107 and 109 George Street were combined
as The Rocks Push Restaurant, including the infilling of the courtyards, resulting in the extent of
development covering the entire site. This phase saw The Rocks become a major cultural tourism
attraction that has continued into the Twenty-first Century and is reflected in the continuing popularity of
the Rockpool restaurant, established in 1988..

2.6 Analysis of History in Context
The Rocks is important for its natural, historic and architectural features which survive as one of the
earliest areas of European settlement in Australia. No. 107–109 George Street is located on a site that
was integral in the early development of the colony, being associated with the first hospital. The site was
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later quarried before being developed. The buildings constructed on the study site were part of the
development of the northern end of George Street as a commercial centre in the mid-nineteenth century
as The Rocks grew in population and reputation.
No. 107–109 George Street is typical of the substantial privately built and owned commercial properties
found in The Rocks in the latter half of the nineteenth century. It is also typical of the private waterfront
properties resumed by the Sydney Harbour Trust in the early-twentieth century. The property has
remained under government for over 100 years, following resumption.
Development pressure placed on The Rocks in the 1970s was the catalyst for community and union
activism that resulted in Green Bans and the creation of The Rocks Conservation Area, of which 107–
109 George Street is a part. The Rocks has undergone redevelopment as it has adapted to a tourist
destination. No. 107–109 George Street is typical of the modern development seen in this area,
undergoing various alterations to become a well established restaurant catering to visitors

2.7 Historic Themes
NSW Historic
Theme

Local Themes

No. 107–109 George Street Theme

Convict

Activities relating to incarceration, transport,
reform, accommodation and working during
the convict period in NSW (1788–1850).

The Rocks is associated with the convict settlement
of Australia as the earliest area of Sydney to be
developed.

Eg: lumber yard, quarry, gallows site, convictbuilt structure, convict ship arrival site, convict
barracks.

The site on which 107–109 George Street is located
is associated with the first hospital in Australia and
later a stone quarry, involving convict labour.

Hospital.
Commerce

Environment—
cultural
landscape

Activities relating to buying, selling and
exchanging goods and services.

107–109 George Street is located in the earliest
commercial precinct in Australia.

Eg: Bank, shop, inn, stock exchange, market
place, mall, coin collection, consumer wares,
bond store.

107 and 109 George Street have operated as
commercial premises continuously since construction
in 1861, with uses such as a bakery, hotel, outfitters
and restaurant.

Activities associated with the interactions
between humans, human societies and the
shaping of their physical surroundings eg:
place important in arguments for nature or
cultural heritage conservation.

The Rocks is important for its, natural, historic and
architectural features which survive as one of the
earliest areas of European settlement in Australia.
These qualities have been acknowledged by the
National Trust and Australian Heritage Commission
who have recognised The Rocks as an urban
conservation area.
Development pressure placed on The Rocks in the
1970s was the catalyst for community and union
activism that resulted in Green Bans, an
unprecedented movement that has resulted in the
creation of The Rocks Conservation Area, and the
spawning of the modern heritage industry in
Australia.

Industry
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Activities associated with the manufacture,
production and distribution of goods

George Street, initially known as High Street, is the
earliest commercial precinct in Australia.

Eg: Factory, workshop, depot, industrial
machinery, timber mill, quarry.

107–109 George Street is the site of an early quarry
operating in the early 1800s.
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NSW Historic
Theme

Local Themes

No. 107–109 George Street Theme

Towns, suburbs and

Activities associated with creating, planning
and managing urban functions, landscapes
and lifestyles in towns,suburbs and villages eg
town plan, streetscape, civic centre,
subdivision pattern, market place.

The Rocks is Australia’s oldest urban community and
the site of some of the earliest development in
Australia. The Rocks has been home to a residential
community continuously since settlement.

villages

George Street, The Rocks provides evidence of one
of the earliest street alignments, known initially as
High Street.
The Rocks is a unique place in Australia containing
significant historic streetscapes. 107–109 George
Street makes a significant contribution to the
streetscape of George Street, The Rocks.

Land tenure

Activities and processes for identifying forms
of ownership and occupancy of land and
water, both Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal eg:
subdivision pattern, land title document,
shelters and habitation sites.

107–109 George Street is representative of the
pattern of land tenure found in The Rocks and is
typical of the privately built and owned commercial
properties found in The Rocks in the mid-nineteenth
century. It is also typical of the private waterfront
properties resumed by the Sydney Harbour Trust in
the early-twentieth century. The property remains
under the ownership of the Sydney Harbour
Foreshore Authority, demonstrating continuity in
government ownership for over 100 years.

Creative endeavour

Activities associated with the production and
performance of literary, artistic, architectural
and other imaginative, interpretive or inventive
works; and/or associated with the production
and expression of cultural phenomena; and/or
environments that have inspired such creative
activities.

The free classical style was used throughout the
Victorian period of Australian architecture. The style
was used widely for many different types of buildings
including commercial premises.

Activities associated with recreation and
relaxation.

The Rocks has always been a place of pubs, bars,
and hotels, such as ‘The Shipwright’s Arms’, located
at 109 George Street in late-nineteenth century.

Leisure

The main features of this style, that are also evident
at 107–109 George Street, are the use of a
symmetrical facade, a parapet giving a decorative
accent along the skyline and concealing the roof and
the use of loosely classical detailing appropriate for a
commercial building.

No. 107–109 George Street is typical of the modern
development of The Rocks, home to a well
established restaurant catering to international and
local visitors.
Accommodation

Activities associated with the provision of
accommodation, and particular types of
accommodation.
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From the 1870s to the 1890s 109 George Street
operated as a hotel, named ‘The Shipwrights Arms’,
providing accommodation to the iterant waterfront
workforce found in The Rocks.
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Figure 2.1 Detail of Meehan’s 1807 Plan of the Town of Sydney showing the three structures comprising the hospital and its
accompanying garden (H1). The Assistant Surgeon General’s residence is to the north of these (N2). The study site is located
between these structures, within the boundary of the former hospital site, developed after 1816. (Source: Ashton, P & D Waterson,
2000, Sydney Tales Shape: A History in Maps, HEMA, Brisbane)

Figure 2.2 Detail of 1822 Plan of Sydney which shows a quarry on the site of the former hospital, indicated with an arrow. (Source:
Ashton, P & D Waterson, 2000, Sydney Tales Shape: A History in Maps, HEMA, Brisbane)
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Figure 2.3 Robert Russell’s plan of Section 84 of the Town of Sydney dated 1834, showing the Broughton Estate, highlighted in red.
Structures were erected on Broughton’s land in the early-1830s. The site of 107–109 George Street is indicated by the dotted line.
(Source: 1999 CMP)

Figure 2.4 Detail of subdivision of Broughton’s lots in Lower George Street, November 1841. This plan shows the outline (hatched) of
the buildings along George Street including Lots 1 (No. 109) and 2 (No. 107) which were occupied by shops. (Source: Mitchell Library
ZM2 811.1714/1841/1)
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Figure 2.5 Dove’s 1880 Plan of Section 84 showing 107–109 George Street and the Bakery and Store at the rear of the property. The
Bakery and Store are shown as two storeys whilst the buildings fronting George Street are three storeys.

Figure 2.6 1901 Resumption Plan showing Nos. 107–109 as being in the ownership of John Aheam (highlighted). No. 109 Appears
on this plan as The Shipwrights Arms. (Source: The Foreshore Authority)
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Figure 2.7 Photograph from 1879 showing the George Street frontage of the buildings at 107–109 George Street (Source: The
Foreshore Authority)

Figure 2.8 View of the north end of George Street c1948 showing the subject site, indicated by an arrow, and the site of what is now
the Museum of Contemporary Art. (Source: State Records NSW)
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Figure 2.9 The Rocks Push and launderette occupying 109 and 107 George Street in 1964. Note that the shopfront of 107 George
Street has been altered. (Source The Foreshore Authority)

Figure 2.10 No. 107–109 George Street during facade reconstruction in 1978. (Source: The Foreshore Authority)
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Figure 2.11 No. 107–109 George Street appears to the left of this picture, taken in 1979, before the rear structures were renovated for
use as a dining area. The later second-storey brick addition to the original sandstone stores has by this time been largely demolished.
(Source: SHFA)

Figure 2.12 c1980 Following extension of the restaurant at 109 into 107 George Street and reconstruction of the shopfront, prior to the
removal of the side entries of either building. Note the painted facade. (Source: The Foreshore Authoriy)
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Figure 2.13 The front elevation following further alterations to the shopfront on George Street in which the side entries were replaced
with fixed glazing, and the removal of paint from the sandstone facade. (Source: GML, 2007)

Figure 2.14 View of the rear of 107–109 George Street, following rear renovations to the rear courtyard, now enclosed. (Source:
GML, 2007)
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Figure 2.15 The extent of building forms shown on the above plans have been chosen to represent the three key phases of site
development, discussed in Section 2.5 (Colonial Development, Commercial Development and Cultural Tourism and Redevelopment).
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3.0 Physical Evidence
This section describes 107–109 George Street, The Rocks, in detail in order to facilitate an
understanding of the existing place. This section builds on the evidence outlined in the previous section
to note the physical changes that have taken place over time in order to understand why, when and how
these alterations were made. Room numbers allocated in the 1998 CMP (also in Figures 3.1 to 3.8) are
referred to in brackets throughout.

3.1 Street and Streetscape Context
In terms of scale, alignment and detailing, 107–109 George Street plays an integral role in defining an
essentially Victorian commercial streetscape along the western side of George Street. The surrounding
streetscape is comprised primarily of early-nineteenth century two- and three-storey buildings, containing
shops, pubs and restaurants. The subject site is bordered by a pair of early-nineteenth century
commercial buildings (dating from c1830s and c1850), located directly opposite the Museum of
Contemporary Art (MCA). First Fleet Park is located to the south of the MCA, providing glimpses of
Circular Quay from George Street.
No. 107–109 George Street can be viewed when travelling along George Street between Argyle and
Globe Streets. It can also be viewed from the Cahill Expressway.

3.2 General Building Description
Typically for Victorian commercial premises, the public facade has been given the majority of attention in
relation to form and detail. It is built from sandstone in a Free Classical, Renaissance Revival style. It
incorporates such details as a symmetrical facade, a parapet wall to conceal the roof and classical
motifs around the fenestration.
No. 107–109 George Street consists of two, three-storey buildings, with a basement below both
buildings, and an attic storey to 107 George Street (see Figures 3.1 to 3.8). At the rear is a single-storey
section of each building addressing Nurses Walk. The floor level of each room of the building rises
progressively from the entrance on George Street to the rear of the restaurant so that the floor of the rear
section is approximately 1.1 metres above the ground floor of the building at George Street level. This is
a reflection of the topography of the area.
The buildings at 107–109 George Street are constructed of sandstone on the George Street facade and
unrendered face brick at the rear (see Figures 3.9 and 3.10). The north facade of No. 107 and south
facade of No. 109 have a smooth ashlar-jointed rendered brick finish. The party wall between the two
buildings is of brick construction. There is a hipped roof over each property with two rendered brick
chimney stacks, each with six pots, straddling the common wall.
The single-storey section at the rear of both buildings incorporates some earlier, 1857, sandstone walls
with a new rendered brickwork parapet wall above (see Figure 3.11 and 3.16). The roof structure of this
section was built as part of the 1988 design for the Rockpool restaurant.

3.3 Identification of Fabric Development—External
The front elevation to George Street is of symmetrical design, both within each building and as a pair.
The facade is finished in smooth faced, ashlar jointed sandstone blocks with a parapet wall in which the
name Patrick Freehill 1860 is carved (see Figure 3.12). The source of the stone is unknown. Classical
motifs have been carved and include such details as segmental pediments over the windows, moulded
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architraves around the windows and a moulded cornice with dentils (see Figure 3.13). A quoin detailing
emphasises the edges of the buildings and has also been placed centrally within the facade,
distinguishing the original two blocks (see Figure 3.14). An awning at ground floor level appears in a
photograph from 1879 (see Figure 2.7), however this was removed at some time in the late-nineteenth
or early-twentieth century. The sandstone facade was once painted, however this was removed at
some time between 1985 and 1991. Remnants of painted signage on the facade of No. 107 at the
parapet level survive, although it is not discernable.
At street level along the entire facade is a glazed and timber shopfront, painted a deep green. As noted
in Section 2.0, the shopfront at No. 107 was reconstructed based on that at No. 109 in approximately
1980. Originally there was an entrance door to the residences above each shop, to each boundary wall
side of the buildings. There is presently a fixed glazed shop window in situ (see Figure 3.15). Evidence
of the side entry to the residences survives however, in the worn sandstone of the former door threshold.
In the George Street pavement are two subfloor hatches for goods to be received at basement level.
These have a sandstone edging with a timber-framed hatch door (see Figure 3.20).

West Facade of Three-storey Section
The rear facade of the buildings is face brick with double-hung timber windows. This facade has been
impacted by the introduction of an air conditioning duct located at the southern end of the rear facade (at
No. 109) that reaches up to just under the ceiling height of the second floor (see Figure 3.10).
Each floor of each building has two windows at different levels, a narrow light at the centre stair landing
between each floor and a window located in the centre of each room to the rear. The windows have
brick arch lintels and are currently protected by steel security bars.
The original sandstone window sills have been replaced with either concrete or have been smooth
rendered. The only remaining sill survives in the southern window on the second floor of No. 109.

Nurses Walk Facade
Fronting Nurses Walk at the rear of the site is a combination of a stepped and a hipped parapet that
incorporates some fabric from the former store building at the rear of the subject site. The remnant
sandstone wall has rendered brickwork with ashlar coursing built above it (see Figure 3.16). The
northern window on this facade was replaced with a much larger fixed picture window with glazing bars
and a new timber lintel in 1988. On either side of this window copper downpipes with traditional
rainwater heads from the box gutters have been installed.
A timber ledged and framed door provides access to what has become the garbage store located to the
south of the facade. A new vent has been installed above the door opening.

North and South Facades
Only glimpses of the north and south facades can be seen from the east side of George Street (see
Figure 3.9 and 3.10). Both facades continue the parapet from the front facade around to create the
boundary wall to each side. The brick walls have a simple brick capping course and are finished with a
smooth render with ashlar jointing. There is a significant crack on the south facade. The south facade
also has a large antenna attached to the wall which appears to be obsolete.

Roof
A stone parapet wall to George Street and rendered brick parapet walls to the north and south of the
subject site conceal a hipped roof over each premise. The roof over 107 George Street has been
constructed to be taller and steeper than that over 109 George Street and is used as an attic. As the
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common walls between each premise and the adjoining properties have been built up beyond the roof
line, box gutters run east–west towards the rear of the building for water to discharge at rainwater heads
located at the centre and to the south of the rear facade (see Figure 3.10).
The roof cladding is slate and may be early or original, however the ridge cappings, flashing and the box
gutter have been renewed (see Figures 3.17 and 3.18). There are two chimney flues in the centre of the
property, each with six chimney pots. The chimneys are constructed of rendered brick and have a
simple stepped capping.
The one-storey spaces to the rear of the buildings are covered by four different roof types constructed as
part of the Rockpool refurbishment (see Figure 3.19). Over part of the kitchen and preparation areas of
109 George Street is a simple corrugated iron skillion roof that slopes to the west. It supports a
considerable number of vents and air conditioning ducts which are not visible from the Nurses Walk level
but can be seen from the first–floor windows at the rear of 107-109 and from neighbouring buildings.
Over the dining area of 109 George Street, fronting Nurses Walk is a steel and glass roof which slopes
north into a box gutter which is shared with the corrugated gabled roof situated over the western-most
end of 107 George Street. This lightweight steel roof structure replaced original hardwood beams. The
cutouts in the main steel supports are arranged gradually from circles to ellipses. The remaining area of
107 George Street is covered with a skylight which is protected by a movable shadecloth.

3.4 Identification of Fabric Development—Internal
The premises at 107–109 George Street are currently used as a restaurant including a kitchen,
preparation areas, store rooms, staff rooms and offices.
The Rockpool restaurant fronts both George Street and a public thoroughfare known as ‘Nurses Walk’ to
the rear, and the dining areas occupy the ground floor of much of No. 109 and all of 107 George Street
as well as the front two rooms of both buildings on the first floor. The main public entrance is from
George Street through the entrance doors of No. 107. An exit door opens out onto Nurses Walk at the
rear (see Figure 3.32). An entrance door at the shopfront on George Street to No. 109 is kept
permanently closed. The plans for the buildings indicating room numbers are shown in Figures 3.1 to
3.8

Basement
The basement beneath No. 107 is currently used for a large grease trap and reflux valve in area B4.
The original sandstone steps leading to the rear yard remain, as does a timber casement window in the
rear wall, and the original opening to George Street .
The basement of 109 George Street is currently used for storage. A small vacant storage space B3,
leads off the landing at the base of the stairs that lead up to the kitchen. The front two rooms B1 and B2
are currently used as a food store and cool room. The front room has access to George Street for
deliveries via a chute on the east wall (see Figures 3.21 to 3.23).
The walls are of sandstone block and brick. The original herringbone floor structure can be seen in B1.
The floor above B3 has been replaced with particle-board flooring. A sandstone fireplace mantle can be
found in B2 (see Figure 3.24) and B5.

Ground Floor
The restaurant layout consists of a formal entry with a glazed air lock which provides access to the
dining platforms that step up to the rear of 107 George Street and the front and rear spaces of 109
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George Street (see Figures 3.26 and 3.27). A modern style open steel stair in G2 that replaced an
original timber stair from room G3 provides access to the dining spaces in the front two rooms of both
buildings on the first floor (see Figure 3.33). The stair was designed to allow maximum visibility through
it.
A kitchen, preparation area, servery spaces and bar centrally located within 109 George Street service
the dining areas on the ground floor through penetrations created in the adjoining wall (see Figures 3.25
and 3.28 to 3.30). A toilet block occupying the neighbouring property’s floor space at 111 George Street
is attached to the south of 109 George Street and is accessed via a corridor created by the western
extent of the service areas and an original sandstone block wall (see Figure 3.31). The toilets were
designed as part of the overall scheme for the upgrade in 1988. They have stainless steel fittings and a
terrazzo floor finish. The walls are finished with small square glass tiles in a green, black and white
patterned scheme.
An original timber-framed stair connecting the first and second floors is located along the southern wall
of 109 George Street (see figure 3.25).

First Floor
The front two rooms of the buildings have been made into one larger space, originally called the Oyster
Bar, it is now a dining room (see Figures 3.34 and 3.35). This space was designed as an interpretation
of a rockpool, the designers describing it as ‘the upstairs bar, which seeks an identity of its own, plays
with notions of a rockpool with cool colour temperature lighting reflective surfaces and mirrored table
10
tops’.
The rear two rooms on the first floor consist of a test kitchen in 109 George Street and a wine store in
107 George Street both with direct access to the north and south timber stairs respectively along the
boundary wall of each building (see Figures 3.36 to 3.41).
The stair in the northwest corner of 107 George Street (1.4a) once reached the ground floor but now
only serves the first and second floor with the area under the stair being used for storage (see Figure
3.39).
The stair to the south of 109 George Street is a mirror image and identical to the north stair. Both
stairwells are naturally lit by a long timber, double-hung window.

Second Floor
The second floor consists of offices, some of which have been created by the alteration or addition of
dividing walls over time (see Figures 3.42 to 3.51). 107 George Street also contains a staff change room
and a stair which leads up to a third floor space currently being used for storage.

Third Floor (Attic)
The third floor is accessed via a steep flight of stairs (see Figure 3.52). The space is lit by two glazed
skylights (see Figure 3.45). The walls are lined with lath and plaster and the recesses of the skylight by
timber boarding. A fibro ceiling has been inserted, along with a sprinkler system, which has caused
some damage to the original wall fabric (see Figures 3.54 to 3.56). A simple beaded skirting board is
found in this space.

10

Jahn, G 1994, Contemporary Australian Architecture, State Library New South Wales Press in conjunction with G+B Arts
International Ltd, Sydney, p 135.
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Interior Fabric
The fabric components of the interiors of both buildings are discussed room by room in the tables set out
in the Fabric Assessment found in Appendix A

Wall Finishes
The walls are generally of load-bearing sandstone and masonry brickwork with a smooth render finish or
are lightweight, timber-framed. Plasterboard dividing walls have been installed on the first and second
floors. The exposed masonry walls of the first floor test kitchen contain evidence of earlier rendering.

Ceilings
The ceilings in the restaurant are new false ceilings. Original lath and plaster ceilings remain throughout
the first and second floors, covered with false fibro and plasterboard ceilings. A new fibro ceiling follows
the roof line above Room 2.1 in No. 109. This was fitted in 1976, according to an inscription in the roof
framing. There is evidence in the eastern roof space of 109 George Street that this area was also
finished in lath and plaster, as the shadows of the laths exist on the original roof framing.
Remnants of original plaster cornices survive in the stairwells .

Floor Finishes
The floor in the front rooms of the restaurant are tiled, while the rear dining area is carpeted. A carpeted
walkway leads from the entrance to the rear. The kitchen floor is also tiled. The upstairs dining area on
the first floor has a carpet finish. Other non-public areas of the buildings either have a carpet or vinyl
floor finish, with the third floor attic space having exposed timber floorboards.

Joinery
Original joinery, incorporating the lamb’s tongue moulding, survives in both buildings. This moulding is
used in the skirting boards, architraves, four-panelled doors and double-hung windows. A ventilation
panel has been integrated into the top sash of the first-floor windows of 107 George Street.

Decorative Finishes and Fittings
Remnants of early paint schemes including dado lines survive beneath modern paint schemes in the
stairwell of 109 George Street (1.1a).

Rockpool Restaurant Refurbishment
The 1988 design for the Rockpool Restaurant was described in Graham Jahn’s book, Contemporary
Australia Architecture, including every conceivable element in the interior, from the champagne stands
and chairs through to the structural apparatus which holds up the roof, all treated as an ensemble of
11
considered taste and style.
Four different types of lights of spun aluminium and chairs made of cast-aluminium legs with a moulded
plywood seat and back and finished in palisander timber veneer were also designed especially for the
restaurant.

11
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3.5 Assessment of Archaeological Potential
The archaeological potential of the site was assessed in The Rocks and Millers Point Archaeological
Management Plan in 1991 (Inventory Number 65, Volume 3, Part 2) and in the section of The Foreshore
Authority’s 170 Heritage Register. The site has been assessed as having the potential to contain
partially disturbed above and below ground archaeological remains.

3.5.1 Physical Investigation
An archaeological inspection of the site was conducted on 10 November 1998 as part of the preparation
of the 1998 CMP. As there has been no disturbance to the site since this time, the current
archaeological assessment is based on previous assessment and existing documentation. No
geotechnical information was available at the time of writing.
The buildings are positioned on a slope from their rear on Harrington Lane to their frontage on George
Street. The building includes basement cellars.
Site survey revealed existing dressed sandstone block walls in the basement which are contemporary
with the 1860 construction of Freehill’s standing structure. A dressed sandstone wall with exposed
footing approximately three metres long and three metres high remains on an east–west orientation
towards the rear of the property’s interior (see Figure 3.25). Physical remains of the shadow of a former
roof line and a number of small mortices to support rafters for a structure were noted on the eastern face
of the wall during site inspection. The image of an arrow, similar to an unfinished survey point, was also
recorded in the wall. The rear walls of the property, fronting Harrington Lane, consist of dressed
sandstone blocks (see Figure 3.2 and 3.11).
Physical inspection was undertaken below the tongue-in-groove floorboards in an area of the second
floor. No underfloor deposits were encountered during the inspection though—tongue-in-groove boards
tend to inhibit the accumulation of underfloor deposits which slip more easily between butted
floorboards. The nails which secured the boards are of the Ewbank type.

3.5.2 Potential for Survival of Archaeological Resources
The historical outline of European occupation indicates that the site has been extensively developed
over the period of European occupation in the area. Likely use of the site as a stone quarry between
1810 and 1823 may have removed evidence of the site’s earlier occupation as the garden and
outbuilding area of the First Sydney Hospital. However, it should be noted that the accuracy of the 1822
plan which shows the quarry on the site has been questioned. Subsequent use of the site included
construction of a timber shoe shop with associated outbuildings by owner Elizabeth Broughton between
1830 and 1834 and, after sale to John Donahue, erection of a wooden bakehouse building on the site in
1842. Archaeological evidence for these buildings is unlikely to remain along the eastern half of the
property as construction of the current four-storey building by Freehill in 1860 includes basements which
are expected to have removed previous below-ground deposits on that part of the site.
Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority records state that part of a sandstone wall erected by Freehill in
1857 as part of his first bakehouse building is retained and incorporated into the existing site building.
The 1992 Australian Heritage Commission Register of the National Estate (RNE) entry describes the site
as containing ‘a large sandstone bakery and loft for the storage of grain now partly unroofed built 1835.’
Somewhat confusing historical information regarding surviving fabric details and the dates of these
features is given in the RNE entry, The Rocks and Millers Point Archaeological Management Plan
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records and the Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority Inventory list for the property (see Appendix B).
Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority information suggests that the rear walls of the site represent lower
storey remains of a three-storey stone store erected by Freehill in 1857, prior to construction of the
current four-storey building on the site. The Rocks and Millers Point AMP describes the above-ground
archaeological remains as ‘Patrick Freehill 1861. Three storey. Sandstone walls at rear, part of earlier
structure.’ The RNE entry describes an 1835 built sandstone bakery and loft at the rear of the property.
Site inspection indicated that the ground level in the rear rooms of the existing structure is approximately
one metre below the current level of Harrington Lane. Evidence of the outbuildings and yard area
associated with Broughton’s occupation of the site may survive below these rooms. Additionally,
occupation deposits associated with the c1857 bakery and store erected by Freehill in this area along
Harrington Lane may also survive, albeit disturbed by more recent renovation phases of the existing
building.
Physical remains of the shadow of a former roof line was evidenced on the remaining interior wall during
site inspection. The 1880 Dove plan shows a shed attached to this wall during the site’s occupation as
the Shipwright’s Arms hotel. This area near the rear of the site, along Harrington Lane, remains vacant
in the 1858 and 1865 Trigonometrical plans. Thus, it is possible that both this internal wall and the
exterior walls along Harrington Lane are the remaining ground-floor walls of the three-storey stone
bakery and store constructed by Freehill in 1857. It is likely that they were retained and incorporated into
the later 1860 four-storey structure constructed on the site. The possiblity of these walls relating to 1835
occupation of the site by Broughton, as indicated in the AHC listing, is unlikely as none of the walls
indicated in plans of that period can be overlaid with any correspondence onto current plans of these
features.
In summary, the site’s archaeological resource is considered to be of high cultural significance.
Comparison of existing interior and exterior ground levels and the examination of surviving historic fabric
on the site indicates that archaeological remains are likely to survive, though recent site development is
expected to have impacted these resources. Should such resources remain, they are likely to be
contained within the rear rooms of the existing building. However, the survival of pre-1860s deposits
below the basement floor should not be ignored. Geotechnical testing may assist in clarifying whether
such deposits remain on the site.
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Figure 3.1 Front elevation of 107–109 George Street.
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Figure 3.2 Rear elevation of 107–109 George Street.

Figure 3.3 Section of 107–109 George Street.

Figure 3.4 Floor plan of basement areas below 107 and 109 George Street.
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Figure 3.5 Ground floor plan, 107–109 George Street.

Figure 3.6 First floor plan, 107–109 George Street, showing roof over single storey dining section at the rear.
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Figure 3.7 Second floor plan, 107–109 George Street.

Figure 3.8 Third floor plan, 107–109 George Street.
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Figure 3.9 Front elevation from George Street. (Source: GML,
2007)

Figure 3.10 View of the rear of 107–109 George Street from a
neighbouring property. (Source: GML, 2007)

Figure 3.11 View of the rear of 107–109 George Street from
Nurse’s Walk. (Source: GML, 2007)

Figure 3.12 Parapet wall detail. (Source: GML, 2007)

Figure 3.13 Classically detailed, segmented pediment above
first-floor windows. (Source: GML, 2007)

Figure 3.14 Quoin detail showing missing mortar at 107 George
Street. (Source: GML, 2007)
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Figure 3.15 Reconstructed timber framed shopfront windows.
(Source: GML, 2007)

Figure 3.16 View of original sandstone structures at the rear with
new fixed glazing and brick parapet wall. (Source: GML, 2007)

Figure 3.17 View of slate roofs and terracotta chimney stacks,
with antenna. (Source: GML, 2007)

Figure 3.18 Box gutter and parapet wall of rendered south
facade. (Source: GML, 2007)

Figure 3.19 View of single-storey rear dining room roof, with
shade cloths and air ducts and services. (Source: GML, 2007)
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Figure 3.20 Hatch door to basement below 107 George Street.
(Source: GML, 2007)

Figure 3.21 Timber chute on eastern wall (B1), with original
sandstone wall to the far left and right. (Source: GML, 2007)

Figure 3.22 Excavated trench in basement (B1). (Source: GML,
2007)

Figure 3.23 Modern services installed in basement (B1), fixed to
original sandstone wall. (Source: GML, 2007)
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Figure 3.24 Original sandstone fireplace in basement (B2) below
109 George Street. (Source: GML, 2007)

Figure 3.25 Original timber stair along southern wall adjacent to
the kitchen, ground floor of 109 George Street (G1). (Source:
GML, 2007)

Figure 3.26 Looking towards rear dining area at 107 George
Street (G4 and G5). (Source: GML, 2007)

Figure 3.27 View from the rear dining area of 107 George Street
(G5), looking towards the entrance. (Source: GML, 2007)

Figure 3.28 Servery and kitchen, ground floor (G3). (Source:
GML, 2007)

Figure 3.29 Front bar and kitchen, ground floor of 109 George
Street (G1). (Source: GML, 2007)
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Figure 3.30 Front bar area, ground floor (G1). (Source: GML,
2007)

Figure 3.31 Remnant sandstone block wall of original store in
rear yard in hallway leading to toilets in 107 George Street (G7a).
(Source: GML, 2007)

Figure 3.32 Rear dining room with glazed ceiling and exit onto
Nurses Walk (G6). (Source: GML, 2007 )

Figure 3.33 New staircase leading to first floor (G2). (Source:
GML, 2007)
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Figure 3.34 First-floor dining room (1.3), refurbished 1988.
Evidence remains of the former party wall, since removed.
(Source: GML, 2007)

Figure 3.35 First-floor dining room (1.2), refurbished 1988.
(Source: GML, 2007)

Figure 3.36 First-floor test kitchen (1.1) with original brickwork
and fibro ceiling. (Source: GML, 2007)

Figure 3.37 First-floor test kitchen (1.1) with stainless steel fitout. (Source: GML, 2007)
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Figure 3.38 Wine cellar, first floor (1.4). (Source: GML, 2007)

Figure 3.39 The northern stairwell leading to second floor, which
has been modified so that it no longer provides access to ground
floor (1.4a). (Source: GML, 2007)

Figure 3.40 Southern stairwell (1.1a) off first floor dining and test
kitchen, leading to second floor. (Source: GML, 2007)

Figure 3.41 Original joinery detail and evidence of earlier dado
and water damage in southern stairwell (1.1a). (Source: GML,
2007)
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Figure 3.42 Water damage visible in the walls and ceiling of
stairwell at entrance to second floor office (1.1a). (Source: GML,
2007)

Figure 3.43 Second-floor office (2.3 and 2.1), with fibro ceiling
and plasterboard walls over original. (Source: GML, 2007)

Figure 3.44 Second-floor office (2.2), with evidence of dividing
wall, removed since 1998. (Source: GML, 2007)

Figure 3.45 Second-floor office (2.3), with evidence of dividing
wall, removed since 1998. (Source: GML, 2007)
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Figure 3.46 Hallway (2.5a), second floor offices, with new
plasterboard walls and fibro ceiling over original. (Source: GML,
2007)

Figure 3.47 Second-floor office space (2.4) with fibro ceiling and
plasterboard walls over original. (Source: GML, 2007)

Figure 3.48 Second-floor landing (2.6a). (Source: GML, 2007)

Figure 3.49 Staff locker room, second floor (2.6). (Source: GML,
2007)
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Figure 3.50 Staff locker room, second floor (2.6). (Source: GML,
2007)

Figure 3.51 Stairs leading to attic, second floor (2.6a). (Source:
GML, 2007)

Figure 3.52 Original joinery detailing of stairs leading to attic
space (2.6a). (Source: GML , 2007)

Figure 3.53 Skylight recess in attic (3.1). (Source: GML, 2007)
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Figure 3.54 Original lathe and plaster walls, with fibro ceiling in
attic (3.1). (Source: GML, 2007)

Figure 3.55 Attic space (3.1), used for storage. (Source: GML,
2007)

Figure 3.56 Damage to original lathe and plaster walls in attic
(3.1), caused by installation of sprinkler system. (Source: GML,
2007)
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4.0 Assessment of Cultural Significance
4.1 Comparative Analysis
The buildings at 107–109 George Street, The Rocks, are fine examples of mid-Victorian commercial
architecture. Their sandstone facade is an imposing element in the George Street streetscape. The
design and detail of the facade is a good representative example of Victorian Regency style architecture
and the use of restrained classical motifs in a commercial building.
The main features of this style that are evident at 107–109 George Street, are the use of a symmetrical
facade, a parapet giving a decorative accent along the skyline and concealing the roof and the use of
classical detailing appropriate for a commercial building.
The buildings at 107–109 George Street are comparatively rare as they retain elements of a combined
shop/residence, once commonly found in The Rocks business precinct.
The following points are relevant to comparative analysis of 107–109 George Street:
•

it represents the prosperous mid-nineteenth century commercial phase in the development of The
Rocks following the Colonial period;

•

it is one a group of early-to mid-Victorian commercial properties built in the Victorian Regency Style;

•

it is one of a small group of buildings in The Rocks that have been continuously occupied for
commercial retail purposes since their construction;

•

although the building’s scale, detailing and alignment to the street is typical of that found along the
west side of George Street as part of the Business Precinct of The Rocks, it is one of the relatively
few substantial commercial buildings, apart from former banks, that have been constructed in
sandstone;

•

it is part of a very important heritage streetscape in The Rocks which is highly regarded by
residents, Sydney people and visitors (and which is acknowledged on the State Heritage Register,
on the Register of the National Estate and the National Trust of Australia (NSW) as part of The
Rocks Urban Conservation Area); and

•

the potential archaeological resource on the site is representative of the continuous occupation of
The Rocks from the early colonial settlement. Archaeological evidence from the site has the
potential to contribute to the evolving and layered history of this significant area of Sydney.

4.2 Application of New South Wales Heritage Assessment Criteria
The following assessment of heritage significance has been prepared utilising the current evaluation
criteria established by the Heritage Council of NSW.

4.2.1 Historic Significance
Criterion (a)—An item is important in the course, or pattern, of NSW’s cultural or natural history (or the cultural or
natural history of the local area)
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The buildings at 107–109 George Street have historical significance for the following reasons:
•

No. 107–109 George Street is located on a site that was integral in the early development of the
colony, being associated with the first hospital and later, an early quarry.

•

107–109 George Street is representative of the nature of development of privately built and owned
commercial properties found in The Rocks in the mid-nineteenth century as part of the development
of the northern end of George Street as a commercial centre associated with the maritime activity of
Circular Quay. Located within The Rocks business precinct these buildings are associated with a
period of growing commercial confidence in New South Wales. The building, with its fine
sandstone construction and design, is a good representative example of this phase.

•

The history of this site reflects the history of The Rocks generally. Starting as part of the site of the
Colony’s first hospital, its early development reflects the first commercial developments on George
Street and in the Nurses Walk area before their consolidation and more intensive development in
the middle part of the nineteenth century.

•

The c1970 refurbishment of the building was one of the first undertaken by the then Sydney Cove
Redevelopment Authority (SCRA), a significant phase in The Rocks in the late twentieth century.

•

The combined uses of commercial premises with residences over is a typical pattern for this midnineteenth century period within The Rocks.

•

No. 107–109 George Street is typical of the private waterfront properties resumed by the Sydney
Harbour Trust in the early-twentieth century.

•

The buildings have had a continuous commercial use since they were built in 1861. They have
been predominantly used as a hotel and baker’s in the nineteenth century and as a barber and
restaurant throughout the twentieth century.

4.2.2 Historic Association
Criterion (b)—An item has strong or special association with the life or works of a person, or group of persons, of
importance in NSW’s cultural or natural history (or the cultural or natural history of the local area)

The buildings at 107–109 George Street are significant due to the following associations:
•

The site is located in the historic Rocks precinct, which is associated with the convict settlement of
Australia as the earliest area of Sydney to be developed.

•

The site on which 107–109 George Street is located is associated with the first hospital in Australia.

•

The site is located on George Street, initially known as High Street, which is associated with the
earliest and longest operating business precinct in Australia, with 107 and 109 George Street
operating as commercial premises continuously since construction in 1861.

•

The site is associated with early activities of the Sydney Cove Redevelopment Authority (SCRA)
and was one of the first buildings restored by SCRA.

•

The site is associated with significant restaurant establishments in Sydney; The Rocks Push
restaurant in the 1970s and since 1988, Rockpool, under head chef Neil Perry.
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4.2.3 Aesthetic Significance
Criterion (c)—An item is important in demonstrating aesthetic characteristics and/or a high degree of creative or
technical achievement in NSW (or the local are natural history (or the cultural or natural history of the local area)

The buildings at 107–109 George Street have aesthetic significance for the following reasons:
•

No. 107–109 George Street displays a high quality architectural design typical of the Victorian
Regency style, such as its symmetrical facade, decorative sandstone parapet and restrained
classical detailing.

•

No. 107–109 George Street, located in a row of commercial and public buildings of similar scale,
materials, detailing and alignment to the street, contributes to the distinctive streetscape of George
Street, in the historic Business Precinct of The Rocks.

•

Although the Rockpool restaurant interior design of 1988 obscures heritage fabric and spaces it is
also of some aesthetic significance as representative of post-modern design influences on interior
design and architecture.

4.2.4 Social Significance
Criterion (d)—An item has strong or special association with a particular community or cultural group in NSW (or the
local area) for social, cultural or spiritual reasons

The buildings at 107–109 George Street have social significance for the following reasons:
•

The Rocks area is an area of Sydney that is well visited by locals and tourists. It has been the
subject of many planning schemes and when threatened with demolition, the high regard that the
locals, people of Sydney and national and international visitors have for this unique place has been
clearly demonstrated.

•

Much has been written on the importance of The Rocks as an example of an accumulation of urban
artefacts which together present the growth of the area.

•

The Rockpool restaurant has been an icon of Sydney dining for nearly two decades with Neil Perry
as head chef.

4.2.5 Research Potential
Criterion (e)—An item has potential to yield information that will contribute to an understanding of NSW’s cultural or
natural history (or the cultural or natural history of the local area)

The buildings at 107–109 George Street have technical/research significance for the following reasons:
•

The fabric, although modified, has the ability to yield information on the configuration of earlyVictorian commercial/residential buildings and aspects of the way of life of the people who inhabited
them.

•

The site has potential to contain sub-surface archaeological deposits associated with occupation of
the area from the early settlement period in The Rocks.

•

The site may contain evidence of successive phases of use as a bakery from the mid-nineteenth
century.
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•

Archaeological deposits and features, particularly when considered in conjunction with
documentary evidence, can provide evidence of material culture that yields information which may
be unavailable from documentary sources alone. If present, remains of occupation from as early as
the early-nineteenth century on the site would comprise an archaeological resource which might
contribute data that leads to a better understanding of the social, economic and cultural history of
Sydney and The Rocks area in particular.

4.2.6 Rarity
Criterion (f)—An item possesses uncommon, rare or endangered aspects of NSW’s cultural or natural history (or the
cultural or natural history of the local area)

The buildings at 107–109 George Street are rare for the following reasons:
•

The intact sandstone facade to George Street is a very fine example of mid-Victorian Regency
architecture and a rare example of this style applied to commercial buildings constructed by
individual developers of this period.

•

The site retains elements of a pair of combined shop/residences, a mixed use once common
throughout both The Rocks area and Sydney.

4.2.7 Representative
Criterion (g)—An item is important in demonstrating the principal characteristics of a class of NSW’s cultural or
natural places or cultural or natural environments (or a class of the local area’s cultural or natural places; or cultural
or natural environments)

107–109 George Street is representative of the following classes of cultural heritage places:
•

As part of a relatively small group of early-to mid-Victorian sandstone buildings remaining in Sydney
and as a good example of the Victorian Regency style;

•

As part of the group of buildings in The Rocks that have had a continuous commercial use since
they were built. They have been predominantly used as a hotel and baker’s in the nineteenth
century and as a barber shop and restaurant throughout the twentieth century;

•

As a good example of the phases of development in The Rocks; firstly as part of early colonial
Sydney, as part of the early commercial development of George Street and of mid and later
nineteenth century confidence and expansion;

•

As an early example of the SCRA redevelopment projects when it was restored in c1970 as The
Rocks Push Restaurant.

•

As part of the group of mainly commercial buildings along the western side of George Street that
were constructed largely in response to the maritime activities nearby, with combined residences
and businesses strategically positioned to capitalise on the mercantile activity and the steady flow
12
of visitors and sailors to the colony in the mid nineteenth century .

12

The Rocks Heritage Management Plan, Report prepared by Godden Mackay Logan for Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority,
February 2002, p16.
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4.2.8 Ability to Represent Historic Themes
As noted above in Section 4.1.2, 107–109 George Street, The Rocks reflects many of the key historic
themes in the development of The Rocks. In particular, it is evidence of the mid-nineteenth century
consolidation of George Street as a primary commercial thoroughfare associated with the maritime
activity of Circular Quay. Commercial confidence in this association is expressed in the quality of the
design of the building itself.

4.3 Statement of Significance
The buildings at 107–109 George Street are of State significance as an integral part of the fabric of The
Rocks and associated with all key phases of its history, from the establishment of the Colony. A
particular association lies with the importance of the harbourside of Circular Quay to the commercial
precinct of The Rocks in the mid-nineteenth century. The building is a very fine representative example
of commercial buildings designed in a mid-Victorian Regency style that also reflect a strong degree of
confidence in this area at the time of its construction by its owner, Patrick Freehill.
The architectural design qualities of the buildings and their previous use as a combined shop and
residence, for which evidence remains, provide rarity value for these buildings.
The buildings are also significant because they have had a continual commercial use since they were
built. Its use since the 1970s as a restaurant continue this commercial history and also reflects the
growth of this area as a tourist destination. It is also as an early example of the restoration work of the
Sydney Cove Redevelopment Authority. The Rockpool restaurant is a long running iconic Sydney
restaurant that contributes to the character of The Rocks as an international tourist destination.
The site at 107–109 George Street is a place of high archaeological research potential. The surviving
fabric has the ability to yield information on early building techniques as well as the way of life for the
inhabitants. The rear section of the property incorporates the ground floor sandstone wall of a former
two-storey stables/bakehouse. Should sub-surface archaeological resources remain intact, the site is
likely to yield important evidence of material culture that contributes information about the development
and occupation of The Rocks area that is unavailable from other sources.

4.4 Curtilage Assessment
4.4.1 The Concepts of Setting and Curtilage
An important consideration in the cultural heritage management of 107–109 George Street is the
management of an appropriate setting. The maintenance of an appropriate visual setting is also an
obligation of Article 8 of The Burra Charter: The Australia ICOMOS Charter for Places of Cultural
Significance.
The setting of heritage places is made up of both their heritage curtilage and their broader setting that
includes key views and vistas to and from the item.
Guidelines on Heritage Curtilages are published by the NSW Heritage Office. The guidelines define
heritage curtilages as the area of land (including land covered by water) surrounding an item or area of
heritage significance which is essential for retaining and interpreting it’s heritage significance. It can
apply to either:
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•

land which is integral to the heritage significance of items of the built heritage; or

•

a precinct which includes buildings, works, relics, trees, places and their setting.

These guidelines identify a number of general principles that should be satisfied in establishing a
heritage curtilage and setting:
•

has the significance of the original relationship between item and site been conserved?;

•

has an adequate setting been established?;

•

have adequate visual catchments or corridors been provided?; and

•

are buffer zones required to protect the item from unsympathetic development?

The Heritage Curtilage guidelines identify a number of matters that should be addressed in establishing
a heritage curtilage and setting:
•

historical allotments;

•

design style and taste;

•

functional uses and interrelationships;

•

visual links;

•

scale;

•

significant features;

•

vegetation; and

•

archaeological features.

4.4.2 Defining the Curtilage and Setting of 107–109 George Street
The historic and visual factors that respond to the Heritage Council of NSW guidelines in relation to
setting include:
•

the important visual relationships with the Museum of Contemporary Art (former MSB building)
directly opposite on the eastern side of George Street;

•

a strong historical and urban form relationship between the site and Circular Quay;

•

the historical linkage with Nurses Walk and development at the rear of the site; and

•

the streetscape importance of 107–109 George Street in views along George Street from Argyle
Street, the Cahill Expressway, and First Fleet Park immediately to the south of the MCA.

In relation to legal site curtilage, the minimum area of land that is essential to the conservation of the
significance of this site is the full current site area. This area is shown edged in red on Figure 4.1.
However, in relation to the broader setting of the site this needs to include the above aspects of setting:
the commercial precinct within which it is located on George Street between the Cahill Expressway and
Argyle Street; the area Nurses Walk at the rear of the property and key views to the site as noted above.
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The heritage setting is therefore larger than the curtilage and is defined as the site curtilage, plus the
immediate visual catchment and plus the key views to the site, together shown on Figure 4.1.
Conservation policy for the site should establish objectives for the conservation of the heritage values for
the curtilage and the broader visual catchment. However, minor changes within the visual catchment
are unlikely to directly affect the significance of 107–109 George Street.

Figure 4.1 The curtilage of 107–109 George Street is shown highlighted in red, and the key views towards the site are indicated with
arrows.
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5.0 Grading of Significance
Grading reflects the contribution the element makes to the overall significance of an item, and the
degree to which the significance of the item would be diminished if the component were removed or
altered. 107–109 George Street has been assessed to determine a relative grading of significance into
five levels. This process examines a number of factors, including:
•

original design quality;

•

degree of intactness;

•

relative age and authenticity (original, replaced);

•

extent of subsequent alterations;

•

association with important people or events ; and

•

ability to demonstrate a rare quality, craft or construction process

A standard five-grade system has been applied to assess individual contribution of each element to the
overall significance of the item. This system is a valuable planning tool, and assists in the development
of a consistent approach to the treatment of different elements. The various grades of significance
generate different requirements for retention and conservation of individual spaces and the various
elements. Discussed below are the gradings of significance.

Exceptional Significance
Includes fabric that makes the greatest direct contribution to the item’s significance. This particularly
refers to rare or outstanding original fabric and spaces of particular historic and aesthetic value, and
unaltered original elements and features.
Elements identified as being of Exceptional significance should be retained and conserved in situ. Any
work, which affects the fabric or external appearance of these elements, should be confined to
Preservation, Restoration and Reconstruction as defined by The Burra Charter.

High Significance
Includes elements and features that make an important contribution to the recognition of the item’s
significance albeit the fabric may not be in good condition. This may include elements that have been
altered, or elements created as part of a generally sympathetic alteration to the building. This category
is likely to include much of the extant fabric from the early phases of construction and many
reconstructed early or original elements wherever these make an important contribution to the
significance of the item.
Elements identified as being of High significance should also generally be retained, restored and
conserved in situ subject however to other relevant factors including technological feasibility of proposed
works. Minor intervention into fabric including Adaptation and Alteration as defined by The Burra Charter
is permissible, provided that level of significance of each element is retained, with an aim not to remove
or obscure significant fabric, giving preference to changes which are reversible.
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Moderate Significance
Includes building fabric and relationships that are supportive of the overall significance of the item and
have some heritage value, but do not make an important or key contribution to that significance. Also
includes elements and features which were originally of higher significance, but have been compromised
by later, less significant modifications or elements that have deteriorated beyond repair and cannot be
reconstructed in a technologically feasible manner.
Where the fabric is of Moderate significance a greater level of intervention is permissible. Adaptation
and relocation to components of these elements and spaces is acceptable provided that it protects the
overall cultural significance of the item. Such work should take place within defined work programs and
should not be the product of general maintenance or sporadic alterations.

Little Significance
Includes fabric which detracts from the heritage value of the item. Also includes most of the fabric
associated with unsympathetic alterations and additions made to accommodate changing functional
requirements.
These are components generally of neutral impact on the complex’s significance. Elements assessed
as being of Little significance are generally not regarded as essential to the major aspects of significance
of a building or place, often fulfilling a functional role. Both retention and removal are acceptable options,
depending on the element. Any major interventions to the item should be confined to areas where the
fabric is of little significance.
Fabric that has been ranked as having Little significance includes most of the interior design fitout made
to accommodate the restaurant refurbishment.

Intrusive
Includes fabric which adversely affects the significance of the complex or fabric created without respect
for the intangible values of the building. Removal of elements of this category would directly increase
the overall heritage value of the item.
Elements identified as Intrusive can reduce or obscure the overall significance of the place, despite their
role as illustrators of the site’s progressive development. The preferred option is for their removal,
conversion to a more compatible form, or replacement in a way which helps to retain the overall
significance of the item. These works should be done without damage to adjacent fabric of significance.
These items need not be addressed immediately.
This grading has been established as a tool to assist in developing appropriate conservation measures
for the treatment of 107–109 George Street and its elements and to enable decisions on the future
conservation and development of the place to be based on an understanding of its significance. Good
conservation practice encourages the focussing on change or upgrading of historical buildings to those
areas or components which make a lesser contribution to significance. The areas or components that
make a greater or defining contribution to significance should generally be left intact or changed with the
greatest care and respect. It should be noted that many elements have not been maintained and need
to be restored or reconstructed to recover their full significance.
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5.1 Grading of Significant Spaces
The following grades of significance apply to the external facades and internal spaces of 107–109
George Street. A detailed assessment of the graded significance of elements of fabric for each space
are contained in Appendix A.

5.1.1 George Street (East) Facade
Elements

Significance

Sandstone facade

Exceptional

Stone threshold

Exceptional

Double hung timber window frames

Exceptional

Reconstructed shopfront at 107

Moderate

Original sections of shopfront at 109

High

Reconstructed shopfront at 109

Moderate

Form and fabric of pitched slate tiled roofs and chimneys

Exceptional

Figure 5.1 Diagram showing graded significance of East (front) facade of 107–109 George Street.
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5.1.2 Rear (West) Facade
Elements

Significance

Original three storey facebrick wall of main building

Exceptional

Double hung timber window frames

Exceptional

Original sandstone and facebrick wall of single storey rear dining section to Nurses Walk

Exceptional

Introduced doors and fixed glazing to single storey rear dining section to Nurses Walk

Little

Roofs of single storey rear dining section to Nurses Walk

Little

Introduced plant to rear elevation

Intrusive

Original roof form of main building

Exceptional

Figure 5.2 Diagram showing graded significance of West (rear) facade of 107–109 George Street.
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5.1.3 North and South Facades
Elements

Significance

Original roof form of main building

Exceptional

Sandstone parapet detailing

Exceptional

Rendered brick wall to north and south facade

High

Figure 5.3 Diagram showing graded significance of South elevation of 107–109 George Street.

Figure 5.4 Diagram showing graded significance of North facade of 107–109 George Street.
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5.2 Schedule of Significance of Spaces
The following section assesses the overall significance of the individual spaces of each of the four levels
of the buildings. The significance of each space reflects its integrity and ability to be interpreted as a
historic space. Figures show these gradings graphically as well as noting some features.
Appendix A includes an identification of the significance of individual elements of fabric within these
spaces.
Basement Spaces

Significance

Basement B1

High

Basement B2

High/ Moderate

Basement B2a

Little

Basement B3

High

Basement B4

Exceptional

Basement B5

Exceptional

Basement B6

Exceptional

Figure 5.5 Diagram showing graded significance of Basement spaces.
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Ground Floor Spaces

Significance

Entry G1

High

ServeryG2

Moderate

Dining G3

High

Dining G4

Moderate

Dining G5

High

Dining G6

High

Preparation Area G7

Moderate

Hallway G7a

High

Preparation Area G8

Moderate

Kitchen G9

Moderate

Southern Stairwell

Exceptional

Northern Stairwell 1.4a, 2.6a

Exceptional

Figure 5.6 Diagram showing graded significance of ground floor spaces.
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First Floor Spaces

Significance

Test Kitchen 1.1

Moderate

First Floor Dining 1.2 and 1.3

Moderate

Wine Store 1.4

Moderate

Figure 5.7 Diagram showing graded significance of first floor spaces.
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Second and Third Floor Spaces

Significance

Office Second Floor 2.1

Moderate

Office Second Floor 2.2

Moderate

Office Second Floor 2.3

Moderate

Office Second Floor 2.4 and 2.4a

Moderate

Office Second Floor 2.5 and 2.5a

Moderate

Locker Room 2.6

Moderate/ High

Attic stairs

High

Attic 3.1

Exceptional

Figure 5.8 Diagram showing graded significance of second floor spaces.
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Figure 5.9 Diagram showing graded significance of third floor (attic) space.

5.3 Archaeological Significance
The archaeological potential of the subject site is considered high. The site should be subject to a
comprehensive archaeological assessment prior to any ground disturbance in accordance with the NSW
Heritage Act archaeological provisions.
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6.0 Constraints and Opportunities
6.1 Introduction
This section outlines major issues for the conservation of the site. It takes into consideration matters
arising from the statement of significance and procedural constraints imposed by cultural conservation
methodology, such as that of the Australia ICOMOS Burra Charter. It also identifies all statutory and
non-statutory listings that apply to the site and describes constraints and opportunities arising from these
listings.
The conservation planning process established by the guidelines to The Burra Charter of Australia
ICOMOS and set out in NSW Heritage Office guidelines requires that relevant constraints and
opportunities be identified as part of the process for developing conservation policies for places of
significance. They are as follows:
•

constraints arising from significance;

•

physical constraints of the building;

•

external factors, including relevant council statutory and non-statutory controls; and

•

feasible uses and client requirements.

6.2 Constraints Arising From Significance
6.2.1 Constraints Arising from Assessed Significance
Constraints arising from significance establish a premise where other issues such as condition and client
requirements can be considered. As discussed in Section 4.0, 107–109 George Street is of State
heritage significance through its historical association, aesthetic, technical and social values and
archaeological potential.
Future management decisions for the site must have due regard to its heritage significance. The
following constraints arise from the assessed significance of the site as a whole:
•

107–109 George Street is a place of state cultural significance which should be conserved and
managed in accordance with accepted conservation principles and practice;

•

all features on the front facade that characterise its architectural style are of Exceptional
significance and should be retained and conserved;

•

the fabric assessed as having Exceptional significance must be preserved, restored or
reconstructed;

•

the fabric assessed as having High significance should be preserved and restored or reconstructed
to an earlier known form based on documentary and physical evidence;

•

the fabric assessed as having Moderate significance should preferably be retained in situ;

•

fabric having Little significance may be retained or replaced in a more sympathetic form;

•

Intrusive fabric should be removed;
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•

while fabric from all periods is recognised as contributing to the significance of the place, revealing
the fabric of the earlier period at the expense of the latter is justified where fabric to be removed is
of slight cultural significance and that to be retained is of greater cultural significance;

•

decisions about works to the place, maintenance, repairs or more extensive adaptation works must
always take into account the impact on the significance of the place, both as a whole and on
individual components;

•

the future conservation and development of the place should follow the policies set out in Section
7.0 of this report which have been developed to ensure the appropriate retention of cultural
significance of the place;

•

the streetscape value of 107–109 George Street, as part of a row of shops along the west side of
the street, should be retained and conserved and no change to it or other buildings in this group
should be allowed to impact on this streetscape value;

•

it is appropriate that the building continue to be used as a commercial property; and

•

the significance of the building should be interpreted to the public.

6.3 Issues Arising From Physical Condition of the Place
The Rockpool restaurant fitout of 107–109 George Street is in good condition. However, the remainder
of the building varies from being in a good to poor condition. Appendix A contains a detailed fabric
analysis on a room by room basis. A more general statement of issues and current condition is outlined
below.

6.3.1 Exterior
The built fabric of the exterior of 107–109 George Street, is generally in fair to good condition. The most
notable defects are cracks and missing mortar, in particular on the sandstone front facade and at the
brick rear of the original three-storey buildings.
Structural repairs were carried out in 1978 owing to a forward lean in the front facade stone wall. A steel
strap approximately 1.5 metres in length has been attached to the southern facade, tying it to the front
facade, following recommendations made in 1999 in a Structural Condition Report prepared by Birzulis
Associates.
Since 1999 there has been significant loss of detailing from the moulded sandstone on the front (east)
facade due to weathering, most notably at the parapet and detailing above the windows. This condition
may now be a safety issue and needs urgent investigation. In addition there appears to be cracking and
missing mortar in this sandstone facade. As noted in the 1999 CMP, inappropriate use of cement to
repair the sandstone window sills has resulted in further damage. Apart from the strapping of the
southern boundary wall, recommendations made in 1999 for repairs to the front facade, including
repointing, do not appear to have been carried out.
The rear (west) elevation of the three-storey structures has been compromised by the introduction of airconditioning ducts. Cracking and missing mortar are also evident, particularly at either end of the wall
near the rainwater heads. The rear (west) elevation of the single-storey dining section off Nurses Walk
appears to be in good condition.
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While the roof appears in a good condition, the investigation for this report did not assess the condition
or capacity of the rainwater goods. Repairs and water testing have been carried out to the roofs in 2001
and 2002. While it appears that works have been carried out to the box gutters, in there appears to be a
need for overall repainting of external elements such as the chimney.

6.3.2 Interiors
The publicly accessible interiors of 107 and 109 George Street are in good condition. The non-public
areas are generally in need of maintenance.
Works in the Rockpool refurbishment that have affected the significance of the building include the
following:
•

alterations to the original residential entrances to George Street to fixed glazing;

•

removing walls or part walls on the ground and first floors to provide large dining spaces;

•

removal of the lower flight of the stair in the north west corner of 107 George Street and insertion of
the new flight of stairs between rooms G2 and 1.2;

•

the permanent blocking of the flight of stairs from the ground floor of No. 107 to the basement;

•

the additional layer of internal finishes to both buildings on the ground floor and the two front rooms
of the first floor;

•

the insertion of intrusive air conditioning units, ducts and associated service pipes; and

•

the insertion of a commercial kitchen fitout to 109 George Street.

The most notable causes of degradation to the original fabric of the buildings has been through water
ingress. Water ingress seems to have been addressed since 1999 but also seems to be an ongoing
issue. There is some evidence internally, at the second and third floors, that there has been a falling
damp problem. The damp problem noted in the basement in the 1999 CMP has been rectified.
The gradual deterioration of the building’s integrity has also been caused by ad hoc decisions about
fittings and services that have caused damage to the original fabric.
Despite the changes made for the interior design, the original fabric has generally been left in situ
beneath the new layer of fabric. Original fabric remains elsewhere throughout the building to allow
interpretation, including original joinery profiles, doors, wall finishes and original fireplaces. In some
areas such as the attic in 107 George Street the original lathe and plaster work is in a poor condition and
this and other original joinery and plaster work generally needs conservation attention.
Since the 1999 CMP, further alterations have occurred. These include the refurbishment of the secondfloor offices involving the removal of an original wall separating rooms 2.2 and 2.3 and the installation of
false ceilings and plasterboard wall sheeting, including over fireplaces, and excavation and renovation of
the basement below 109 George Street according to recommendations made in the 1999 CMP.

6.3.3 Structural Condition
Birzulis Associates prepared a structural assessment of 107–109 George Street as part of the 1999
CMP. The conclusions made in the assessment were that the building was generally in a good
condition.
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The main type of defect observed was cracks in the render of the walls. Few defects were observed
within the public areas of the restaurant probably due to the finishes which conceal the structural
elements. Other potential problems included some movement in the stair situated in the northwest
corner of 107 George Street and considerable water damage along the northern boundary of 107
George Street.
The following is a summary of defects and remedial work required as noted in the 1999 CMP. Works
since then to carry out these recommendations are noted where they have been identified:

Cracked Brick Walls
•

The brick walls have most likely cracked due to movement of their supporting structure. Repairs
suggested include re pointing and filling cracks with a compatible mortar.

Loss of Mortar in External Brick Walls
•

The loss of mortar in the external brick walls appears to be due to leaching of mortar due to
overflow of gutters at roof and water running down the walls. The rainwater goods need to be
assessed and walls repointed with a suitable mortar.

Cracked Timber Stud Walls
•

It is possible the stud walls have cracked due to floor joist deflection as a consequence of heavy
loading in the western half of the first floor and by the offices in the northeast and southwest areas
of the second floor and attic. The loads on these areas should be reduced by relocating these
functions to a more suitable area.

Damaged Lathe and Plaster
•

The installation of fire sprinklers throughout the building has significantly damaged original lathe
and plaster walls and ceilings.

Stair Deflection/Sag
•

Some deflection in the stairs of 107 and 109 George Street may be occurring due to joints in the
timber stair working loose or through water damage to timber members and nails. The timber stair
should be ‘tightened up’. Consideration may also be given to extra strengthening, however this
would need to be unobtrusively designed.

Cracked Parapet Walls
•

The cracks in the parapet walls suggest that there may have been some settlement in the southern
wall. There may also be movement between the stone facade wall and brick boundary/parapet
wall. The cracks should be filled with a suitable mortar. A structural tie between the southern and
front (east) facade has been added however this does not appear to have been carried out
according to the recommendation in the isometric drawings contained in the Structural Condition
Report in 1999.

Sagging Timber Floors
•

There is a noticeable sag in the floor on the second floor, rooms 2.4 and 2.5. This may be due to
permanent creep deflection as no visible signs of degradation could be observed.

•

On the first floor, rooms 1.1 and 1.4, there are also significant cracks in the walls which sit on the
2
floor joists. As recommended, the maximum floor loadings should be limited to 150kg/m .
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Water Ingress
•

Previous water ingress has caused damage to the wall and ceiling fabric on the second floor and in
the stairwells of the buildings. Although these areas appeared dry at the time of inspection, it is
recommended that appropriate tradespersons inspect the rainwater goods and repair the render to
the parapet walls.

Earthquake Load Resistance
•

In accordance with the Earthquake Loading Code AS1170.4, the building is considered to be
Category B type. This requires walls to be tied to the floor and roof levels for restraint, requiring
intrusive remedial work. No specific recommendations were made, however consideration should
be made regarding these requirements should the buildings undergo major works.

Summary
By addressing aesthetic repairs, standard maintenance issues and consideration of facade stabilisation,
it is believed that the building can continue to operate and perform satisfactorily. It is also recommended
that the building should be monitored and a record of the fabric maintained.

6.4 Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority
The Rocks area is managed by the Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority (the Foreshore Authority),
constituted on 1 February 1999 under the Sydney Harbour Foreshore Act 1998 (NSW). The Rocks area
is not within the jurisdiction of the Council of the City of Sydney.
The principle functions of the Foreshore Authority, stated in its Act, are to:
•

Protect and enhance the natural and cultural heritage of the foreshore area;

•

Promote, co-ordinate, manage, undertake and secure the orderly and economic development and use
of the foreshore area, including the provision of infrastructure; and

•

Promote, co-ordinate, organise, manage, undertake, secure, provide and conduct cultural, educational,
commercial, tourist, recreational, entertainment and transport activities and facilities.

In recognition of the importance of heritage conservation in the area, The Rocks Heritage Management
Plan (adopted in February 2002) has been prepared to provide a basis for understanding and
conserving the heritage value of The Rocks and to assist in preparing individual Conservation
Management Plans for heritage buildings within The Rocks.

6.4.1 Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority’s Vision and Charter
Vision
To demonstrate vision and leadership in creating quality environments that are enriching, diverse,
accessible and sustainable by continually improving Sydney’s significant waterfront precincts, balancing
visitor, community and commercial expectations.

Charter
The Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority’s Charter committed the Authority to:
1. Add value by redevelopment of surplus government land through a highly skilled organisation that
creates new city precincts on the harbour;
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2. Capitalise on the economic and cultural worth of foreshore precincts, notably The Rocks, Circular
Quay, Darling Harbour, as core attractions for both visitors and Sydneysiders;
3. Balance economic return, vibrancy and diversity of harbour foreshores, including the working
waterfront;
4. Deliver excellence in its role as place manager for Sydney’s premier harbour sites;
5. As custodian, ensure preservation and interpretation of natural and cultural heritage around the
foreshores, promoting a sense of community ownership;
6. Facilitate the opening up of foreshore areas to the public, balancing protection with active use while
improving and extending waterfront public domain.
The Authority proposes, (subject to the
recommendations of the conservation plan), to continue to use 107–109 George Street as a restaurant.

6.4.2 Asset Owner’s Requirements
Neil Perry, chef of Rockpool, has tenanted 107–109 George Street since 1988. The ground and first
floor areas are in use as public dining areas, while the second floor is occupied by offices, and the attic
and basement are used for storage. Both the northern and southern and stairwells are in constant use,
however the northern stairwell finishes at first floor level. Toilets for Rockpool are located within the
adjoining property 111 George Street.
Any new requirements of the tenant should always be assessed against the constraints and policies
made in this report.

6.5 Heritage Management Framework
It is essential that the Foreshore Authority is consulted in order to determine any approvals that may be
required for the execution of any works. Approvals for works may be required under both the
Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 (NSW) and the Heritage Act 1977 (NSW). The
Foreshore Authority has delegation to determine development applications valued under $5 million.
Projects valued above $5 million are to be determined by the Minister. Applications are to be made to
the Foreshore Authority. In some instance, for major projects applications may be required to be made
to the Department of Planning. In all cases, liaison with the Foreshore Authority’s Planning Assessment
Team should occur to ensure correct statutory processes are followed.

6.5.1 Heritage Act 1977 (NSW)
Architectural Works
107–109 George Street is listed on the New South Wales State Heritage Register SHR, under SHR No.
01590. This listing recognises the site as being of State significance and provides statutory protection
under the Heritage Act 1977 (NSW).
Under Section 57(1) of the Heritage Act, Heritage Council approval is required for a wide range of works
to a SHR item. Unless an item constitutes a danger to its occupants or the public, demolition of a SHR
item is prohibited under the Heritage Act. An element of a SHR item may only be demolished if it does
not contribute to the significance of the item.
To gain approval for any of the above works, an application must be made to the Heritage Council
(Section 60 application). Authority has been delegated to the Foreshore Authority to determine Section
60 applications for minor works which do not materially affect the significance of the item. The
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Foreshore Authority can advise applicants whether applications can be assessed under delegation, or
whether they need to be approved by the Heritage Council. Section 60 application forms are available
from the Heritage Office (NSW Department of Planning), or from the Foreshore Authority.

Archaeological Management
Under Section 57(1) of the Heritage Act, Heritage Council approval is required to move, damage, or
destroy a relic listed in the State Heritage Register, or to excavate or disturb land which is listed on the
SHR and there is reasonable knowledge or likelihood of relics being disturbed. The Act defines a ‘relic’
as:
Any deposit, object or material evidence
(a) which relates to the settlement of the area that comprises New South Wales, not being an Aboriginal settlement,
and
(b) which is 50 or more years old.

A Section 60 application is required to disturb relics on an SHR listed site. The delegation to the
Foreshore Authority to approve minor Section 60 applications extends to archaeological works.
The following conclusions about the archaeological resource at 107–109 George Street are based on
the analysis of evidence (Section 3.0) and the assessment of site significance (Section 4.0).
• the site of 107–109 George Street, The Rocks, has the potential to contain historical archaeological
resources of some scientific research potential;
• assessments of archaeological sensitivity and significance contained within the 1999 CMP have
highlighted areas where archaeological remains potentially survive and warrant excavation or
archaeological monitoring prior to any disturbance (The research has also indicated that there is
minimal possibility that any archaeological feature discovered on the site would warrant in-situ
conservation.);
• the areas that have been found to be archaeologically sensitive are identified in Section 3.0. The
assessment of sensitivity has been formed on the basis of the likely survival of deposits and their
relative archaeological significance;
• development within the areas marked as archaeologically sensitive which include disturbance of
subsurface areas has the potential to disturb or remove identified archaeological resources;
• the proposed archaeological management strategy involves a process of archaeological monitoring
and/or excavation;
• areas to be disturbed within the sensitive zone should be subject to archaeological monitoring;
• should the monitoring expose significant archaeological remains, then provision should be made for
more extensive archaeological excavation;
• the site is not expected to contain in situ Aboriginal archaeological resources. However should
suspected relics associated with Aboriginal occupation of the area be exposed during works, the
Cultural Heritage Division (the Parks and Wildlife Division, Department of Environment and Climate
Change ,formerly NPWS), should be informed immediately and an archaeologist be commissioned to
assess the significance of the item(s) and advise on further action.
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Standard Exemptions for Works to State Heritage Register Listed Items
Under Section 57(2) of the Heritage Act, the Minister may make exemptions from approval otherwise
required under Section 57(1) for works to State Heritage Register items (see above). Such exemptions
are intended to streamline the approvals process. There are two types of exemptions:
•

Standard exemptions: apply to all State Heritage Register items and cover maintenance and repair
and minor alterations (see www.heritage.nsw.gov.au).

•

Site specific exemptions: apply only to an individual State Heritage Register item and are gazetted
and included on the SHR listing.

If proposed works are covered by a standard exemption, an Exemption Notification Form (not a Section
60 application) must be completed, with sufficient detail provided to determine whether the proposed
works meet the standard exemption guidelines. The Foreshore Authority has delegation from the
Heritage Council to approve standard exemption applications, and forms are available from the
Foreshore Authority.
Applicants should confirm with the Foreshore Authority whether proposed works fall within the Standard
Exemptions, and what documentation will be required (see also Appendix E).
Site specific exemptions relate to the particular requirements of an individual State Heritage Register
item, and can only be for works which have no potential to materially affect the significance of the item.
Site specific exemptions are only applicable if the works to which they refer are identified as exempt
development in a CMP endorsed by the Heritage Council, or in a Conservation Management Strategy
endorsed under delegation by the Executive Director of the Tennant and Asset Management Services,
Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority. CMP endorsement by the Heritage Council is normally required
only for particularly complex or exceptionally significant sites. Currently, there are not site specific
exemptions for 107–109 George Street.

Minimum Standards of Maintenance and Repair
Section 118 of the Heritage Act provides for the regulation of minimum standards for the maintenance
and repair of State Heritage Register items. These standards were regulated in 1999 and apply to all
State Heritage Register items. The minimum standards cover the following areas:
•

Weatherproofing;

•

fire protection;

•

security; and

•

essential maintenance.

An inspection to ensure that the item is being managed in accordance with the minimum standards must
be conducted at least once every year (or at least once every three years for essential maintenance and
repair standards). For details of the minimum standards see Appendix D.
Failure to meet the minimum standards may result in an order from the Heritage Council to do or refrain
from doing any works necessary to ensure the standards are met. Failure to comply with an order can
result in the resumption of land, a prohibition on development, or fines and imprisonment.
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6.5.2 New South Wales Government Total Asset Management Guidelines
The Total Asset Management (TAM) Manual prepared by NSW Government’s Asset Management
Committee requires that: ‘Sustainable management of heritage values should be treated by an agency
as part of its core business’. Similarly, TAM Guidelines for Government Agencies prepared by NSW
Treasury require ‘planning use of heritage assets to maximise their service delivery while protecting their
cultural values’.
While protection of built heritage in The Rocks area is part of the core business of the Foreshore
Authority, these TAM Guidelines can be interpreted to indicate that the retention of heritage value
overrides the financial feasibility of the ongoing re-use of items. The cultural importance of The Rocks is
widely recognised as paramount, and in any eventual situation where retention of heritage significance
could conflict with the financial feasibility of the project, the importance of retention of the heritage
significance shall be given a priority.

6.6 Environmental Planning Instruments
There are three principle Environmental Planning Instruments (EPIs) under the Environmental Planning
and Assessment Act 1979 (NSW) that are applicable to The Rocks:

6.6.1 State Environmental Planning Policy (Major Projects) 2005
Under State Environment Planning Policy (SEPP) (Major Projects) 2005, Part 3A of the Environmental
Planning and Assessment Act 1979 (NSW) applies to development valued at over $5 million within the
specified Sydney Harbour Foreshore sites (including The Rocks). Part 4 of the Act applies to
development valued under $5 million.
The Minister is the consent authority for development in Foreshore Authority sites under both Part 3A
and Part 4 of the Act. The Foreshore Authority’s Planning Assessment Team receives and processes
development applications under Parts 3A and 4 of the Act.
The authority to determine applications under Part 4 of the Act (development under $5 million) has been
delegated from the Minister to the Foreshore Authority’s Planning Assessment Manager. The Minister
remains the consent authority for applications under Part 3A of the Act (development over $5 million).

6.6.2 Sydney Regional Environmental Plan (Sydney Harbour Catchment)
2005
The Rocks is included in the '
Foreshores and Waterways Area' defined in the State Regional
Environmental Plan (SREP) (Sydney Catchment) 2005, and as such any development must be
considered in terms of the criteria set out in clauses 21 to 27 of the SREP. The SREP does not identify
any heritage items within The Rocks, however it does identify the Sydney Harbour Bridge and the
Circular Quay Ferry Wharves as heritage items and any development within their vicinity needs to be
considered in terms of impacts on these items, including views to the items. Draft Amendment 1 to the
SREP also identifies a ‘Buffer Zone’ for development in the vicinity of the Sydney Opera House, which
covers a majority of The Rocks area, and any impacts on views to the Opera House are to be taken into
consideration.
The SREP also requires the consideration of potential to impact on archaeological or potential
archaeological relics.
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The Rocks is also included as a ‘Strategic Foreshore site’ on Sheet 1 of the SREP, for which a Master
Plan (deemed DCP) is required. However this only applies to the City Foreshores area if the Minister
directs, and as yet there has been no such direction.
The DCP that exists under the SREP is also relevant to development in The Rocks. Its primary focus is
on ecological and landscape character areas, and built form design guidelines for development very
close to the water’s edge. The only relevant landscape character area in The Rocks is Dawes Point.

6.6.3 Sydney Cove Redevelopment Authority (SCRA) Scheme
The Rocks is covered by the Sydney Cove Redevelopment Authority SCRA Scheme which has the
status of an EPI under Schedule 6 of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 (NSW).
The SCRA Scheme comprises a series of Building Site Control Drawings which provide for the
maximum height of buildings on any particular site, and which also specify permissible uses for a
particular site or precinct.

6.7 Non-statutory Listings and Community Groups
6.7.1 National Trust of Australia (NSW)
No. 107–109 George Street has been classified by the National Trust of Australia (NSW) (see Appendix
B).
The site is included in the National Trust’s George Street Business Precinct and lies within The Rocks
Urban Conservation Area (see Appendix B).
Listing on the National Trust Register carries no statutory implications. The Trust’s opinions however,
are usually sought when major proposals are being formulated in heritage precincts or in relation to
heritage buildings.

6.7.2 Register of the National Estate
The early extant structures at the rear of 107–109 George Street have been listed in the Register of the
National Estate. Listing on the Register of the National Estate carries no statutory implications for items
not in the ownership of the Commonwealth Government, however, it is indicative of the high cultural
values of the place.

6.7.3 Royal Australian Institute of Architects
No. 107–109 George Street has not been classified by the Royal Australian Institute of Architects
(RAIA).
It is not listed in the RAIA Register of Significant 20th Century Buildings.
Listing in the RAIA Register of Significant 20th Century Buildings carries no statutory implications,
however, it is indicative of the architectural values of the building and its potential importance in future
research on the history of architecture.

6.7.4 Engineers Australia
107–109 George Street has not been classified by Engineers Australia (Institute of Engineers Australia)
or included in the Engineers Australia Plaque Program. Classification by Engineers Australia carries no
statutory implications, however, it is indicative of the value of the structure for potential future research
on the history of engineering.
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6.8 Building Regulations
The Building Code of Australia (BCA) is concerned with establishing uniform building regulations across
Australia. The BCA is implemented in New South Wales through the Local Government Act 1993
(NSW).
The main provisions of the BCA concern structural requirements, fire resistance, access and egress
(including provisions for people with disabilities), services and equipment and health and amenities.
Generally, minimum standards are required to be reached in building works.
An assessment of compliance with the BCA has not been carried out for this report, However, an
assessment prepared by Trevor R Howse and Associates Pty Ltd for the 1999 CMP can be found in
Appendix C of the 1999 CMP. Modifications have since been made to the building in accordance with
the recommendations contained in the assessment, including excavations at basement level in No. 109,
the installation of illuminated exit signs and improved egress at ground floor level.
Any future approvals for Development Applications or Construction Certificates will require proposed
works to comply, or be deemed to comply with the BCA. In general, when considering the BCA in
heritage buildings, proposals must ensure that significant fabric and spatial qualities are not
compromised in achieving BCA compliance and that public safety is assured.

6.9 Application of The Burra Charter
The Australia ICOMOS Charter for Places of Cultural Significance 1999, known as The Burra Charter, is
widely accepted in Australia as the underlying methodology by which all works to sites/buildings, which
have been identified as having national, state and regional significance are undertaken.
Because 107–109 George Street is of demonstrated cultural significance, procedures for managing
changes and activities at the complex should be in accordance with the recognised conservation
methodology of the Burra Charter.

Principles of The Burra Charter
In dealing with the built fabric, the conservation principles of The Burra Charter should be adopted. The
relevant principles are established in the Articles of The Burra Charter as follows:

Cautious Approach (Article 3)
All conservation work should be based on a respect for the original fabric, should involve the minimum
interference to the existing fabric and should not distort the evidence provided by the fabric.

Contents (Article 10)
Contents, fixtures and objects contributing to the cultural significance of a place should be retained at
that place.

Change (Article 15)
The contribution of all periods to the place must be respected, unless what is removed is of slight cultural
significance and the fabric which is to be revealed is of much greater cultural significance. Removed
significant fabric should be reinstated when circumstances permit.
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Maintenance (Article 16)
Maintenance is fundamental to conservation and should be undertaken where fabric is of cultural
significance.

Adaptation (Article 21)
Adaptation is acceptable where it does not substantially detract from the cultural
significance of the place and involves the minimal change to significant fabric.
New Work (Article 22)
New work may be acceptable where it does not distort or obscure the significance of a place. New work
should be readily identifiable as such on close inspection.

Use and Conserving Use (Article 7 and Article 23)
Where the use of a place is of cultural significance it should be retained and a place should have a
compatible use. Modifying or reinstating a significant use may be appropriate and a preferred form of
conservation.

Managing Change (Article 27)
Existing fabric, use, associations and meaning should be recorded before disturbance occurs.

Records (Article 32)
A record should be kept of new evidence and future decisions and made publicly available.

Removed Fabric (Article 33)
Removed significant fabric should be catalogued and protected in accordance with its cultural
significance. Where possible it should be stored on site.
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7.0 Conservation Policies
Conservation can be regarded as the management of change by seeking to safeguard that which is
significant to an item within a process of change. It is essential to establish criteria, policies and
recommendations of the conservation, and ongoing use of the item to ensure best practice heritage
management. Within this framework owners and managers of the item will be able to formulate suitable
proposals, and planning authorities will be able to assess those proposals against the site specific
criteria.
The conservation policies are intended to assist in the ongoing use, maintenance and conservation of
the site. Each policy is supported by a series of guidelines which will ensure that future decisions are
made in an informed manner, ensuring the significance of the place.

7.1 Current and Potential Future Use
Background
The development and use of this site reflects the first commercial developments on George Street and in
the Nurses Walk area before their consolidation and more intensive development in the middle part of
the nineteenth century. No. 107 and 109 George Street have operated as commercial premises
continuously since construction in 1861, with uses such as a bakery, hotel, outfitters and restaurant.

Policy 1
Commercial use or mixed commercial and residential use of 107–109 George Street is
appropriate provided the nature of use does not adversely impact on the significance of the
place or on significant fabric and spaces.

Guidelines
•

Commercial use or mixed commercial and residential use is appropriate given the historic uses of
107–109 George Street.

•

Compatible new uses should be selected that utilise the original character or permit a creative and
responsible re-use of the fundamental architectural, functional and spatial characteristics as far as
possible.

•

Utilisation of all spaces should be according to the ability of the space to accommodate the use.

•

Any new uses selected for the existing building shall adopt the principle of ‘loose fit’, where the new
use is adjusted as necessary to work within the available spatial and architectural configuration.

•

Increased visibility of original fabric and spaces and a reduction in loadings on the buildings should
be encouraged.

•

Adaptation of the building'
s interior should ensure that the original fabric or significant architectural
and spatial features are retained and interpreted as far as possible.

•

The detailed requirements of the new uses should not generate undue changes to the existing
fabric that cannot be reversed in the long term, or which do not respect and work within the existing
architectural framework.
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•

In accordance with the 1999 CMP, the first-floor preparation kitchen and wine store should ideally
be relocated in the long term.

•

In accordance with the 1999 CMP, the basement and attic should not be used for ‘permanent’
accommodation or storage. Off-site storage facilities are preferable to on-site storage.

•

Subdivision of internal spaces, where appropriate, should be undertaken in a secondary manner,
using such items as partitions that can eventually be removed and which do not impact on the
existing finishes or details.

•

External alterations or additions should be discouraged; however, if required to meet approved
interpretation, re-use or cultural tourism requirements, these should be of a minor nature, be
reversible, and subservient to the primary architectural features and composition of the existing
structure.

•

The introduction of new services and associated fittings as part of approved re-use programs
should be carried out with the minimum of disruption to the fabric and spaces.

•

Uses which require an unacceptable degree of intervention for upgrading to ordinance compliance
should be avoided.

•

Future uses should be compatible with the nature and significance of the building components and
should enable 107–109 George Street to remain a vital and important component of The Rocks
precinct. It is preferable that the buildings remain as a restaurant, however, any commercial use
that provides for public access to the interior of 107–109 George Street may be appropriate.

7.2 Asset Management
7.2.1 Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority Responsibilities
Background
No. 107–109 George Street as part of The Rocks, is owned by the Crown vested in the Sydney Harbour
Foreshore Authority (the Foreshore Authority). The Foreshore Authority has overall responsibility for the
management of the place. Additional responsibilities derived from the New South Wales Total Asset
Management (TAM) Guidelines are also recognised.

Policy 2
Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority shall retain management of 107–109 George Street as a
single entity within the overall context of The Rocks precinct.

Guidelines
•

The Foreshore Authority should implement a management structure that integrates development
and conservation work with the overall management of 107–109 George Street.

•

The Foreshore Authority should make this Conservation Management Plan a publicly accessible
document.

•

The Foreshore Authority should ensure that this document and any subsequent recording and
investigations are achieved in such a manner that provides an accurate record of the changes to
the significant fabric of 107–109 George Street.
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•

The intention, aims and policies of this CMP shall be disseminated through, and implemented by,
relevant key staff of the Foreshore Authority.

•

The Foreshore Authority shall adequately assess the impact of proposed modifications to significant
fabric, prior to the granting of owner'
s consent.

•

All recording, when required, should be undertaken and archived in accordance with the recording
guidelines prepared by the NSW Heritage Office.

•

A program of regular monitoring should be established, covering both the physical changes within
107–109 George Street and visitor experience issues, and be incorporated, where relevant, into
management decisions.

•

The Foreshore Authority should investigate mechanisms which provide an improved system for the
design, documentation and implementation of work to heritage buildings.

7.2.2 Total Asset Management Plans and CMPs
Background
This CMP will be one of documents used by the asset owners, managers and tenants for management
and maintenance of the 107–109 George Street and needs to be fully compatible with other relevant
documents addressing the same property, including any current Maintenance Plans and Total Asset
Management (TAM) Plans. All the relevant asset management documents were included in the
preparation of this CMP.

Policy 3
This Conservation Management Plan should be used to provide feedback to all future
Conservation and Asset Management Plans for this and other similar properties.

Guidelines
•

The Foreshore Authority should include findings of this CMP into the Foreshore Authority’s asset
management systems and plans, particularly TAM Plans and Maintenance Plans for 107–109
George Street .

7.2.3 Adoption and Review of the CMP
Background
The Conservation Management Plan (CMP) for 107–109 George Street proposes a framework for the
management of heritage issues in relation to upgrading and adaptive re-use projects and, into the long
term, to ensure that the identified significance of the complex is retained and maintained.
Circumstances will change over the years as various recommendations are implemented and new use
requirements emerge. Conservation Policies need to progressively respond to changing situations if
they are to remain relevant.

Policy 4
This Conservation Management Plan should be adopted as one of the bases for the future
management of the site. Conservation Policies should be reviewed every five to ten years.
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Guidelines
•

Reviews of the CMP should include an audit of recommendations made in previous CMPs.

•

Reviews of the CMP should be based on The Burra Charter and other guidelines by the NSW
Heritage Office, NSW Department of Planning.

•

Reviews should also take into account any other relevant legislation, planning frameworks,
appropriate literature and widely recognised conservation practices and procedures.

•

Reviews should be undertaken by experienced conservation practitioners in conjunction with
relevant ownership and management representatives.

•

Irrespective of the requirement to review the document every five years, the CMP should remain as
a valid basis for ongoing heritage management until such reviews are completed.

7.2.4 Approvals Process and Landowners Consent
Background
To prevent gradual loss of cultural significance through gradual change, a mechanism needs to be
established for controlling any modifications by tenants to the significant fabric.
Forms for development applications, Section 60 applications and Standard Exemption applications are
available from the Foreshore Authority.

Policy 5
No development shall be undertaken without consent. Prior to the lodgement of Development
Applications for any works or changes of use requiring consent, the proponent should liaise
with the Foreshore Authority’s heritage architect and obtain the consent of the Sydney Harbour
Foreshore Authority as landowner.

Guidelines
•

The tenant should liaise with the Foreshore Authority’s heritage architect prior to any proposals or
works to ascertain whether a Development Application is required.

•

As the Foreshore Authority is the owner of land and buildings in The Rocks, the consent of the
Authority is required prior to lodging an application for works. This part of the process is separate
from approving the works, and the landowner’s consent to lodge an application does not represent
approval to actually undertake the works.

•

Prior to granting owner’s consent to a proposal, the Foreshore Authority should, in its capacity as
landowner and manager, be satisfied that there are no adverse heritage impacts associated with
the proposal.

•

A Heritage Impact Assessment and adequate documentation of any proposed works should be
required to assist in the assessment of owner’s consent applications.

•

Assessment and adequate documentation of the proposed works should be required to assist in
the assessment of owner’s consent applications.

•

No demolition or removal of fabric should occur prior to completion of archival recording.
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•

Once this Conservation Management Plan has been endorsed by the NSW Heritage Council, all
works and activities specifically identified in Section 8.0—Implementation of this CMP, as exempt
from seeking further approval will be exempt from further reference to the NSW Heritage Council.

7.2.5 Tenancy
Background
To prevent the gradual loss of cultural significance through incremental change, a mechanism for
controlling any modifications undertaken by tenants to the significant fabric needs to be established.

Policy 6
All tenants of the building should be made aware of the cultural significance of the item.
Tenancies should only be selected and approved by the Foreshore Authority on the basis that
the proposed or future uses are compatible with the significance of the item and the sensitive
fabric and spaces, and that the required changes to the item can be undertaken without impact.

Guidelines
•

Tenants shall adopt the guidelines of this CMP in their planning and design. A full compliance with
the requirements of this CMP is required for the Foreshore Authority to consent to the proposed
development. This includes completion of the Schedules of Works as per Section 8.0—
Implementation of this CMP.

•

Tenants should be aware of the Foreshore Authority policies.

•

The impact of proposed modifications to significant fabric should be adequately assessed, prior to
the granting of owner'
s consent.

7.3 Management of Significance
7.3.1 Retention of Significance
Background
The buildings at 107-109 George Street are an integral part of the fabric of The Rocks showing the
growth of the area and in particular the importance of the harbourside to the commercial precinct of The
Rocks. The buildings are representative examples of commercial buildings in an early-to mid-Victorian
Regency Style.
They were built in 1861 by Patrick Freehill and have had a continual commercial use since they were
built. The surviving fabric has the ability to yield information on early building techniques as well as the
way of life for the inhabitants. The rear section of the property incorporates the ground-floor sandstone
wall of a former two-storey store/bakehouse.
The site at 107–109 George Street is a place of high archaeological research potential. Should subsurface archaeological resources remain intact, the site is likely to yield important evidence of material
culture that contributes information about the development and occupation of The Rocks area that is
unavailable from other sources.
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Policy 7
The statement of significance contained in this CMP should be adopted as the basis for heritage
management. All decisions should consider and seek to retain the values identified in the
Statement of Significance, including the identified graded spaces and elements of significance
contained in Section 5.0 and in Appendix A.

Guidelines
•

No. 107-109 George Street is recognised as an item of cultural significance at a State level which
should be managed in accordance with the provisions of The Burra Charter of Australia ICOMOS.

•

The significant aspects of the architectural character of 107–109 George Street should be retained
and conserved. Conservation should be undertaken in the context of the ongoing use of the
building as a restaurant.

•

The conservation, adaptation and maintenance of 107–109 George Street should be approached
with the general principle of changing ‘as much as necessary but as little as possible’.

•

Structural alteration to the building components, which impact on the integrity or significance of
107–109 George Street should not occur.

•

Internal alterations and renovations are acceptable within the context of compatible use, however
they should not impact on the significance of the internal original fabric and spatial qualities of the
building, or the external facade.

•

No new addition or development should be permitted which will have a major adverse impact on
the heritage significance of 107–109 George Street or surrounding heritage items or heritage
streetscapes.

•

Evidence of the progressive evolution of 107–109 George Street should be respected and retained.

7.3.2 Conservation Processes
Background
The graded significance of components of a place provides a basis for making conservation decisions.

Policy 8
Conservation processes which are appropriate for individual elements (spaces and fabric,
including fittings and finishes) will be based upon the relative significance of the element, as
assessed and identified in Figures 5.1 to 5.9 and in Appendix A of this CMP.

Guidelines
The following guidelines apply to grades of significance:
High Significance—must be preserved, restored or reconstructed.
Considerable Significance—should be preserved, restored, reconstructed or adapted.
Some Significance—should preferably be retained in situ, although removal may be acceptable in
some circumstances (following archival recording).
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Little Significance—may be retained, adapted or removed as necessary; and
Intrusive – should be removed, or adapted to reduce their heritage impact.

7.3.3 Appropriate Conservation Skills and Experience
Background
The Burra Charter encourages the use of skilled and appropriate professional direction and supervision
from a range of disciplines for conservation activities.
The skills and experience required and creative approaches taken in the context of a conservation
project are quite different to those applied to the design and construction of new buildings.

Policy 9
Appropriate conservation skills and experience should be employed for documentation and
supervision within project teams to deal with any programs of conservation and upgrading of
the building components of 107–109 George Street.

Guidelines
•

Appropriate professional skills and experience assembled to work on the detailed conservation of
the building could include, as appropriate, researchers, archaeologists, conservation architects,
structural engineers, building code compliance advisers, materials conservation specialists and cost
planners.

•

Building contractors, project managers and trades personnel who have proven experience in the
relevant field of conservation-related work on historic buildings should be selected to work on the
project.

7.3.4 Conservation of an Appropriate Setting
Background
Article 8 of The Burra Charter identifies the importance of retaining an appropriate setting to conserve
the cultural significance of a place.

Policy 10
An appropriate urban setting should be developed and maintained for 107–109 George Street
and the other properties within the commercial precinct of George Street West, between Globe
and Argyle Streets.

Guidelines
•

No work at 107–109 George Street should adversely impact on the historic precinct within which it
is located.

•

No new structures or landscape elements should be erected in the vicinity of 107–109 George
Street which would impact on the setting of the streetscape and views to and from the row of
buildings along George Street between Globe and Argyle Streets.
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7.3.5 Conservation of Significant Fabric
Background
One of the key objectives of contemporary conservation practice is that as much of the significant
original fabric of the building or place should be retained and conserved in order to preserve the
essential integrity of the heritage resource for future generations. While any conservation activity will
affect the building in some way, the aim, consistent with responsible re-use or management aims,
should be to minimise the work necessary. In this way the authenticity of the item will be retained as far
as possible within a process of evolutionary changes and good maintenance practice.
Article 3 of The Burra Charter indicates that conservation is based on a respect for the existing fabric of
a place and should therefore involve the least possible physical intervention in order not to distort the
evidence provided by the fabric.
The existing original/early building fabric of the three-storey structure at 107–109 George Street
externally to George Street, is reasonably intact. Therefore a high degree of preservation and
restoration is appropriate. The original/early building fabric of the single-storey structure at the rear of
the property to Nurses Walk is significant and should also be preserved and or restored. The interiors of
the three-storey and single-storey structures at 107–109 George Street are not intact but opportunities to
conserve and recover original/early fabric exist.

Policy 11
Extant building fabric, both internally and externally should be retained and conserved, in
accordance with the levels of significance identified in Section 5.0 Grading of Significance of this
CMP and in accordance with particular actions specified in the Section 8.2—Schedule of
Conservation Works of this CMP.

Guidelines
•

External and internal fabric, which has been identified as of Exceptional or High significance, should
be retained and conserved.

•

Original fabric, including joinery, wall and ceiling finishes and cornices are of High significance and
should be retained, conserved and reconstructed if damaged or missing.

•

Intrusive spatial divisions or other intrusive fabric should be removed, as the opportunity arises.

•

Where significant fittings and/or finishes are proposed to be removed, a strategy should be
developed to ensure that a representative sample of the fitting or finish is achieved.

•

Any significant fabric removed should be recorded, catalogued and stored on site.

•

No conservation or maintenance work should alter or adversely impact on the elements of the
external facades or internal fabric/space that have been identified as elements of a High or
Exceptional level of significance.

•

Aged building fabric which is not likely to be causing ongoing deterioration should not be repaired
for visual reasons if by doing so the patina of age and ability to successfully interpret various stages
of use is degraded.
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•

Where repairs or alterations are required, new material should closely match original or adjacent
materials. However, evidence of change should be identifiable on close inspection.

•

All structural elements should be retained as existing, with appropriate maintenance. No structural
members should be removed, other than to re-instate significant architectural elements.

•

Where it is clear that original or significant fabric has been removed it is considered appropriate to
adaptively reconstruct based on documentary evidence.

•

While the Foreshore Authority is liable for the execution of works identified in the Section 8.2—
Schedule of Conservation Works of this CMP, the Foreshore Authority may, as part of the tenancy
contracts, require tenants to execute the required works and provide auditable trace of the
completion of required works.

•

Fabric which is of Exceptional or High significance but is hazardous may be replaced with a suitable
modern material.

•

Redundant but significant equipment, fittings and fixtures are to be retained on site preferably in
their existing location, or in a new location.

•

Intervention into any building fabric should respect the integrity of the extant material, be carefully
controlled, and be limited to that required by the proposed works.

•

The conservation of particular materials requires due consideration and the expertise of
appropriately experienced personnel. The Heritage Office NSW Department of Planning’s
‘Maintenance Series’ provides general advice as to the cause, treatment and remediation of various
traditional building materials. These publications can be sourced from the Heritage Office webpage
http://www.heritage.nsw.gov.au/03_index.htm#M-O

7.3.6 Conservation of Significant Spaces
Background
The significance of various building components of 107–109 George Street is identified in Section 5.0
and in Appendix A of this CMP.

Policy 12
The spatial qualities of 107–109 George Street contribute to its significance and interpretation
and therefore should be conserved, as part of the ongoing use, ongoing management and any
future development strategy .

Guidelines
•

Generally, the internal spatial layout of the ground, first, second and third floors and the basement
should be retained and the further opening up of any walls is unacceptable.

•

Opportunities for recovering original/early spatial arrangements should be explored.
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7.3.7 Element Specific Policies
Background
In addition to general policies applicable to all areas of the site, a strategic direction for management of
individual elements was considered appropriate to the level of significance of each element and the
condition of fabric. This is developed in further detail in actions outlined in Section 8.0.

Policy 13
Surviving segments of the historic built fabric and other site elements shall generally be retained
and conserved in accordance with the Grading of Significant Elements and Spaces, identified in
Section 5.1of this CMP, and managed in accordance with Section 7.2—Asset Management,
Section 7.3—Management of Significance and Section 8.0—Implementation.

Guidelines
The following schedule contains conservation policy statements for specific individual elements of 107–
109 George Street. The conservation actions should not attempt to re-create a particular situation from
the history, but acknowledge past and recent changes and modifications as evidence of technological
advancements and evolution of the use of the place.
Space/ Element

Guidelines

External envelope of 107–109 George Street

To be retained and conserved.

Front elevation to George Street

A stonework rectification program should be instigated as an urgent
priority.
The restoration work completed in the 1980s on the front facade and
shopfronts is of considerable significance and should be retained.
An appropriate verandah at George Street level may be added based on
documentary evidence, however no further new works should be added to
the exterior of the building, including to the rear of the three-storey section
or as an addition to the single-storey section.
The remnant painted signage should be retained and conserved.

Rear elevation of three storey structure

A stonework rectification program should be instigated.

Rear elevation of single storey structure to Nurses
Walk

A stonework rectification program should be instigated.
The remnant original 1857 sandstone wall at the rear of the property
should be retained and conserved.
The stonework should remain unrendered.

Internal and External Finishes

Where surfaces are not painted, they should remain unpainted.
A co-ordinated approach should be adopted for external colour schemes
on the external facades when work is required. New colour schemes
should be based on paint scrapes or be sympathetic to the style of the
buildings.
When repainting surfaces, technical and heritage requirements should be
adhered to.
The existing sequence of paint or varnish coats applied to all decorated
elements of the building, both externally and internally, shall be retained
wherever possible and shall not be removed by chemical stripping or any
other destructive method.
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Space/ Element

Guidelines

Roofs

The original slate roof should be retained as long as it is in a good
condition. When needed, it should be replaced with a new slate roof and
appropriate flashing and ridge capping details.
The chimneys and chimney pots should be preserved and restored.

Interiors

A repair program for lath and plaster finishes throughout the interiors of
107–109 George Street should be instigated.
A repair program for all timber joinery throughout the interiors of 107–109
George Street, including doors and windows, should be instigated.
There should be no further covering up of original/early fabric.
Original features may be reconstructed based on existing physical and
documentary evidence
The first-floor preparation kitchen and wine store should ideally be
relocated in the medium to long term.
The window in the test kitchen should be reinstated in the medium to long
term.
The attic should not be utilised for long term storage. Off-site storage may
be more suitable.
The 1988 interior design for Rockpool is of some significance. If new
works are required for this restaurant, then the original architects for the
work should be involved in the design process.

Building Compliance

The Structural Assessment Report prepared in November 1998 by Birzulis
Associates Pty Ltd should be reviewed and all recommendations carried
through.
The Building Code of Australia Assessment Report prepared in November
1998 by Trevor R Howse and Associates Pty Ltd should be reviewed and
all recommendations carried through.

7.3.8 Ongoing Maintenance and Repair
Background
The nature of any building is that its fabric will deteriorate due to the effects of age, lack of maintenance,
weather, vegetation incursion and use. To ensure the ongoing conservation of significant building fabric,
a regular maintenance schedule should be implemented which provides for regular inspection and for
remedial action to be taken where necessary.

Policy 14
The significant fabric of 107–109 George Street should be maintained by the implementation of
the short, medium and long-term maintenance program outlined in Section 8.3–On going
Maintenance. As a necessary minimum, the ongoing maintenance should include works that
will ensure that each element retains its current level of significance and not allow the loss of
significance due to the deterioration of fabric.
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Guidelines
•

The building fabric and services should be subject to continuing care and cyclic maintenance by the
Foreshore Authority, based on a comprehensive knowledge of the building and its materials,
regular inspection and prompt preventative maintenance and repair.

•

In addition to regular maintenance activities, prompt preventative action and repair should be taken
as necessary.

•

Prevention of continuing deterioration should take priority over widespread repair or reconstruction.

•

Particular attention should be paid to keeping in good order all the systems which prevent water
penetration into the building. The damage caused by falling damp evident in the top floors should
be rectified immediately.

•

Structural work, not yet undertaken in accordance with that recommended in the Birzulis Associates
Assessment Report (1999), should be undertaken.

•

Monitoring of cracks should be undertaken on a half-yearly, or annual basis.

•

Inspection and maintenance works should only be conducted by those with professional knowledge
and demonstrated experience with buildings and materials of this nature.

•

‘Catch-up’ conservation works (repair) should be undertaken on various building elements,
including masonry, joinery, wall finishes and lath and plaster ceilings as noted in Section 7.3.7.

•

No maintenance work or repairs should negatively impact on significant fabric.

•

Worn or damaged significant fabric, in particular, sandstone steps and threshold stones should
remain in situ and be restored or retained as necessary. Replacement should only be undertaken
as a last resort.

•

While the Foreshore Authority is liable for the execution of works identified in the Section 8.3 –
Schedule of On-going Maintenance Works of this CMP, the Foreshore Authority may, as part of the
tenancy contracts, require tenants to execute the required works and provide auditable trace of the
completion of required works.

•

New internal floor coverings are permissible, but should have minimal impact on the floor structure.
Early/ original floor coverings should remain in situ, and if necessary may be covered after suitable
archival recording.

7.3.9 Retention of Fixtures and Fittings
Background
The original fabric, layout and features of the site are relics of the site’s historic use that contribute to the
special character of the building components of 107–109 George Street.

Policy 15
Features and fixtures associated with the site’s historic use as a commercial property and
residence on the upper levels should be retained and preserved.
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Guidelines
•

The retention and conservation of these features and fixtures should be considered as part of the
design work for future adaptive re-use programs.

7.3.10 Interpretation
Background
Interpretation of historic places essentially reveals long-term connections which underpin our cultural
identity. To ‘interpret’ a historic place, in its geographic and physical setting, is to bring its history to life to
increase the public’s understanding, and, through this extended understanding, to give them an
enhanced perception of the significance of the place.
Due to its history, significance and setting in The Rocks area, 107–109 George Street is capable of
being interpreted for promotional and educational purposes.

Policy 16
The heritage significance of 107–109 George Street should be interpreted on site by appropriate
methods.

Guidelines
•

One of the primary components of the conservation management of 107–109 George Street should
be to make the values of its cultural significance physically, intellectually and/or emotively
accessible to the public.

•

The ongoing management of 107–109 George Street should include the development and
implementation of an Interpretation Strategy, which reveals the cultural significance of the place.

•

In making significance accessible, the Foreshore Authority should take into account the policies and
guidelines contained within the ICOMOS International Cultural Tourism Charter.

•

Interpretation programs should provide equitable physical, spiritual and intellectual access to the
cultural significance of the 107–109 George Street.

•

Interpretation at 107–109 George Street should take into account all periods of development and
occupation in the context of the history of The Rocks area under the management of the Foreshore
Authority, and be presented in an accurate and insightful manner.

•

Interpretation should take into account all the historic phases of 107–109 George Street.

7.4 New Work Policies
7.4.1 Integration of New Work
Background
Because of the significance of 107–109 George Street scope for new development is limited. In general,
no external alterations or additions should occur, except minor additions for services. Within the general
principles outlined in this Conservation Management Plan, some relatively minor internal alterations and
additions could occur. These should generally be confined to less significant areas. New work should
be carefully designed and integrated with the original character of the significant components.
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Policy 17
The introduction of new fabric should be undertaken in such a manner that it does not result in a
lessening of the cultural significance of the place. New work should be identifiable as such and
should, wherever possible, be capable of being removed without damage to significant fabric or
spaces.

Guidelines
•

Retention of historic fabric is preferable to the introduction of new fabric.

•

When a new function is being introduced, a new architectural vocabulary of details and materials
may be adopted to complement the existing architectural character.

•

Any new development should be carried out within the existing building envelopes.

•

Original/early fabric such as fireplaces and lath and plaster walls and ceilings should not be
obscured or covered over.

•

New works in historic spaces, other than reconstruction or restoration, should be reversible where
possible.

•

An archival photographic record should be made prior to, during, and immediately after any future
upgrading or conservation works, and lodged with the Foreshore Authority.

•

No further removal of existing walls is recommended for the stability of the buildings.

•

Period detailing should be used to reconstruct elements for which there is clear evidence of the
original detail, either remaining in the fabric or in documents.

•

Where there is no evidence of the original detail, it is not appropriate to invent a period detail unless
the original character of the space is to be re-created and the new element is required to blend in.

•

Careful detailing will ensure minimal damage to the significant fabric and will allow for reversibility.

•

Where a function is being re-established, new fittings and fixtures may be adopted to complement
the existing architectural character.

•

No major alterations or additions should be made to the existing external facades and roofs of 107–
109 George Street.

•

Blocking up, either partially or wholly, of original door and window openings, is unacceptable. The
window in the first-floor test kitchen should be restored in the medium to long term.

•

The opening up of further original wall fabric to create larger spaces is unacceptable.

•

Any required new structural members should be introduced so that they are not visible and that the
intervention in significant fabric is minimised.

•

New work should be identifiable as new work on close inspection.

•

New work to Rockpool design should be designed in association with the original architects
according to their initial design intent for the spaces.
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•

Utility rooms such as the kitchen, whose interiors have been significantly altered, may continue to
be modernised.

•

Ad-hoc minor destruction of significant fabric to accommodate new fittings etc is unacceptable.

7.4.2 Integration of Services
Background
Adaptations of existing fabric for practical reasons such as installation of new services and equipment,
and the need to meet fire safety and other statutory requirements, may be required in terms of securing
a viable use for the building components as a whole and satisfying the changing needs of the general
public.

Policy 18
The extension or alteration of existing services in 107–109 George Street is acceptable in the
context of re-use, but should not have a detrimental impact to the significance of the building
components as a whole.

Guidelines
•

Any proposed upgrading of services should be carefully planned. The preparation of schematic
layouts is not sufficient: service routes must be planned so as not to damage the significant fabric or
disrupt significant spaces.

•

Any upgrading of services is subject to the approval process imposed by the Foreshore Authority.

•

Existing or old service chases or conduits should be re-used in preference to new chases. Services
should be rationalised, grouped and treated to minimise intrusion.

•

Areas previously modified for services should be re-used, in preference to modifying intact fabric.

•

The existing chimney flue space may be utilised when incorporating services into the building. No
service flue should protrude past the visible envelope of the building.

•

Intervention into any building fabric should respect the integrity of the extant material, should be
carefully controlled, and be limited to that required by the proposed works. The surface mounting of
services is preferable to chasing services into significant fabric.

•

Brackets or fixings for services should not damage significant fabric.

•

No new externally mounted air conditioning, ventilation equipment, water heaters or service
components should be installed such that further impact on significant fabric is made.

•

An unobtrusive security system should be installed.

•

The existing obsolete television antenna attached to the south parapet wall should be removed and
the render made good as needed.
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7.4.3 Ordinance Compliance
Background
The Building Code of Australia is the operative building ordinance in New South Wales. In terms of
ongoing use programs, the key issues are usually compliance with fire resistance, egress provisions,
and provision of disabled access and facilities. It is essential that the cultural values of the buildings and
the overall complex be not be degraded by inappropriate responses to meeting ordinance requirements.

Policy 19
Approaches to compliance with building ordinances for the conservation and upgrading and reuse programs of the various building components of 107–109 George Street should focus on
responding to the spirit and intent of the ordinances if strict compliance would adversely affect
the significance. Uses which require an unacceptable degree of intervention for upgrading to
ordinance compliance should be avoided.

Guidelines
•

Conservation and ongoing use programs should not place undue stress on the building fabric in
order to meet excessive requirements of ordinance compliance.

•

Methods of complying with ordinance requirements which utilise fire or smoke detection and active
fire suppression are preferred to the addition of fire rating material, which may obscure extant
finishes.

•

Future upgrades of the buildings should take into consideration any newly developed approaches
for the implementation of fire safety standards that do not harm the existing significant fabric.

•

Consideration of earthquake loading requirements should be incorporated into future major works.

•

When dealing with disability access issues, refer to the document ‘Access to Heritage Buildings for
People with Disabilities’ prepared by EJ Martin (Cox), August 1997.

•

Consultation with the NSW Heritage Office Fire Access and Services Advisory Panel (FASAP)
advisory panel may also assist in achieving appropriate compliance solution. For contact details go
to http://www.heritage.nsw.gov.au/04_subnav_03.htm

7.4.4 Signage and External Lighting
Background
It is recognised that commercial and retail tenancy identification and temporary signage are an intrinsic
component of the commercial use and viability of properties such as 107–109 George Street. Signage
and external lighting, however, should have no adverse impact on significant heritage fabric and the
overall character of the place.

Policy 20
External signage and lighting should be in harmony with the overall character of the place, and
complement the historic character of the building on which it is mounted. All signage should be
consistent with the Foreshore Authority’s Signage Policy where relevant.
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Guidelines
•

Signage, if required, should be designed to respect and enhance the appearance of the building.
The signage on the front facade should be consistent with that used for neighbouring properties.

•

Signs on the individual building components should be discreet and complementary in terms of
colour, material, proportion, positioning and font.

•

Signs should be harmoniously integrated with the architecture of the building and should not
obscure or damage the significant features or fabric. No projecting signage should be attached to
the building or located on the roofs.

•

It is not necessary to attempt to create or recreate a ‘historic’ character in the signage, but modern
standardised ‘trademark’ signage is not appropriate.

•

Fluorescent and iridescent paints are inappropriate. Signs should preferably be illuminated by
floodlighting.

•

The illumination of 107–109 George Street should highlight architectural features rather than
floodlighting whole facades. Care should be taken to ensure that over-illumination does not occur.

•

The existing exterior lighting scheme with unobtrusive lights cantilevered out from the parapet wall
on George Street should be retained to provide a secure area and not impact on the fabric of the
building. The sympathetic flood lighting to the rear of the property may also be appropriate.

•

Interior lighting should not impact on the fabric of the place. Appropriate lights should be
suspended from the ceiling in the ‘back of house’ areas. The existing lighting throughout the
restaurant should be retained.

7.4.5 Other Relevant Foreshore Authority Policies
Background
In addition to specific requirements for new work as presented in this section, all new work has to comply
with other relevant Foreshore Authority Planning Policies to assure grant of consent to the proposal.

Policy 21
Any proposed work to 107–109 George Street will fully comply with all the relevant Foreshore
Authority Policies applicable to development in The Rocks.

Guidelines
•

In addition to the Foreshore Authority Policies for Lighting and Signage, as presented in this
Section, all new work will comply with the Policies for Disabled Access, Telecommunications,
Commercial Outdoor Seating and Building Ventilation Installation.
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7.5 Archaeological Resources
7.5.1 Archaeological Monitoring
Background
A detailed assessment of the archaeological potential of 107–109 George Street has not been carried
out in preparation of this report. The archaeological potential of 107–109 George Street has been
assessed in Section 3.0 to be of High cultural significance. The Heritage Act 1977 (NSW) states that
any excavation where relics may be disturbed, requires an excavation permit.

Policy 22
All excavation should be carried out under supervision by a qualified archaeologist. Appropriate
permits should be sought from the NSW Heritage Council prior to the commencement of works.

Guidelines
•

Based on the significance of the site, The Rocks and Millers Point Archaeological Management
Plan (1991), and The Rocks Archaeological Report (2000), it is the recommendation of the CMP
that any ground disturbance on the property in the future be subject to further archaeological
monitoring.

•

Liaison should be established with the Heritage Office (NSW Department of Planning) and the
Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority in relation to archaeological works on the site.

•

Should it be proposed to excavate for any purpose within the site, an archaeologist should be
engaged to prepare a research design and a detailed archaeological monitoring strategy to
manage the archaeological resource at the site.

•

The research design, an indicative work program and excavation/post-excavation methodology
should be submitted with an excavation permit application (under Section 140 of the Heritage Act
1977) to the Heritage Council of NSW (a minimum of four weeks should be allowed for processing
the Section 140 permit application).

•

The work proposed by the research design and excavation strategy should be programmed into the
overall development timetable to ensure adequate excavation time before any further demolition or
bulk excavation occurs, and so as not to impede the construction process.

•

On the basis of the prepared research design, archaeological investigation should take the form of
an initial monitoring strategy. Provision should be made within any monitoring strategy for
recording of features that are revealed and, if substantial intact deposits or elements (such as wells)
are discovered, these provisions should enable other work to be deferred to allow archaeological
excavation.

7.5.2 Prehistoric (Aboriginal) Archaeological Resources
Background
Sites of pre-historic archaeological potential are protected under clauses of the National Parks and
Wildlife Act 1979 (NSW).
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Policy 23
Any potentially encountered Aboriginal archaeological resources should be conserved in
accordance with the requirements of the National Parks and Wildlife Act 1979 (NSW) and their
potential for interpretation considered.

Guidelines
•

Works on this site should avoid areas of High archaeological potential or significance.

•

In the event that archaeological material is discovered during works to this site, work shall
immediately cease in the affected area and the Foreshore Authority and the NSW National Parks
and Wildlife Service will be contacted for advice.

•

Should disturbance be required where Aboriginal archaeological material has been identified, an
application under Section 90 of the National Parks and Wildlife Act will be required for this
disturbance.

•

Early negotiations should commence with relevant authorities regarding the long term curation and
storage of material recovered during excavation.

7.5.3 Historic (European and Aboriginal) Archaeological Resources
Background
Sites of Historic archaeological potential are protected under clauses of the Heritage Act 1977 (NSW).

Policy 24
Any potential archaeological resources on the property should be conserved in accordance with
the requirements of the Heritage Act 1977 (NSW) and their potential for interpretation
considered.

Guidelines
•

Wherever possible, works to this site should avoid areas of High archaeological potential or
significance.

•

Should disturbance be required to areas of archaeological potential or significance, an application
under Section 60 of the Heritage Act will be required for this disturbance.

•

Any archaeological resources must be managed in accordance with the recommendations arising
from the Archaeological Assessment and any approval issued by the Foreshore Authority or the
Heritage Council of NSW.

•

In the event that archaeological material is discovered during any works to this site, work shall
immediately cease in the affected area and the Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority will be
contacted for advice.

•

Early negotiations should commence with relevant authorities regarding the long term curation and
storage of material recovered during excavation.
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•

96

Consideration should be given to public relations opportunities associated with the archaeological
work. Interest in archaeological projects such as this can be substantial. Provision can be made
for interpretative signage, media releases and information leaflets to coincide with the archaeology.
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8.0 Implementation
This Conservation Management Plan has been prepared to provide guidelines for the conservation, reuse, interpretation and management of 107–109 George Street and to ensure that the heritage value of
the place is maintained and enhanced. This section sets out the implementation guidelines for the
policies, including a list of management issues and a list of exemptions that can be endorsed by the
Heritage Council which will not require further reference for approval.

8.1 Minimum Standards of Maintenance and Repair
Standards that need to be addressed to assure the compliance of 107–109 George Street with the
Minimum Standards of Maintenance and Repair as defined by the NSW Heritage Council are those for
Inspection, Essential Maintenance and Repair, Weather Protection, Fire Protection and Security.
To assure compliance with the Minimum Standards of Maintenance and Repair on the site of 107–109
George Street the following works need to be undertaken:
Minimum Standards of Maintenance and Repair for 107–109 George Street
Work or Activity Required for Compliance with the Standards for: INSPECTION
The building must be inspected to identify maintenance and repairs that are needed to ensure compliance with section
119 of the Heritage Act 1977 (NSW).
The inspection is to be carried out by a person with expertise and experience appropriate to the nature of the item
concerned.
The buildings should be regularly inspected to check for the potential presence of vermin, including termites and rodents.
The building should be regularly inspected for evidence of water egress including rising and falling damp, particularly
during times of heavy rain.
Work or Activity Required for Compliance with the Standards for: ESSENTIAL MAINTENANCE
Essential maintenance and repair of the building- (being maintenance and repair necessary to prevent serious or
irreparable damage or deterioration) must be carried out whenever necessary.
Essential maintenance and repair includes:
(a) taking measures (including annual inspection) to control pests such as termites, rodents, birds
and other vermin, and
(b) taking measures to maintain a stable environment for in-situ archaeological relics.
Gutters and downpipes should be regularly cleared of leaf litter.
Exterior and interior finishes and details, including original sandstone finishes, evidence of original paint schemes and
original joinery details should be maintained and retained in situ.
Work or Activity Required for Compliance with the Standards for: WEATHER PROTECTION
Surface and sub-surface drainage systems must be maintained and repaired (including being cleaned and secured) to
ensure a reasonable level of protection against damage or deterioration due to weather.
Roof drainage systems, including gutters, rainwater heads, downpipes and stormwater systems must be maintained and
repaired (including being cleaned and secured) to ensure a reasonable level of protection against damage or deterioration
due to weather.
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Work or Activity Required for Compliance with the Standards for: WEATHER PROTECTION
Roofs, walls, doors and windows (including the glass components of doors and windows) must be maintained and
repaired (including being cleaned and secured) to ensure a reasonable level of protection against damage or deterioration
due to weather.
Roof tiles must be maintained and repaired (including being cleaned and secured) to ensure a reasonable level of
protection against damage or deterioration due to weather.
Damp proof courses, flashings, ventilation systems and other measures intended to prevent the ingress of water or
dampness or to reduce its effects must be maintained and repaired (including being cleaned and secured) to ensure a
reasonable level of protection against damage or deterioration due to weather.
Work or Activity Required for Compliance with the Standards for: FIRE PROTECTION
Rubbish and any other material that could create a fire hazard for the building is to be removed and not permitted to
accumulate.
Fire detection and control systems, including smoke and beat detectors and fire sprinkler systems and including
associated alarm and communication systems must be maintained and repaired when and to the standard necessary to
ensure a reasonable level of protection for the building against damage or destruction by fire.
Stores of inflammable materials or rubbish must be maintained and repaired when and to the standard necessary to
ensure a reasonable level of protection for the building against damage or destruction by fire.
Building services such as electricity, gas and heating systems must be maintained and repaired when and to the standard
necessary to ensure a reasonable level of protection for the building against damage or destruction by fire.
Work or Activity Required for Compliance with the Standards for: SECUIRTY
Surveillance systems appropriate to the nature and location of the building must be installed to secure and prevent
vandalism of the site.
Any system or component designed to ensure the security of the building, such as electronic surveillance and alarms,
locking mechanisms, and building elements such as doors, walls and glazings must be maintained and repaired when
and to the standard necessary to ensure a reasonable level of security for the building.
If an opening to a building is designed or intended to have a door, window or other closure in p lace and does not have
the door, window or other closure in place, the opening must be boarded up.
The in-ground hatches to the basement below the buildings must be secured when not in use.

8.2 Schedule of Conservation Works
Fabric condition ratings in this report use the following table:
Condition
Ratings

Description

5

Excellent

Building or fabric element has no defects. Condition and appearance are as new.

4

Good

Building or element exhibits superficial wear and tear, minor defects, minor signs of
deterioration to surface finishes, but does not require major maintenance. No major defects
exist.

3

Fair

Building or element is in average condition. Deteriorated surfaces require attention.
Services are functional but require attention. Deferred maintenance work exists.

2

Poor

Building or element has deteriorated badly. Serious structural problems exist. General
appearance is poor with eroded protective coatings. Elements are defective, services are
frequently failing, significant number of major defects exist.

1

Very Poor

Building or element has failed. It is not operational and is unfit for occupancy or normal use.
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These condition grades indicate the level of intervention required. For elements in Very Poor condition,
reconstruction may be the only available option. For elements assessed as being in Poor or Fair
condition, various degrees of repair or maintenance may be required, immediately or in the short term, to
prevent further deterioration and the subsequent loss of significance. Elements in Good condition may
need some maintenance but the need for repair is not anticipated in the next two or three years, while
elements in Excellent condition are likely to need only minor maintenance in the next five to ten years.
The following Schedule of Conservation Works describes work that should be implemented to preserve
the significant fabric of 107–109 George Street. The works should be undertaken urgently to assure
ongoing retention of the significant fabric.
Where there is reference to Maintenance then cyclic maintenance should be undertaken as per the
following Section 8.3, Ongoing Maintenance.
Schedule of Conservation Works
Space

Condition

Significance
Level

Action/Treatment

Basement to 109 George
Street B1, B2, B2a and
B3

Good

Exceptional

Monitor for evidence of water ingress and damp. Maintain.

Basement to 107 George
Street B4, B5 and B6

Good

Exceptional

Monitor for evidence of water ingress and damp. Maintain.

Ground Floor G1-G9

Good

Moderate

Monitor for evidence of water ingress and damp. Maintain.

First Floor Dining 1.2 and
1.3

Good

Moderate

Monitor for evidence of water ingress and damp. Maintain.

First Floor Test Kitchen
1.1

Good

Moderate

Monitor for evidence of water ingress and damp. Maintain.

First Floor Wine Store 1.4

Fair

Reinstate window.
Moderate

Monitor for evidence of water ingress and damp. Maintain.
Relocate current use in longer term.

Second Floor Offices

Good

Moderate

Monitor for evidence of water ingress and damp. Maintain.

Second Floor Locker
Room 2.6

Fair

Moderate

Monitor for evidence of water ingress and damp. Maintain.

Attic 3.1

Poor

Reinstate window, currently covered up with paint and
mirror, in longer term.
Exceptional

Monitor for evidence of water ingress and damp. Maintain.
Repair plasterwork, joinery and carpentry as necessary.

Southern and Northern
Stairs

Fair

Stonework

Fair

Monitor for evidence of water ingress and damp. Maintain.
Repair plasterwork, joinery and carpentry as necessary.
Exceptional

A program of repair works should be urgently undertaken
for external and internal stonework. Where necessary,
repairs and maintenance should use traditional materials
and methods.
All internal and external stonework should be inspected
for signs of damp and general weathering.
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Schedule of Conservation Works
Space

Condition

Significance
Level

Action/Treatment

Stonework

Fair

Exceptional

Stonework showing signs of structural failure (evident in
large cracks) and severe weathering (such as at the
stringcourses and window pediments of the George Street
facade) should be immediately rectified.
The George Street façade is to remain unpainted.
The George Street and Nurses Walk facades should be
re-pointed.
The window sills of the George Street façade should be
repaired/ reconstructed.

Brickwork

Fair

Exceptional

A program of repair works should be undertaken for
external brickwork. Where necessary, repairs and
maintenance should use traditional materials and
methods.
All brickwork should be inspected for signs of damp and
general weathering.
Stonework showing signs of structural failure (evident in
large cracks) and severe weathering should be
immediately rectified.
Redundant metal insertions in brickwork should be
removed and wall fabric made good. Monel fasteners
should be used to fix downpipes and the like to walls.
The rear elevation of the three storey structure fronting
George Street should be re-pointed.

Painting

Good

High

Painted surfaces are to be maintained, including regular
short-term patching where necessary and regular repainting
Surfaces that have never been painted should not be
painted.
Protect the fabric of the buildings not indented for
repainting from paint drips during works and if necessary
immediately remove any drips with care.
Surfaces should be thoroughly prepared prior to painting.
Where lead based paints are to be removed, this should
be carried out in accordance with relevant health and
safety guidelines.
The following elements are to be painted within one year:
•

Chimneys

•

Internal joinery

•

Walls in non-public areas such as stairwells

The advice of a Heritage Consultant should be sought in
selecting appropriate colour schemes.
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Schedule of Conservation Works
Space

Condition

Significance
Level

Action/Treatment

Water proofing

Fair

NA

Regular inspection of rainwater goods, downpipes, and
guttering should be undertaken to check condition and
capacity.
Regular inspection of slate roof tiles over the three storey
structure fronting George Street should be undertaken.
Regular inspection of the roofs over the single storey
structure fronting Nurses Walk should be undertaken.
Regular inspection of damp proof courses should be
undertaken.
External joinery and carpentry (such as window frames
and doors) should be painted or appropriately sealed.
Waterproof membrane finishes for external brickwork
should be investigated.
The basement areas should be monitored for evidence of
water ingress and damp.

Joinery/ Carpentry

Good

High

A schedule or repair works should be prepared for all
joinery and carpentry. Where necessary, repairs and
maintenance should use traditional materials and
methods.
Minor maintenance repairs may be undertaken by a
qualified tradesperson on site, however where major
repairs are required, the work should be carried out in the
workshop of a qualified heritage joiner.
Traditional hardware should be preserved and repaired
with traditional methods and materials where necessary.
Hardware should be correctly fitted to ensure that damage
is not caused to the original fabric.
Joinery and carpentry should be regularly inspected for
evidence of insect and fungal attack.

Plasterwork

Poor

High

A schedule or repair works should be prepared for lath
and plaster finishes throughout the buildings. Where
necessary, repairs and maintenance should use
traditional materials and methods.
When patching render, the render should match the
existing material and surface quality of the original finish
and should not be visible after painting.

Audits and Inspections

NA

NA

An inspection by a qualified person should be carried out
to determine the compliance of 107–109 George Street
with the Building Code of Australia.
An inspection by a qualified person should be carried out
to assess the structural condition of 107–109 George
Street.
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Schedule of Conservation Works
Space

Condition

Significance
Level

Action/Treatment

Audits and Inspections

NA

NA

An audit should be conducted to determine whether works
recommended in previous inspection reports and in the
1999 CMP have been carried out.

Opportunities for
Recovery of Significant
Fabric

NA

NA

Recent interiors that have covered up significant original
fabric, such as the fireplaces in the second floor offices
should be removed when the opportunity arises.
The window in the first floor test kitchen should be
recovered in the medium to long term.
Opportunities exist to interpret the original first floor layout
by recovering or interpreting the original wall separating
room 1.2 and 1.3 that has been removed in recent
renovations.
Opportunities exist to interpret the original ground floor
courtyard separating the three storey and single storey
structures.
The early verandah to the George Street façade may be
re-instated, based on existing physical and documentary
evidence, subject to the relevant approvals processes.

8.3 On-going Maintenance
The on-going maintenance schedule refers to cyclical maintenance works to fabric that should be
implemented by the Foreshore Authority as part of the process of on-going management of 107–109
George Street. Performed work and any faults discovered or repairs made, should be recorded and
kept separately alongside a copy of this maintenance schedule.
Schedule of Ongoing Maintenance
Action/ Treatment

Every
Day

Every
Month

Every
Year

Every 5
Years

Every 10
Years

Conduct security check. Windows and doors should be
checked for security each evening. Security installations
should be inspected to see that they have not been
tampered with.
Change defective light bulbs and fuses and attend to minor
faults in the electrical system as they occur.
Inspect roofs including tiles, gutters, downpipes and
flashings.
Inspect all areas of the buildings for evidence of pests
(including rodents, cockroaches and termites).
Clean windows and painted surrounds.
Inspect paintwork and touch up as necessary.
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Schedule of Ongoing Maintenance
Action/ Treatment

Every
Day

Every
Month

Every
Year

Every 5
Years

Every 10
Years

Inspect building exterior and interior for evidence of damp
and water ingress.
Change fuses, light bulbs and tubes, especially where
these are not easily accessible.
Check services such as gas and water for leaks.
Inspect all electrical systems, wiring, fuses, security
systems and fire protection systems.
Test all fire extinguishers and refill if necessary.
Repaint exterior fabric.
Repaint interior painted finishes.
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107-109 GEORGE STREET, FABRIC ASSESSMENT
Room No.

BI

Element

Original

ceiling

YES

cornice

NA

Basement Store/Cool Room
Significance Assessment
Exceptional

Notes
Painted timber framed flooring for
room above. Herringbone bracing.
Low ceiling.

-

-

YES

Exceptional

Sandstone block to all sides.

NO

Little

Some Brickwork to west wall, north
side of opening.

YES

Exceptional

Pick finish to sandstone.

NO

Little

Brickwork un-rendered.

skirting

NA

-

-

floor

NO

Little

New slip resistant concrete floor

architraves

NA

-

door

NA

-

door h/ware

NA

-

window

NA

-

window h/ware

NA

-

fittings

NO

Intrusive

access chute east wall

YES

Exceptional

cool room

NO

Intrusive

In area to north, modern detail.

meters

NO

Intrusive

Southeast corner.

A/C

NA

-

wall

wall finishes

Assorted modern ie piping,
electrical wiring, fluorescent lighting.
Stainless steel shelving on south
wall.

Other
Sandstone access chute to street
level, timber ramp, timber access
cover. Restored by SHFA.

-

GODDEN MACKAY LOGAN PTY LTD, 78 GEORGE STREET, REDFERN NSW 2016 PH: (02) 9319 4811

107-109 GEORGE STREET, FABRIC ASSESMENT
Building:
109 George Street
Room Title:
Basement Store/Cool
Room
Identification No.
B1
Previous Known uses:
Cellar

General description
A walkway has been excavated in this room and the floor finished in slip resistant cement.
This room is roughly square in dimension with the north half being occupied by a free-standing
modern detailed cool room fitout. An access chute to street level is located on the east wall.
Stainless steel shelving and service equipment for the fire sprinkler system are located on the
south wall.
Much of the original fabric, such as the sandstone walls and timber-framed flooring with
herringbone bracing to the room above remains.
Some modifications/alterations have been made to accommodate a considerable amount of
service pipe and electrical wiring.
An original octagonal timber post and beam feature over the opening in the west wall.

Special Features
Recess and access chute in the east wall to street level.

Conservation Policy Notes
•

All original fabric to be retained.

•

The space should continue to be used as a service area.

•

No openings to be made in wall fabric.
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107-109 GEORGE STREET, FABRIC ASSESSMENT
Room No.

B2

Element

Original

ceiling

YES

cornice

NA

wall

Basement Store
Significance Assessment
Intrusive
-

Notes
Plasterboard.
Sandstone block construction to
north and south walls.

YES

High

NO

Little

NO

Little

skirting

NA

-

floor

NO

Intrusive

Excavated trenches. New painted
concrete floor with some raised
areas.

architraves

NA

-

-

door

NA

-

-

door h/ware

NA

-

-

window

NA

-

-

window h/ware

NA

-

-

YES

Intrusive

Stainless steel shelving to south
wall. Fluorescent lighting.

fireplace

YES

Exceptional

timber post and
beam

YES

High

fittings

New brick infill to east and west
walls.
Brickwork on east wall unrendered.
Brickwork on west wall has some
cement rendering.
-

Other

A/C

NA

-

Sandstone fireplace in centre of
north wall with sandstone
mantelpiece.
275mm x 280mm beam octagonal
timber post and beam in east wall.
-
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107-109 GEORGE STREET, FABRIC ASSESMENT
Building:
109 George Street
Room Title:
Basement Store
Identification No.
B2
Previous Known Uses:
Cellar

General description
This area has been divided in half with the insertion of a plasterboard wall running east west. A
walkway has been excavated and the floor finished in slip resistant cement.
The southern section of this area contains a stainless steel sink, shelving and stainless steel wall
finishes. The northern section contains a narrow excavated walkway, with stainless steel shelving
used for storage of foodstuffs and associated items located on the raised level.
A feature of the northern section is the original fireplace complete with original sandstone moulded
mantelpiece which appears to be in good condition.
It is evident that some underpinning has been introduced above and around the fireplace. It
should also be noted that a viscous substance of some description is leaking through the ceiling
from the floor above suggesting that some maintenance may be needed.
A recent plasterboard ceiling has been inserted throughout this area concealing piping and
services previously visible.. An original octagonal timber post and beam feature over the opening
in the east wall and a heavily corroded steel beam resting on brick piers spans the west opening.
Note: the existence of timber grounds around the doorway in the west wall.

Special Features
Original fireplace complete with original moulded sandstone fireplace mantelpiece.

Conservation Policy Notes
•

Retain all original fabric and restore in the long term.

•

Undertake immediate maintenance in relation to the leak from the floor above (which may be
the grease trap service pipe).

•

No openings to be made in wall fabric.

•

Hosing out of basement should be reconsidered as stone walls are suffering from damp.
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107-109 GEORGE STREET, FABRIC ASSESSMENT
Room No.

B2A/B3

Element

Original

ceiling

Landing, Stair Storage/Services
Significance Assessment

Notes

YES

High

Ceiling above B2a.

NO

Intrusive

Modern/new timber frame with
chipboard ceiling in B3.

NA

-

-

YES

Exceptional

Sandstone to north wall.

NO

Little

Brickwork to east and west wall.

YES

Exceptional

North wall - sandstone pick finish.

NO

Little

skirting

NA

-

floor

NO

Intrusive

architraves

NA

-

door

NA

-

door h/ware

NA

-

window

NA

-

window h/ware

NA

-

fittings

NO

Intrusive

Piping of all types and sizes and
electrical wiring extensive
throughout.

YES

High

Original access from rear yard to
cellar.

cornice
wall

wall finishes

South wall is fully tiled apart from
some cement render. Other walls
unrendered.
Tiled concrete steps to kitchen.
Raised concrete floor in landing and
storage/service area.
-

Other
cellar stairs

A/C

NA

-

-
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107-109 GEORGE STREET, FABRIC ASSESMENT
Building:
109 George Street
Room Title:
Stair, Landing,
Storage/Services Area
Identification No.
B2A/B3
Previous Known Uses:
Original basement yard

General description
The area known as B2A/B3 consists of a stair leading up to the ground floor kitchen; a landing at
the bottom of these stairs; and a low clearance space to the north.
The stair has a tiled finish. The area known as B3 has a raised concrete floor. The ceiling over
this space has been altered with the use of modern timber framing and particleboard sheet
flooring.
A storage cupboard has been created with the insertion of a plasterboard wall between B2A and
B3. The space is cluttered with numerous pipes of various types and sizes and electrical wiring.
Some services extend into the adjacent vacant basement area (B6) under 107 George Street
through an opening in the sandstone block wall.

Special Features

Conservation Policy Notes
•

The space may continue to be used as a service area.

•

This floor level is not available for ‘permanent’ accommodation.

•

No openings to be made in wall fabric.

•

The floor level should be retained.

•

Hosing out of basement should be reconsidered as stone walls are suffering from damp.
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107-109 GEORGE STREET, FABRIC ASSESSMENT
Room No.

B4

Element

Original

ceiling

YES

cornice

NA

East Basement Room
Significance Assessment

Notes

High - where original

Timber framed flooring for room
above with herringbone bracing.

-

-

wall

YES

Exceptional

Sandstone block to all walls. Some
areas in need of repair.

wall finishes

YES

Exceptional

Pick finish to sandstone.

skirting

NA

floor

YES

High

Compressed dirt is assumed to be
original.
-

architraves

NA

-

door

NA

-

door h/ware

NA

-

window

NA

-

window h/ware

NA

-

fittings

NO

Intrusive

chute e/wall

YES

Exceptional

Sandstone access chute to street
level, timber framed at lower level.
Timber access cover restored by
SCRA

grease trap

NO

Intrusive

In north half of room

propping

NO

Intrusive

Timber propping for the floor over.

A/C

NA

-

Piping of all types and sizes and
electrical wiring extensive
throughout.

Other

-
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107-109 GEORGE STREET, FABRIC ASSESMENT
Building:
107 George Street
Room Title:
East Basement Room
Identification No.
B4
Previous Known Uses:
Cellar

General description
This room is roughly square in dimension and features an access chute in the east wall and a
centrally located opening in the west wall. Situated in the north half of the room is a concrete
encased grease trap which appears to be leaking. PVC tubing associated with this grease trap
and other piping exists throughout, some of which penetrates the west wall. The floor is of
compressed dirt. A brick lined pit and what appears to be inspection pipes are situated in the floor
in the southeast corner of the room. In the south-west corner of the room timber propping for the
flooring to the room over has been installed. This flooring has also had some modification in an
area to the west.
Much of the original fabric, such as the sandstone walls and timber framed flooring to the room
over with herringbone bracing remains.
The sandstone walls are in need of some attention and in particular in the area around the opening
in the west wall as the stone blockwork is severely weathered.
The access chute has a timber frame over the lower opening and remnant hinges suggest that a
door once existed. The steel lintel over this door shows considerable signs of rust.
In 1985, an application for the installation of basement drainage, reflux valve and a grease trap
were made.

Special Features
Access chute in east wall.

Conservation Policy Notes
•

This floor level is not available for ‘permanent’ accommodation.

•

No openings to be made in wall fabric.

•

The floor level should be retained.

•

Hosing out of basement should be reconsidered as stone walls are suffering from damp.
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107-109 GEORGE STREET, FABRIC ASSESSMENT
Room No.

B5

Element

Original

ceiling

YES

cornice

NA

West Basement Room
Significance Assessment
High

-

Notes
Timber framed flooring for room
above with herringbone bracing.
-

wall

YES

Exceptional

Sandstone block to all walls. Some
areas in need of repair.

wall finishes

YES

Exceptional

Pick finish to sandstone. Some
weathering has occurred.

skirting

NA

floor

YES

High

architraves

NA

-

door

NA

-

door h/ware

NA

-

Compressed dirt floor is assumed to
be original.
-

window

YES

Exceptional

Timber framed casement window.

window h/ware

YES

High

Existing latch hardware.

fittings

NO

Intrusive

Piping of all types and sizes and
electrical wiring extensive
throughout.

Propping

NO

Intrusive

Timber propping for the floor over.

fireplace

YES

Exceptional

Original sandstone fireplace
mantelpiece in the south wall and in
poor condition.
-

Other

A/C

NA

-
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107-109 GEORGE STREET, FABRIC ASSESMENT
Building:
107 George Street
Room Title:
West Basement Room
Identification No.
B5
Previous Known Uses:
Cellar

General description
This room is roughly square in dimension with sandstone walls to all sides. Centrally located in the
south wall is an original fireplace with sandstone surrounds. It is in poor condition and is being
affected by a viscous liquid which appears to be coming from the kitchen area in the floor above
109 George Street. An opening into B4 to the east shows evidence of damage to the edging, as
does the opening to B6 in the west wall. In the west wall is another original opening which
appears to retain its original timber framed casement window, complete with hardware. It opens
into the room.
Timber propping for the timber framed flooring to the room over has been introduced along the
west wall. The room is cluttered with PVC piping associated with the grease trap in the adjacent
room to the east. It runs across the opening in the east wall making access difficult. Other piping
of all types impact the room, penetrating walls in some areas.
The dirt floor is damp and in poor condition.
Much of the original fabric, such as the sandstone walls, the timber framed flooring to the room
over and the timber framed casement window in the west wall remains.

Special Features
Original fireplace with moulded sandstone mantelpiece.

Conservation Policy Notes
•

Retain all original fabric, undertake repairs to rectify the leak problem over the south wall.
Repair timber framed flooring to room over.

•

This floor level is not available for ‘permanent’ accommodation.

•

No openings to be made in wall fabric.

•

The floor level should be retained.

•

Hosing out of basement should be reconsidered as stone walls are suffering from damp.
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107-109 GEORGE STREET, FABRIC ASSESSMENT
Room No.

B6

Element

Original

Former Basement Yard
Significance Assessment

ceiling

NO

High

Cornice

NA

-

wall

wall finishes

skirting
floor

Timber framed flooring for room
above.
-

YES

Exceptional

Sandstone block to all walls. Some
areas in need of repair.

NO

Little

Brickwork above stairs in the
northwest corner.

YES

Exceptional

Pick finish to sandstone.

NO

Little

Unrendered brickwork.

NA

-

-

High

Dirt floor is assumed to be original

YES

architraves

NA

-

door

NA

-

door h/ware

NA

-

window

Notes

YES

Exceptional

Original timber framed casement
window in east wall.
-

window h/ware

NA

-

fittings

NO

Intrusive

Piping of all types and sizes and
electrical wiring extensive
throughout.

steps

YES

Exceptional

Steps in the northeast corner have
been blocked off, and in poor
condition.

propping

NO

Intrusive

Timber propping for the floor over.

piers

NO

Intrusive

Brickwork piers in the south half of
the room, some of which have
toppled over.

A/C

NA

-

-

Other
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107-109 GEORGE STREET, FABRIC ASSESMENT
Building:
107 George Street
Room Title:
Former Basement Yard
Identification No.
B6
Previous Known Uses:
Basement Yard

General description
This westernmost basement room has sandstone blockwork to all walls apart from some brick infill
above the stairs in the northwest corner. The room is in poor condition. Apart from the opening in
the east wall to the adjacent basement room B5 and the window, also in the east wall, another
original feature is the stone steps in the northwest corner leading up to the west. They have been
permanently blocked off from the ground floor and are in very poor condition.
Other features in the room include the original timber framing to the floor over with herringbone
bracing which has had some alteration, timber propping which runs along the length of the room in
a central location; a pit in the floor, and some brickwork piers towards the south end of the room,
some of which have collapsed.
The walls have been penetrated in several areas to provide access for piping into the adjacent
rooms.
The dirt floor is in poor condition.

Special Features
The sandstone steps in the northwest corner of the room.

Conservation Policy Notes
•

Retain all original fabric.

•

No openings to be made in wall fabric.

•

The floor level should be retained.

•

Hosing out of basement should be reconsidered as stone walls are suffering from damp.
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107-109 GEORGE STREET, FABRIC ASSESSMENT
Room No.

GI

Element

Original

Restaurant Seating/Bar
Significance Assessment

ceiling

NO

Little

cornice

NA

-

Notes
Suspended ceiling with modern
finish.
-

wall

YES

High

Original timber and glass shopfront
on east wall with some modification.
Remnants of original wall to
northand west.

wall finishes

NO

Little

Modern finishes to the north, south
and west walls.

YES

High

Original timber and glass shopfront
on the east wall.

skirting

NA

floor

-

-

YES

High

Original timber floor.

NO

Little

Tiling throughout.

architraves

YES

Exceptional

Original

door

NO

High

6 panelled double-leaf door with
bottom pivoting high light over.
Reconstructed by SCRA c1980.

door h/ware

NO

Little

Modern barrel bolts.

NO

Moderate

New sympathetic hardware.

YES

Moderate

Fixed, timber-floored shop front
window.

window

window h/ware

NA

-

-

fittings

NO

Little

Modern down lights in suspended
ceiling.

bar

NO

Intrusive

Modern bar fitout to the west.

A/C

NO

Intrusive

A/c vents installed in west wall.
Ductwork has caused deterioration
of fabric.

Other
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107-109 GEORGE STREET, FABRIC ASSESSMENT
Building:
109 George Street
Room Title:
Bar/Restaurant Seating
Identification No.
G1
Previous Known Uses:
Restaurant/café, Hotel

General description
This room features a modern bar fitout along the west wall and seating along the shopfront.
It is generally accessed via the adjacent room to the north (G2). Access to the upper levels is via
the original stair in the southwest corner of the building.
Apart from the original sections of the restored shopfront on the east wall, the rest of the room
shows no evidence of original fabric due to the extensive renovations undertaken in 1988, which
included the removal of some of the west wall, the introduction of mirrors along the south wall and
tiling throughout.
The original side entrance door to the upper level residence has been removed and replaced with
a fixed glazing window.

Special Features
Original shopfront on the east wall.

Conservation Policy Notes
•

Retain all original fabric beneath new fit out.

•

No further openings in walls.
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107-109 GEORGE STREET, FABRIC ASSESSMENT
Room No.

G2

Element

Original

Entry/Lounge
Significance Assessment

Notes

ceiling

NO

Little

cornice

NA

-

wall

NO

Moderate

Note removal of square timber post
for circular steel column of west wall.

NO

Moderate

Reconstructed timber and glass
shopfront to the east wall.

wall finishes

NO

Little

Modern finishes to north wall.

skirting

NA

-

floor

NO

Little

Tiled throughout with coir matting at
entrance.

architraves

NO

Moderate

Reconstructed joinery sections.

door

NO

High

Reconstructed 6 panelled double-leaf
door with bottom pivoting high light.

NO

Little

Glazed air lock doors inside of
original doorway.

NO

Little

Modern barrel bolt.

door h/ware

Suspended ceiling with modern
lightweight finish.
-

-

Modern push plates.
window

NO

Moderate

window h/ware

NA

-

fittings

NO

Little

Modern down lights in suspended
ceiling.

stair

NO

Intrusive

Open steel stair of modern detailing
with carpet finish to treads.

steel and glass
‘Portico’

NO

Intrusive

Steel framed with glazing in the north
and south faces, featuring frameless
glass doors.

A/C

NO

Intrusive

A/C vents installed in ceiling.

Fixed, timber-framed shop front
window.
-

Other
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107-109 GEORGE STREET, FABRIC ASSESMENT
Building:
107 George Street
Room Title:
Entry/Reception
Identification No.
G2
Previous Known Uses:
Restaurant/Barber’s
Shop/Outfitters
shop/Bakery

General description
This space provides access to the Bar Area (G1) and the restaurant seating (G3, G4, G5 and G6).
The room features two modern elements which were added in 1998, a new stair which features
steel construction and leads up to the area on the first floor known as the Oyster Bar (Room 1.3);
and a new glass and steel air lock located inside the reconstructed shopfront entrance with its sixpanelled timber door. The portico features frameless glass doors.
This room shows little evidence of original fabric due to the extensive renovations undertaken in
1988.

Special Features
Shop front reconstructed to match existing at 109 George Street by SCRA c1980.

Conservation Policy Notes
•

Recommended BCA work to the steel stair should be considered and the original architect
approached to design the modifications required.
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107-109 GEORGE STREET, FABRIC ASSESSMENT
Room No.

G3

Element

Original

Dining
Significance Assessment

ceiling

NO

Little

cornice

NA

-

Notes
Suspended ceiling with modern
lightweight finish.
-

wall

YES

Exceptional

Original masonry south wall.

wall finishes

NO

Little

skirting

NA

-

Lightweight materials have been
used on the west and north wall.
South wall cement rendered and
painted.
-

floor

NO

Little

architraves

NA

-

door

NA

-

door h/ware

NA

-

window

NA

-

window h/ware

NA

-

fittings

NO

Little

Modern down lights in suspended
ceiling.

NO

Intrusive

A/C ducting under floor with vents
exposed at the step. Vents also in
south wall.

The floor is tiled and has been
raised approximately 200—250mm
above the floor level in Room G2.
-

Other
A/C
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107-109 GEORGE STREET, FABRIC ASSESSMENT
Building:
107 George Street
Room Title:
Restaurant Dining
Identification No.
G3
Previous Known Uses:
Restaurant/Barber/Outfi
tter shop/Bakery

General description
This area is part of the restaurant’s dining area. The space is on a raised platform about 200—
250mm above the adjacent room G2. A carpeted ramped passageway bisects the room with
seating on the north side. The south side features a servery and cupboards of modern detailing.
Note the A/C vents in the south wall above the opening/counter. The floor is of modern tiling,
consistent with that of the other seating spaces.
A square timber column was removed in the east opening and replaced with two steel circular
columns either side of the ramp in the 1988 refurbishment.

Special Features
The original timber staircase was demolished for the 1988 Rockpool refurbishment.

Conservation Policy Notes
The 1988 interior design is of some significance. The original architects should be approached if
major modifications are required.
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107-109 GEORGE STREET, FABRIC ASSESSMENT
Room No.

G4

Element

Original

Restaurant Dining
Significance Assessment

ceiling

NO

Little

cornice

NA

-

Notes
Suspended ceiling with modern
lightweight finish.
Skylights either side have
electronically controlled shadecloth.
-

wall

YES

Exceptional

Some original masonry on the south
wall.

wall finishes

NO

High

South wall cement rendered and
painted.

NO

Little

Modern finishes to the north wall.
Lightweight materials have been
used on the east wall.

skirting

NO

Little

Some metal skirting on the south
wall.

floor

NO

Little

architraves

NA

-

The floor is tiled and has been
raised approximately 200—250mm
above the area known as G3.
-

door

NA

-

door h/ware

NA

-

window

NA

-

window h/ware

NA

-

fittings

NO

Little

wine bar

NO

Little

A/C

NO

Intrusive

Modern down lights in suspended
ceiling.

Other
Modern detailing bar with stainless
steel basin situated south of the
carpeted ramp.
A/C ducting under floor with venting
on the step.
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107-109 GEORGE STREET, FABRIC ASSESSMENT
Building:
107 George Street
Room Title:
Restaurant Dining
Identification No.
G4
Previous Known Uses:
Open yard/
Outdoor courtyard
dining to restaurant.

General description
Part of the restaurant dining area. This room has two raised floor platforms which are part of the
dining platforms which step up towards the rear of the restaurant.
A section of the ceiling along the north and south walls has been removed to create skylights. A
ramped passage also bisects this room, with dining on the north side.
The wine bar is in the southeast corner of the room. An opening into the kitchen is also situated in
the southeast corner. Access to the toilets (G10) is through a corridor (G7a) that opens into the
southwest corner of the room.

Special Features
The original sandstone steps from the rear yard to the cellar are beneath the floor platforms,
permanently blocking access.

Conservation Policy Notes
•

The 1988 interior design is of some significance. The original architects should be approached
if major modifications are required.

•

This area is archaeologically sensitive – refer to archaeological policies.
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107-109 GEORGE STREET, FABRIC ASSESSMENT
Room No.

G5

Element

Original

Restaurant Seating
Significance Assessment

ceiling

NO

Little

cornice

NA

-

Notes
Covered ceiling of a modern
lightweight material with paint finish.
-

wall

YES

Exceptional

Original sandstone block wall to
north, east and part of south wall.

wall finishes

NO

Little

New lightweight fabric over.

skirting

N/A

-

-

floor

NO

Little

Tiled surface of modern type.

architraves

NA

-

door

NA

-

door h/ware

NA

-

window

NO

Intrusive

Modern picture window with highly
polished stainless steel internal
framing.
Fixed glazing.

window h/ware

NA

-

-

fittings

NO

Little

Modern down lights in ceiling.
A/C duct also in ceiling.
Sprinkler systems.

Other
A/C

NO

Intrusive

A/C ducting and vents in ceiling
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107-109 GEORGE STREET, FABRIC ASSESSMENT
Building:
107 George Street
Room Title:
Restaurant Dining
Identification No.
G5
Previous Known Uses:
Bakehouse/Store/
Courtyard dining to
restaurant.

General description
This area has a coved ceiling running east-west.
It provides access to the restaurant seating area known as G6. It faces on to Nurses Walk though
a large modern picture window, which is an enlarged original opening.

Special Features
Timber post on south wall replaced with two steel posts in 1988 refurbishment.

Conservation Policy Notes
•

No further openings to original stone walls.

•

This area is archaeologically sensitive – refer to archaeological policies.
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107-109 GEORGE STREET, FABRIC ASSESSMENT
Room No.

G6

Element

Original

Restaurant Dining
Significance Assessment

ceiling

NO

Little

cornice

NA

-

wall

Notes
Steel framed skylight which spans
north south.
-

YES

Exceptional

North, east and west walls appear
to be original sandstone block walls.

NO

Little

The south wall has been altered to
create a curved effect to
accommodate a garbage store.

YES

Exceptional

Original pick finish to sandstone
blocks on east wall.

NO

Little

New paint finish to other areas.

skirting

NA

-

floor

NO

Little

architraves

NA

-

door

NO

Intrusive

Aluminium framed, glazed door to
Nurses Walk.

door h/ware

NO

Little

Modern.

window

NA

-

window h/ware

NA

-

fittings

NO

Little

Suspended light fittings. New stairs
to Nurses Walk level – tiled finish.

NO

Intrusive

A/C ducting and vents along wall.

wall finishes

Concrete, with tiled pattern.
-

-

Other
A/C

GODDEN MACKAY LOGAN PTY LTD, 78 GEORGE STREET, REDFERN NSW 2016 PH: (02) 9319 4811

107-109 GEORGE STREET, FABRIC ASSESSMENT
Building:
109 George Street
Room Title:
Restaurant Dining
Identification No.
G6
Previous Known Uses:
Bakehouse/store/
Courtyard and dining

General description
Glazed roof dining area. Original timber hardwood beams replaced with steel structure in 1988
refurbishment.
New stairway to Nurses Walk exit door.
Patterned tiled floor surface.
Curved brickwork wall built within south wall with bagged finish.
The Garbage store is located behind this wall at the Nurses Walk level.

Special Features

Conservation Policy Notes
•

Retain original stone walls, no further openings should be made.

•

This area is archaeologically sensitive – refer to archaeological policies..
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107-109 GEORGE STREET, FABRIC ASSESSMENT
Room No.

G7

Element

Original

Kitchen
Significance Assessment

Notes

ceiling

NO

Little

cornice

NA

-

wall

NO

Some

wall finishes

NO

Intrusive

skirting

NA

-

floor

NO

Little

architraves

NA

-

door

NA

-

door h/ware

NA

-

window

NA

-

window h/ware

NA

-

fittings

NO

Little

Stainless steel benches throughout
and shelving along the south wall.

NO

Intrusive

A/C ducts in ceiling.

Modern finish, painted. Suspended
ceiling.
Masonry brickwork walls to all
sides.
Modern glazed tiling from floor to
ceiling on all walls. Galvanised iron
angle pieces are used to protect the
corners.
Floor tiles used throughout.
An earlier doorway has been filled
in, in the southwest corner of the
room.
-

Other
A/C

GODDEN MACKAY LOGAN PTY LTD, 78 GEORGE STREET, REDFERN NSW 2016 PH: (02) 9319 4811

107-109 GEORGE STREET, FABRIC ASSESMENT
Building:
109 George Street
Room Title:
Kitchen
Identification No.
G7
Previous Known Uses:
Rear yard/kitchen for
cafe

General description
This rectangular shaped room is situated within the one-storey section of 109 George Street, and
is accessed via two steps up into the dining area of 107 George Street (G4). It is linked with the
rest of the kitchen through an opening towards the southeast corner. Along the south wall is the
stair which leads down to the basement store rooms. Centrally located in the east wall is a small
opening which looks into the cashiers position in the adjoining room (G8).
The room has masonry walls to all sides which have been tiled from floor to ceiling. The floor has
also been tiled throughout.
The ceiling is of a modern type which is punctuated by fluorescent lights throughout.
The room is fitted with stainless steel benches with some shelving on the south wall.

Special Features

Conservation Policy Notes
•

The modern kitchen may continue to be upgraded.

•

No further openings to be made in the walls.
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107-109 GEORGE STREET, FABRIC ASSESSMENT
Room No.

G7A

Element

Original

ceiling

NO

cornice

NA

wall

wall finishes

Corridor
Significance Assessment
Intrusive

YES

Exceptional

NO

Moderate

YES

High

skirting

NA

floor

NO

architraves

NA

-

door

NA

-

door h/ware

NA

-

window

NA

-

window h/ware

NA

-

fittings

NA

-

NO

Intrusive

-

Notes
Modern suspended ‘latticed’ ceiling.

Note cast-iron vents in west
sandstone wall. The west wall
features some sandstone blockwork
from c1855 building. Masonry to all
other walls.
A vent has been inserted into a
window opening on the west wall.
Cement rendered, painted.
Unrendered sandstone to the west
wall.
The floor steps down two steps
from north to south.
Tiled finish.
-

Other
A/C

A/C ducting to adjacent room above
modern suspended lattice ceiling.
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107-109 GEORGE STREET, FABRIC ASSESSMENT
Building:
109 George Street
Room Title:
Corridor
Identification No.
G7A
Previous Known Uses:
Rear Yard

General description
This corridor provides access between the restaurant and the toilet (G10). To the west is a
sandstone wall which dates back to the original store building c1855. Cast iron vents are in this
unrendered sandstone wall.
An original doorway into G7, which is now part of the kitchen has been blocked up.
A mesh ‘vent’ has been installed in an original window opening towards the north end of the west
wall.
Timber grounds in west wall, mortices and grooves.
A/C ducting above suspended lattice ceiling.

Special Features
1855 sandstone wall to the west.

Conservation Policy Notes
•

No openings to be made in the west stone wall.

GODDEN MACKAY LOGAN PTY LTD, 78 GEORGE STREET, REDFERN NSW 2016 PH: (02) 9319 4811

107-109 GEORGE STREET, FABRIC ASSESSMENT
Room No.

G8

Element

Original

ceiling
cornice
wall
wall finishes

skirting
floor
architraves
door
door h/ware
window
window h/ware
fittings

Kitchen
Significance Assessment

Notes

NO

Little

Modern finish, painted.

NA

-

-

NO

Moderate

Masonry brickwork to all sides.

NO

Little

NA

-

NO

Little

NA

-

NA

-

NA

-

NA

-

NA

-

NO

Intrusive

Stainless steel benches and
shelving used throughout.

NO

Intrusive

Suspended A/C unit situated over
the southern end of the room.

Modern tiling from floor to ceiling on
all walls. Galvanised iron angle
pieces used to protect corners.
Floor tiles used throughout.
-

Other
A/C

GODDEN MACKAY LOGAN PTY LTD, 78 GEORGE STREET, REDFERN NSW 2016 PH: (02) 9319 4811

107-109 GEORGE STREET, FABRIC ASSESSMENT
Building:
109 George Street
Room Title:
Kitchen
Identification No.
G8
Previous Known Uses:
Rear yard/kitchen for
café.

General description
This rectangular room is situated within the one-storey section of 109 George Street. It is
accessed through an opening in the southwest corner and opens onto the kitchen through two
openings along its east side. A small opening in the north wall provides visual access into the
dining area over the bar (G4). Another small opening in the west wall provides the cashier with
visual access into the food preparation room (G7). Along the south wall runs the stair which leads
down to the basement store rooms.
The room has masonry walls to all sides and has been covered from floor to ceiling with white
tiling. The floor has also been tiled throughout.
The ceiling is of a modern type which features fluorescent lighting and a suspended A/C unit
located over the southern half of the room.
The room is fitted with stainless steel benchtops and shelving.

Special Features
Original steps to basement, covered in modern tiling.

Conservation Policy Notes
•

The modern kitchen may continue to be upgraded.

•

No further openings to be made in the walls.
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107-109 GEORGE STREET, FABRIC ASSESSMENT
Room No.

G9

Element

Original

Kitchen
Significance Assessment

ceiling

NO

Little

cornice

NA

-

wall

YES

High

wall finishes

NO

Some

skirting

NA

-

floor

Notes
Modern finish, Painted.
Original masonry brickwork walls to
all sides, although altered
considerably.
Modern tiling from floor to ceiling on
all walls. Galvanised iron angle
pieces used to protect corners.
-

YES

High.

Timber framed with herringbone
bracing.

NO

Some - tiled finish

Floor tiles used throughout. Gutter
located around hotplates/stoves.

Intrusive - gutter in floor.
-

architraves

NA

-

door

NA

-

door h/ware

NA

-

window

NA

-

window h/ware

NA

-

fittings

NO

Little

Stainless steel benchtops, shelving
and ovens, stoves and hotplates.

A/C

NO

Intrusive

A/C ducting and vents in ceiling.

exhaust vent

NO

Intrusive

Stainless steel vent over cooking
block.

-

Other

GODDEN MACKAY LOGAN PTY LTD, 78 GEORGE STREET, REDFERN NSW 2016 PH: (02) 9319 4811

107-109 GEORGE STREET, FABRIC ASSESSMENT
Building:
109 George Street
Room Title:
Kitchen
Identification No.
G9
Previous Known Uses:

General description
This room is located within the original three-storey section of 109 George Street. It has a large
opening in the east wall which opens onto a servery within G1. Another servery is located in the
north wall which opens onto the dining areas within 107 George Street. A large opening and a
smaller doorway link this room with the rest of the kitchen to its west. To the south is an alcove
and storage which is located under the stairs (1.1a) that lead from the ground up to the second
floor.
Centrally located within the northern half of the room is the cooking block which includes stainless
steel stoves/ovens and hotplates above which is a very large ventilation hood.
The room has remnant masonry walls to all sides which have been covered from floor to ceiling by
white tiles. The floor has also been tiled throughout and includes an open gutter which surrounds
the cooking block.
The ceiling is of a modern finish. Stainless steel benches and shelving exist in the alcove to the
south.

Special Features

Conservation Policy Notes
•

The modern kitchen may continue to be upgraded.

•

No further openings to be made in the walls.
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107-109 GEORGE STREET, FABRIC ASSESSMENT
Room No.

1.1

Element

Original

Preparation Kitchen
Significance Assessment

Notes
-

ceiling

NO

-

cornice

NO

Little

Modern coved cornice.

wall

YES

Exceptional

Masonry walls to north, west and
east timber framed wall to south.

NO

Little

Concrete and brick structural
support in northwest corner.

YES

Exceptional

South wall has retained its render.

YES

Moderate

North, east and west walls, render
has been removed.

skirting

YES

High

Profiled timber skirting.

floor

YES

High

Timber framed flooring.

NO

Little

Linoleum finish.

YES

High

Original architraves around door
and window.

NO

Intrusive

Altered around door in south wall to
fit more modern, smaller door.

door

NO

Little

Incorrectly fitted door, not suitable
for original opening width.

door h/ware

NO

Little

window

YES

High

window h/ware

YES

High

fittings

NO

Intrusive

Fireplace

YES

High

Blocked off, no mantelpiece. Note
timber grounds on fireplace edging.

A/C

NO

Intrusive

A/C ducting throughout.

wall finishes

architraves

Timber framed double hung window
with splayed reveals. Architrave
wider than for the second floor.
Latch with window pulls.
Modern stainless steel fittings,
fluorescent lighting and exposed fire
sprinklers.

Other

GODDEN MACKAY LOGAN PTY LTD, 78 GEORGE STREET, REDFERN NSW 2016 PH: (02) 9319 4811

107-109 GEORGE STREET, FABRIC ASSESSMENT
Building:
109 George Street
Room Title:
Test Kitchen
Identification No.
Room 1.1
Previous Known Uses:
Residential.

General description
This room is utilised as a test kitchen and is fitted with modern stainless steel bench and wall
finishes with refrigeration beneath.
There is shelving against all walls.
A considerable amount of the original fabric remains, such as the unrendered brickwork in a
colonial bond and the timber architraves around the door, as well as the profiled timber skirting.
A concrete and brick lintel has been constructed on the west side of the fireplace on the north wall.
This may be associated with a large crack which has appeared above the chimney running right
down the wall (refer to Structural Engineer’s Report).
Note the timber grounds on the fireplace edging suggesting that the room was once cement
rendered.
A window has been covered by the stainless steel kitchen fitout.

Special Features

Conservation Policy Notes
•

All original fabric to be retained.

•

No openings to be made in wall fabric.

•

No further intrusive services or upgrading of kitchen with cooking facilities should occur.
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107-109 GEORGE STREET, FABRIC ASSESSMENT
Room No.

1.1A

Element

Original

South Stair
Significance
Assessment

Notes

ceiling

YES

High

Lath and plaster with timber battens over at
first floor level.

cornice

YES

Exceptional

Original at ground and first floor level.

NO

Moderate

Timber section cornice, second floor.

YES

High

Masonry to south, east and west walls.
Timber framed to north walls.

NO

Intrusive

Lightweight wall at north side, ground floor
level.

wall finishes

YES

High

Render, paint finish in fair/good condition.

skirting

YES

High

Timber moulded profile.

floor

YES

High

Timber framed floor.

NO

Intrusive

Tiled at ground level, linoleum up to first floor.

YES

Exceptional

Wider architraves at first floor level than
second floor level

NO

Intrusive

Note alteration to door frame on north wall,
first floor.

NO

Little

Door to room 1.2/1.3 modern swing door.

NO

Intrusive

Door to Room 1.1, smaller than original.

door h/ware

NO

Little

Modern door handles and push plates.

window

YES

High

Timber framed double-hung windows with
splayed reveals. Wide architrave.

window h/ware

YES

High

Latch with window pull.

fittings

NO

Intrusive

Suspended light fittings. Wiring extending
upwards at the second floor level.

Stair

YES

High

A/C

NO

Intrusive

wall

architraves

door

Other
Timber balustrade and newel post as for
north stair (Room 1.4A). Evidence of original
paint schemes.
A/C ducts.

GODDEN MACKAY LOGAN PTY LTD, 78 GEORGE STREET, REDFERN NSW 2016 PH: (02) 9319 4811

107-109 GEORGE STREET, FABRIC ASSESSMENT
Building:
109 George Street
Room Title:
South Stair
Identification No.
Room 1.1A
Previous Known Uses:
Residential access stair.

General description
This stair extends from the second floor down to the ground floor level. It appears to be in original
condition with the railing on the ground level having been replaced with a lightweight wall being the
only major alteration to the stair. Many of the original finishes remain, including the lath and
plaster finish to the underside of the stair.
The timber stairs show a previous colour scheme and evidence that a certain part of it could have
once been carpeted. From the ground to the first floor, the stair is covered with linoleum
suggesting that this is a more recent addition possibly as a response to the stairs being used for
the transportation of food and drinks.
The double-hung timber framed window at the first floor level is larger than that at the second floor
level, with a wider architrave also a feature.
The two bottom glazing panels have been replaced by an opaque material and then painted.

Special Features
Original plaster cornice details. Original gas light fitting on west wall.

Conservation Policy Notes
•

All original fabric to be retained.

•

Further openings for services should no be made.

•

Conservation works required to stairs – refer to structural report.

•

Retain evidence of previous paint colour schemes on all surfaces.
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107-109 GEORGE STREET, FABRIC ASSESSMENT
Room No.

1.2/1.3

Element

Original

First Floor Dining/Function Room
Significance Assessment

ceiling

NO

Little

cornice

NA

-

Notes
Modern finish suspended ceiling
with decorative paint finish.
-

wall

YES

High

Original masonry walls.

wall finishes

NO

Little

Painted render along east wall.

NO

Intrusive

NA

-

Fabric panels along north and west
walls.
-

skirting
floor

YES

High

Timber framed.

NO

Little

Carpet throughout.

architraves

YES

High

Original timber architraves.

door

YES

High

North end of west wall, fourpanelled timber door.

NO

Little

South end of west wall — modern
swing door — note vent over.

door h/ware

NO

Little

window

YES

Exceptional

window h/ware

YES

High

Latch with window pull.

fittings

NO

Little

Modern fittings throughout.

NO

Little

Stair to ground level, steel framed
of modern detailing.

Pull and push plate (north door)
push plate (south wall).
Timber framed double-hung with
splayed reveals. Note the vents
above the northernmost windows in
107 George Street.

Other
Stair
A/C

A/C vents in the west wall.
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107-109 GEORGE STREET, FABRIC ASSESSMENT
Building:
107-109 George Street
Room Title:
Restaurant
Seating/Function Room
Identification No.
Room 1.2/1.3
Previous Known Uses:
Two roomsresidential/restaurant.

General description
This large rectangular room extends across both 107 and 109 George Street on the first floor level.
These two front rooms have been joined by the removal of the common dividing wall and
fireplaces.
It features a modern steel framed stair at its north end.
The room is also accessed by doors at the north and south ends of the west wall.
The timber framed double-hung windows and the architraves around both doors appear to be the
only visible original features, as much of the room has had modern finishes applied, such as the
fabric panelled walls and carpeted floors.
Original air vents have been built into the windows to the north of the room in 107 George Street.

Special Features

Conservation Policy Notes
•

All original fabric to be retained.

•

No further openings in original walls to be made.

•

The 1988 interior design is of some significance, modifications to new steel stair to comply with
BCA requirements should be assessed and the original architect approached to make design
changes if necessary.
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107-109 GEORGE STREET, FABRIC ASSESSMENT
Room No.

1.4

Element

Original

Wine Store
Significance Assessment

Notes

ceiling

NO

Intrusive

Modern finish plasterboard ceiling.

cornice

NO

Intrusive

Modern coved cornices.

wall

YES

High

wall finishes

YES

High

Render to all walls, painted.

skirting

YES

High

Profiled timber skirting.

floor

YES

High

Timber framed.

NO

Little

Linoleum finish.

architraves

YES

High

door

NO

Intrusive - door in north wall

door h/ware

NO

Little

window

YES

High

window h/ware

YES

High

Not accessible.

fittings

NO

Intrusive

Modern light fitting.

fireplace

YES

High

Fireplace in the south wall. Mantle
and surrounds removed.

A/C

N/A

-

No new services to be introduced.

Load-bearing masonry to west, east
and south walls. Timber framed
wall to north

Original around door in north wall,
altered to fit smaller, flush
hollowcore door.
Modern flush, hollowcore door,
undersized to suit width of door
opening.
Modern hardware.
Timber framed double-hung with
splayed reveals in west wall. The
window has been boarded up.

Other

GODDEN MACKAY LOGAN PTY LTD, 78 GEORGE STREET, REDFERN NSW 2016 PH: (02) 9319 4811

107-109 GEORGE STREET, FABRIC ASSESSMENT
Building:
107 George Street
Room Title:
Wine Store
Identification No.
Room 1.4
Previous Known Uses:
Residential

General description
This rectangular shaped room on the first floor of 107 George Street is currently being used as a
wine store. It is accessed from the landing at the base of the north stair between the first and
second floors.
There is shelving along most of its walls.
The window in the west wall has been boarded up. A large hole exists in the ceiling.
A new lightweight ceiling with coved cornices has replaced the original. Some A/C ducts run along
the east side of the room.
An original fireplace that has lost its mantle and surrounds is currently being used for storage.

Special Features

Conservation Policy Notes
•

Relocate wine store to more suitable area.

•

Loading on the floor should not exceed 1.5 Kpa as recommended in the engineer’s report.

•

Retain and make good original fabric.

•

No openings should be made in the walls.

•

No new services to be introduced into room.
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107-109 GEORGE STREET, FABRIC ASSESSMENT
Room No.

1.4a

Element

Original

North Stair
Significance Assessment

Notes

YES

High

Original lath and plaster finish to
under stair.

NO

Little

First Floor - new lightweight ceiling.
Second Floor -later ceiling.

YES

High

Evidence under stair of original
cornices.

NO

Intrusive

Second Floor not existing. First
Floor new coved cornices.

wall

YES

High

wall finishes

YES

Exceptional

skirting

YES

High

Profiled timber skirting. It is much
higher (275mm) on the first floor.

floor

YES

High

Timber framed flooring.

NO

Little

Linoleum finish to first, second floor
and stairs.

YES

High

Architrave much wider than for
Second Floor.

NO

Intrusive

First Floor, door in south wall
altered to fit smaller, modern door.

YES

High

Four panelled timber door, First
Floor, east wall.

NO

Intrusive

Modern flush door in south wall,
First Floor.

door h/ware

NO

Intrusive

Modern, self-closing door
mechanism in door in east wall.

window

YES

High - Second Floor
High - First Floor

Timber framed double hung window
with splayed reveals. Architrave
much wider on the First Floor.

window h/ware

YES

High

Latch with window pulls.

ceiling

cornice

architraves

door

fittings

NA

-

The east, west and north walls are
load-bearing masonry. The south
wall is timber framed. Damage to
all walls, in particular the north.
Rendered and painted, evidence of
earlier paint scheme.

-

Other
stair

YES

High

Timber framed, railing with newell
post and square balusters.

storage

NO

Intrusive

Storage enclosure in timber and
mesh framing.

A/C

N/A

-

No new services to area.
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107-109 GEORGE STREET, FABRIC ASSESSMENT
Building:
107-109 George Street,
The Rocks
Room Title:
North Stair, Storage
Identification No.
Room 1.4A
Previous Known Uses:
Residential access stair

General description
This stair provides access between the first and second floors only. It originally extended down to
the ground floor but this flight was removed in the 1988 refurbishment. A timber and wire mesh
enclosure used as a locked storage space has been installed under the stair at the first floor level.
Access to the wine store (Room 1.4) and the First Floor dining (Room 1.2/1.3) is at this level.
Much of the original fabric remains, such as the original lath and plaster finish to the underside of
the stair and the cornices at the first floor level.
The condition of the stair is fair. The north wall is suffering from severe water damage.
The stairwell shows evidence of original colour schemes upon the walls, ceiling and timber railings.
Timber framed double-hung windows exist on the west wall at both levels. The architrave around
the lower window being considerably wider. This window, which is now in the enclosure under the
stair has currently been blocked off.
The original profiled timber skirting remains intact.

Special Features
Original plaster cornice.

Conservation Policy Notes
•

Retain original fabric.

•

Refer to BCA report for requirements if under stair space is to be utilised for storage.

•

Stair is not to be used for storage.
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107-109 GEORGE STREET, FABRIC ASSESSMENT
Room No.

2.1

Element

Original

Office
Significance Assessment

ceiling

NO

Intrusive

cornice

NA

-

wall

YES

High - all walls

wall finishes

NO

Little

skirting

NA

-

floor

Notes
Recent lightweight ‘drop-in’
plasterboard ceiling
-

Load-bearing masonry on north,
east and west walls. Timber framed
wall to south. Note timber board
along top of south wall. Note hatch
door on East wall above door
(access to attic)
North, east and west walls, render
removed.
-

YES

High

Timber framed flooring.

NO

Little

Carpet finish.

architraves

NA

-

door

NO

Little - door in east wall

Original doorway, modern flush
hollowcore door.

door h/ware

NO

Little

Modern door hardware.

window

YES

Exceptional

window h/ware

YES

High

Latch with window pull.

fittings

NO

Intrusive

Fluorescent lights.

fireplace

YES

High

A/C

NO

Intrusive

Timber grounds on north side of
door opening. Architrave around
door removed.

Timber framed double-hung
windows with splayed reveals.
Original timber architrave.

Other
Original mantle removed.
Fireplace opening covered over
with plasterboard.
Modern A/C unit on west wall.
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107-109 GEORGE STREET, FABRIC ASSESSMENT
Building:
109 George Street
Room Title:
Office
Identification No.
Room 2.1
Previous Known Uses:
Residential

General description
This rectangular shaped room on the second floor features a fibro sheet ceiling finish. All walls
have been covered with plasterboard sheeting.
The double-hung window retains its original features including architrave.
The door in the east wall has been considerably altered, with the architrave removed and a smaller
modern flush hollowcore door installed. The areas around this door have been filled in with a
lightweight sheeting material.
A small timber framed door is situated above the door in the east wall providing access to the
roofspace.
The original fireplace below plasterboard sheeting on the northern wall has had its mantle
removed.

Special Features
A skylight exists in the north face of the roof, however the ceiling lining obscures this feature.

Conservation Policy Notes
•

All original fabric to be retained.

•

No openings to be made in the wall fabric.
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107-109 GEORGE STREET, FABRIC ASSESSMENT
Room No.

2.2

Element

Original

Office
Significance Assessment

Notes

ceiling

NO

Intrusive

Lightweight ‘drop in’ ceiling.

cornice

NA

-

-

wall

YES

High

Masonry south, east and west walls
below plasterboard sheeting.

wall finishes

YES

High

West wall rendered.

NO

Intrusive

North, south and east walls have
recent plasterboard over.

skirting

YES

High

Timber skirting on original walls.

floor

YES

High

Timber framed, carpet finish.

architraves

YES

High

Timber moulded.

door

NO

Little

Ten-glazed, paned, timber framed
door to stair landing.

door h/ware

NO

Little

Not original.

window

YES

Exceptional

Timber framed double hung
window.

window h/ware

YES

High

Window latch and window pulls.

Fittings

NO

Intrusive

Downlights. Exposed fire sprinklers.
Air vent in northeast corner.

NO

Intrusive

Other
A/C

Air-conditioning unit above door on
west wall.
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107-109 GEORGE STREET, FABRIC ASSESSMENT
Building:
107-109 George
Street
Room Title:
Office, landing
Identification No.
Room 2.2
Previous Known Uses:
Residential

General description
The area known as Room 2.2 includes the landing at the top of the south stair. The room is
entered via the landing. A recent lightweight dividing wall that projected from the south wall
towards the east part of the room has been removed, as has the original wall dividing Room 2.2
and 2.3.
The south and east walls have been covered with plasterboard sheeting
An original timber-framed double-hung window with splayed reveals exists in the middle of the east
wall.

Special Features

Conservation Policy Notes
•

Retain original fabric.

•

The partition wall in the centre of the room may be removed to create a larger room.

•

The timber panelling on the wall should be removed.
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107-109 GEORGE STREET, FABRIC ASSESSMENT
Room No.

2.3

Element

Original

ceiling

cornice
wall

wall finishes
skirting
floor

architraves

door

door h/ware

window

window h/ware
fittings

Office
Significance Assessment

NO

Little

NA

-

Notes
Lightweight fibre cement sheeting
with no timber battens.
Load-bearing masonry on the north,
east and west walls and lightweight
timber framed south wall below
plasterboard sheeting.

YES

High

NO

Intrusive

Plasterboard sheeting.

YES

High

On all walls except the north wall.

YES

High

Timber framed flooring.

NO

Little

Carpet finish.

YES

Exceptional

NO

Intrusive

NO

Intrusive

NO

Intrusive

Modern to doors in north and west
walls.

YES

Exceptional

Timber framed double-hung window
with splayed reveals.

YES

High

Latch and window pull.

NO

Intrusive

Downlights. Vent in south wall.
Exposed fire sprinkler system.

-

-

Note evidence of architrave having
been removed from around door to
Room 2.1. Original architrave
around window
Modern around door in north wall.
Flush hollowcore door to Room 2.1
in west wall has replaced a much
larger door. Flush hollowcore door
in north wall.

Other
A/C

N/A
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107-109 GEORGE STREET, FABRIC ASSESSMENT
Building:
109 George Street
Room Title:
Office
Identification No.
Room 2.3
Previous Known Uses:
Residential

General description
This room is accessed via the landing or from the off the southern stairwell or the corridor in the
northwest corner (Room 2.4a). It provides access to the office known as Room 2.1.
Original features such as a fireplace on the north wall (which retains its original timber
mantelpiece) have been covered with plasterboard sheeting. An original wall that separated this
office from the adjacent office in Room 2.2 has been removed.
An original timber-framed double-hung window with splayed reveals is a feature of the east wall.

Special Features

Conservation Policy Notes
•

Retain original fabric.

•

The timber panelling on the wall should be removed.
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107-109 GEORGE STREET, FABRIC ASSESSMENT
Room No.

2.4

Element

Original

ceiling

NO

cornice

NA

wall

Office
Significance Assessment
Little

Notes
Uneven, fibro sheeting with timber
battens.

Load-bearing masonry to east and
south and timber framed wall to
north, under recent plasterboard
sheeting

YES

High

NO

Intrusive

Lightweight timber framed wall to
west.

NO

Considerable

Render finish.

NO

Intrusive

Modern lightweight plasterboard
sheeting on west wall.

skirting

YES

High

Original around north, south and
east walls.

floor

YES

High

Timber framed flooring.

NO

Little

Carpet finish.

NO

Intrusive

New around door in east wall.

YES

Exceptional

Window architraves with splayed
reveals.

door

NO

Intrusive

Flush hollowcore door.

door h/ware

NO

Intrusive

Modern door hardware.

window

YES

Exceptional

window h/ware

YES

High

Latch with window pulls.

fittings

NO

Intrusive

Fluorescent lighting.

fireplace

YES

Exceptional

On south wall, below plasterboard
sheeting, filled in.

A/C

NO

Intrusive

A/C unit in west wall.

wall finishes

architraves

Timber architraves, timber framed
double hung windows with splayed
reveals. Glass not original.

Other
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107-109 GEORGE STREET, FABRIC ASSESSMENT
Building:
107 George Street
Room Title:
Office
Identification No.
Room 2.4
Previous Known Uses:
Residential

General description
This room has been created by the inclusion of the lightweight wall which also created the corridor
to the west known as Room 2.4a.
Original features of the room such as the fireplace on the south wall (previously filled in) and
skirting have been covered in plasterboard sheeting.
The original timber framed double-hung window with splayed reveals still exists centrally located
on the east wall and is in good condition.

Special Features

Conservation Policy Notes
•

Retain original fabric.

•

Removal of heavy storage from room is recommended.
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107-109 GEORGE STREET, FABRIC ASSESSMENT
Room No.

2.4A

Element

Original

Corridor
Significance Assessment

ceiling

NO

Little

cornice

NA

-

wall

Notes
Lightweight ‘drop in’ ceiling.
Load-bearing masonry west and
south walls. Lightweight timber
framed north wall.

YES

High

NO

Intrusive

Lightweight timber framed east wall.

YES

High

Rendered south and west walls.

NO

Intrusive

Painted plasterboard sheeting east
wall.

skirting

YES

High

North and west walls only.

floor

YES

High

Timber framed flooring.

NO

Little

Carpet finish.

YES

High

Around doors in north and west
walls.

NO

Intrusive

Modern around door in east wall.

door

NO

Intrusive

All doors flush hollowcore doors.

door h/ware

YES

High

Latch on door to cupboard in west
wall.

NO

Intrusive

window

NA

-

Modern to doors in north and east
walls.
-

window h/ware

NA

-

fittings

NA

-

wall finishes

architraves

-

Other
A/C

N/A

-

-
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107-109 GEORGE STREET, FABRIC ASSESSMENT
Building:
107 George Street
Room Title:
Corridor
Identification No.
Room 2.4a
Previous Known Uses:
Residential

General description
This corridor was created by the introduction of the lightweight wall on its east side. It was
therefore once part of a larger room. It provides access to the offices in Room 2.4 and Room 2.3
and the corridor to the north known as Room 2.5a. The cupboard in the west wall was
inaccessible at the time of inspection.
Original architraves exist around the doors in the north and west walls, however, all the doors are
modern flush hollowcore doors.
The door in the south wall has been created by a new opening in the original party wall.

Special Features

Conservation Policy Notes
•

Retain original fabric.

.
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107-109 GEORGE STREET, FABRIC ASSESSMENT
Room No.

2.5

Element

Original

Office
Significance Assessment

Notes

ceiling

NO

Little

Painted lightweight fibre cement
sheeting.

cornice

NO

Little

Simple timber section.

wall

YES

High

wall finishes

YES

High

Masonry load-bearing on north and
east walls below plasterboard
sheeting. West timber framed wall
below plasterboard.
North and east walls cement
Rendered.

NO

Intrusive

South and West walls painted
plasterboard.

skirting

YES

High

Timber skirting on all walls.

floor

YES

High

Timber framed flooring.

NO

architraves

Carpet finish.

YES

High

Original section of architrave below
on south side of door in west wall.

NO

Moderate

Repair work around the door in the
south wall.

door

YES

High

Four-panelled timber door.

door h/ware

YES

High

Rimlock, painted over (coat of arms
‘Carpenter’ type).

NO

Intrusive

Deadlock, missing door knob.

window

YES

Exceptional

Architrave the same as for door.
Timber framed, double-hung with
splayed reveals.

window h/ware

YES

High

Latch with window pulls.

fittings

NO

Intrusive

Air-conditioning unit above door. .
Fluorescent light.

-

-

Other
A/C

N/A
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107-109 GEORGE STREET, FABRIC ASSESSMENT
Building:
107 George Street
Room Title:
Office
Identification No.
Room 2.5
Previous Known Uses:
Residential/locker,
dressing room

General description
This rectangular shaped room retains some of its original features, including the architraves
around the window, door and skirting. The four panelled timber door and the timber-framed
double-hung window with splayed reveals appear to be in good condition. It is evident that parts of
the architrave around the door has been replaced.
All walls are covered in plasterboard sheeting.
An air-conditioning unit is above the door.

Special Features

Conservation Policy Notes
•

Retain original fabric.

•

No openings to be made in walls.
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107-109 GEORGE STREET, FABRIC ASSESSMENT
Room No.

2.5A

Element

Original

Corridor
Significance Assessment

Notes

ceiling

NO

Little

Recent lightweight ‘drop in’ ceiling.

cornice

NA

-

-

YES

High

East wall (timber boarding) and
masonry north and west walls
below plasterboard

NO

Considerable

Lightweight timber framed south
wall.

YES

High

Rendered north and west walls.
Painted timber boarding east wall.

NO

Little

Plasterboard sheeting

YES

High

Timber framed flooring.

NO

Little

Carpet finish.

architraves

YES

High

Original around south, east and
west doors.

door

YES

High

4-panelled timber door with lambs
tongue mould in east wall. No door
in the west wall.

NO

Intrusive

Flush hollow core door in south
wall.

door h/ware

NO

Little

Door pull on door in east wall.

window

NA

-

window h/ware

NA

-

fittings

NO

Intrusive

Exposed fire sprinklers.

shelf

NO

Intrusive

Timber shelf abutting north wall.

A/C

N/A

-

wall

wall finishes

skirting

NA

floor

-

Other

-
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107-109 GEORGE STREET, FABRIC ASSESSMENT
Building:
107 George Street
Room Title:
Corridor
Identification No.
Room 2.5A
Previous Known Uses:

General description
This small room acts as a corridor providing access to the landing for the attic stair (Room 2.6a),
the office (Room 2.5) and the space to the south (Room 2.4a) which also acts as a corridor.
Original architraves exist below new plasterboard walls and door frames.
Only the door to Room 2.5 retains its original four panelled timber door.
The timber boarding on the east wall is lined with plasterboard sheeting, but the staff ‘bundy’ clock
remains.

Special Features

Conservation Policy Notes
•

Retain original fabric.

•

No openings in walls should be made.

•

Water damaged north wall should be restored.
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GEORGE STREET, FABRIC ASSESSMENT
Room No.

2.6

Element

Original

Bathroom/ Staff Change Room
Significance Assessment

Notes

ceiling

NO

Little

A later painted lightweight ceiling
has been installed, paint finish.

cornice

NO

Little

Painted timber section where
existing.

wall

YES

High

NO

Intrusive

YES

High

NO

Little

South wall fibro sheeting, painted.

YES

High

Original on north, east and west
wall. Not existing on south wall.

NO

Little

Altered on west wall under window.

YES

High

Timber framed flooring.

NO

Little

Patterned linoleum tiles over.

architraves

YES

High

Original, timber on both entry door
and cupboard door.

door

NO

Intrusive - cupboard door

Entry door damaged. New
hollowcore cupboard door.

door h/ware

YES

High

Some elements still attached.

window

YES

High

window h/ware

YES

High

fittings

NO

Intrusive

cupboard in SE
Corner

YES

High

A/C

N/A

-

wall finishes

skirting

floor

Masonry load-bearing south, east
and west walls. Timber framed wall
to north.
Lightweight timber framed south
wall. Area under sink shows
evidence of original masonry wall
behind.
North, east and west walls are
rendered and painted.

Timber framed double-hung window
with splayed reveals. Frame altered
in some places. One pane of glass
has been filled in.
Original latch and window pulls.
Modern fittings throughout. Fire
sprinklers , modern basin, toilet and
shower.

Other
Original lath and timber walls and
ceilings exposed
-
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107-109 GEORGE STREET, FABRIC ASSESSMENT
Building:
107 George Street
Room Title:
Bathroom/Staff
change rooms
Identification No.
Room 2.6
Previous Known Uses:
Residential

General description
This room has had considerable alterations. A new lightweight timber-framed wall has been
installed over the south wall concealing the original fireplace and masonry wall behind.
The lightweight ceiling runs from below the window head making it much lower than the other
rooms on this level.
The original timber framed double-hung window with splayed reveals has had some alterations
made to its frame and one pane of glass has been painted over.
The skirting along the west wall has been changed under the window.
A cupboard in the southeast corner contains exposed original lath and plaster walls and ceiling.

Special Features

Conservation Policy Notes
•

Retain all original fabric.

•

Room fit out may be upgraded as staff change room.

•

Remove modern suspended ceiling.
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107-109 GEORGE STREET, FABRIC ASSESSMENT
Room No.

2.6A

Element

Original

ceiling

cornice
wall

Landing
Significance Assessment

Notes

YES

High

Lath and plaster with timber battens
below

NO

Intrusive

NA

-

Some areas are covered with MDF
sheeting.
-

YES

High

Masonry load-bearing north and
east walls below.

NO

Intrusive

Lightweight, timber-framed west
wall.

wall Finishes

NO

Intrusive

Fibre cement and plasterboard
sheeting.

skirting

YES

High

Profiled timber skirting on north wall
only.

floor

YES

High

Timber framed flooring.

NO

Little

Patterned linoleum tiling.

YES

High

Original around the door to Room
2.6.

NO

Some
Little

door

NA

-

Non original around door in west
wall. Timber lintel over door in east
wall.
-

door h/ware

NA

-

window

NA

-

window h/ware

NA

-

fittings

NO

Intrusive

stair in SE
corner up to
attic.

YES

High

A/C

N/A

-

architraves

Exposed fire sprinklers.

Other
Timber framed stair with 95 x 70mm
newell post, railing, and risers
bigger than runs. Some steps
damaged. Rendered masonry walls
to east and west walls.
-
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107-109 GEORGE STREET, FABRIC ASSESSMENT
Building:
107 George Street
Room Title:
Landing
Identification No.
Room 2.6A
Previous Known Uses:
Residential

General description
This space acts as a landing for the stairs up to the third floor attic and the stairs that lead down to
the first floor in the north-west corner of 107 George street on the second floor. It also provides
access to the bathroom/staff room and the corridor known as Room 2.5a which accesses the office
spaces on the floor.
A number of lockers have been placed along the north wall. Walls are covered in plasterboard
sheeting.
The steep timber stair up to the attic retains its original features including the newel post. It is in
relatively good condition with some damage to the stairs and masonry walls.
The architrave around the door in the east wall has been removed. Patterned linoleum tiles cover
the floor throughout.

Special Features

Conservation Policy Notes
•

Retain original fabric.

•

Restore water damaged fabric.

•

Area is not to be heavily loaded.

•

Original balustrades should be reinstated and west infill wall removed.
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107-109 GEORGE STREET, FABRIC ASSESSMENT
Room No.

3.1

Element

Original

ceiling

YES

cornice

NA

Attic
Significance Assessment

Notes

Exceptional

Lath and plaster with timber
battens.

-

-

YES

Exceptional

Lath and plaster with rounded
corners. There is also horizontal
timber boarding 145mm wide.

NO

Intrusive

MDF fixed over several damaged
areas.

wall finishes

YES

Exceptional

Painted/poor condition, due to water
ingress damage.

skirting

YES

High

Two types of timber skirting exist in
this room.

floor

YES

High

140mm wide tongue and groove
timber flooring.

wall

architraves

NA

-

door

NA

-

door h/ware

NA

-

window

YES

High

window h/ware

NA

-

fittings

NA

-

Skylight in original locations on
north and east planes of sloping
ceiling with reinforced glass and
security bars.
-

Other
A/C

N/A

-

-
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107-109 GEORGE STREET, FABRIC ASSESSMENT
Building:
107 George Street
Room Title:
Attic
Identification No.
Room 3.1
Previous Known Uses:
Attic

General description
The attic is currently being used for storage and is situated above the premises located at 107
George Street. It is accessed via a steep stair that runs north-south rising from the second floor.
The stair essentially bisects the attic into two spaces. A skylight is located on the north and east
sloping roof planes of the ceiling. Reinforced glazing has been installed some time after its original
construction.
The ceiling and walls of the attic are of lath and plaster construction and are in poor condition.
Some pieces of MDF have been used to cover the areas of poor condition.
The walls have rounded corners which terminate at two types of profiled timber skirting.
Horizontal timber boarding 145mm wide has been used in some areas.
The tongue and groove flooring is 140mm wide and runs north-south.

Special Features
Shadows of original lath and plaster on timber wall framing.

Conservation Policy Notes
•

Retain original fabric.

•

Restore damaged fabric.

•

Remove obsolete storage boxes to archive and reduce loading on floor.
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107-109 GEORGE STREET, FABRIC ASSESSMENT,
Room No.
Element
roof covering

Three-storey Roof Space
Original

Significance Assessment

Notes

YES

Exceptional

Slate tiles. Some mould growing on
the south face of both roofs.

NO

Little

Galvanised metal edging.

skylights

YES

Exceptional

Wire reinforced glass with security
grille behind.

parapet walls

YES

High

Rendered brick to north and south
with simple copings.

wall finishes

YES

High

Cement rendered in an ashlar
coursing to north and south walls,
currently only in fair condition.

YES

High

Original sandstone parapet wall,
east side.

gutters

YES

High

Original box gutters which run from
the east to the west and taper
between the hipped roofs.

chimney

YES

Exceptional

Original chimneys which straddle
the common wall between the two
buildings.

chimney pots

YES

High

Original chimney pots. The central
pots on the south side of both
chimneys has been sealed.
-

rainwater
goods

NA

-

flashing

NO

Little

Flashings appear to have been
replaced.

fittings

NO

Intrusive

Electrical cabling for lighting and
television antenna.

floodlights

NO

Little

Four floodlights attached to east
parapet, which light front elevation.

A/C

NA

-

Other

-
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107-109 GEORGE STREET, FABRIC ASSESSMENT
Building:
107 - 109 George
Street
Identification No:
Roof over threestorey section
Previous Known Uses:

General description
The hipped roofs over the three-storey section of 107-109 George Street are of timber construction
covered with slate tiles. The roof over 107 George Street has been constructed to be taller and
steeper then that over 109 George Street. Skylights appear offcentred in the north faces of both
roofs with another on the east side of the roof over 107 George Street.
Box gutters which taper and slope towards the rear of the building appear to have been
resurfaced. Straddling the common wall between the two buildings are two large chimney stacks,
which with six chimney pots, of which the centrally located one on the south side of each chimney
have been sealed.
The east parapet wall is of solid sandstone blocks which step up towards the centre. Mounted on
the parapet are four floodlights and their associated wiring. The north and south parapets are of
rendered brickwork topped with copings. The south parapet appears to be in good condition, but
has been impacted in two places by electrical cabling. The north parapet is in poor condition as it
has some drummy render and has been impacted by vegetation.

Special Features
Original slate cladding, chimneys and chimney pots and stone parapet wall.

Conservation Policy Notes
•

Retain original fabric.

•

Assess adequacy of rainwater disposal system.

•

Restore drummy render and make good all fabric according to Engineer’s report.

•

No additions to be made to roof area.
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107-109 GEORGE STREET, FABRIC ASSESSMENT
Room No.
Element

One-storey Roof Space
Original

Significance Assessment

Notes

roof covering

NO

Little

Corrugated iron roof over eastern
half of 109 George Street and
western half of 107. Glazed roof,
steel framed roof over western half
of 109 and eastern half of 107.

parapet walls

YES

Exceptional

Original stone walls to north, west
and south boundaries.

NO

Little

New rendered brickwork above
stonework to Nurses Walk to create
a higher parapet wall.

YES

Exceptional

Unrendered sandstone block.

NO

Little

Rendered and paint finish.

gutters

NO

Little

New box gutters.

rainwater
goods

NO

Little

New

flashing

NO

Little

New

fittings

NO

Little

Retractable shade cloths over
glazed roof areas.

floodlights

NO

Little

Security lighting.

A/C

NO

Intrusive

A/C units and ductworks above
eastern half of roof to 109.

wall finishes

Other
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107-109 GEORGE STREET, FABRIC ASSESSMENT
Building:
107 - 109 George
Street
Identification No:
One-storey roof
space.
Previous Known
Uses:
Uncovered rear
yard and stone
building to
Harrington Lane

General description
The one-storey spaces to the rear of 107-109 George Street are covered by four different roof
types. Over part of the kitchen and preparation areas of 109 George Street is a simple corrugated
iron skillion roof that supports a considerable number of vents and A/C ducting.
Over the dining area of 109 George Street to the west is a steel and glass roof covered by a
movable shadecloth which slopes down into a box gutter that is shared with the corrugated iron
gabled roof over the westernmost end of 107 George Street.
The remaining area of 107 George Street is covered with a skylight which is also protected by a
moveable shadecloth. To the east is the three-storey buildings, to the north and part of the south
are unrendered face brick boundary walls, and to the west, and the west end of the south wall are
a combination of flat, hipped and stepped cement rendered brick parapet walls.

Special Features
Steel roof framing to western roof of 109 George Street.

Conservation Policy Notes
•

No additions or extensions to be made to the one-storey section.

•

Air-conditioning units should be assessed and consolidated if possible.

•

Replace roof glazing on recommended in Engineer’s report.
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107-109 GEORGE STREET, FABRIC ASSESSMENT
Room No.
Element

George Street facade - East Elevation
Original

Significance Assessment

Notes

wall

YES

Exceptional

Smooth-faced, ashlar jointed
sandstone wall.

wall finishes

YES

Exceptional

Sandstone moulded detailing.
Painted sign remnants.

shopfront

YES

High

109 is largely the original shopfront.

NO

High

107 is reconstructed.

threshold

YES

Exceptional

Stone threshold worn from wear is
evidence of the location of original
residential entrance to properties.

window

YES

Exceptional

Original, timber framed double hung
window frames.

window h/ware

-

-

-

Other
access hatch

YES

High

Access to basement level, evidence
of subfloor space at pedestrian
level.
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107-109 GEORGE STREET, FABRIC ASSESSMENT
Building:
107 - 109 George
Street
Identification No:
East Elevation

General description
The front elevation of 107 and 109 George Street feature Victorian Regency styling. The three
storeys are symmetrically designed as a pair and within each building. The upper two levels have
been finished with smooth faced, ashlar jointed sandstone blocks. Centrally located and carved
into the parapet wall is the inscription “Patrick Freehill 1860”. Carved classical motifs include
segmented pediments over the first floor windows, moulded architraves around the second floor
windows and a dentilled moulded cornice. Quoin detailing is used to emphasise the edges of the
buildings and to distinguish between the two buildings. Remnants of former advertising signage
can be seen above the second floor windows of 107 George Street.
Within each building there are two large timber framed double hung windows on both the first and
second floors. The two windows on the first floor level of 107 George Street have had ventilation
pieces inserted above the upper sashes. An air vent has been installed in the area between the
windows on the first floor of 107 George Street.
Along the entire facade at street level is a timber framed, glass shopfront, which has been painted
a deep green. A considerable amount has been reconstructed, with the original elements being
situated on the facade of 109 George Street. At the boundary walls of both buildings, fixed glazing
has replaced what were originally entrance doors to the upper level entrances. Evidence of these
entrances can be seen in worn sandstone thresholds which still exist.
The current access to the premises is through the six panelled door in 107 George Street. Modern
floodlighting has been added to the parapet which is directed down onto the facade.

Special Features
Remnants of painted sign below cornice level of 107 George Street.

Conservation Policy Notes
•

Retain original fabric.

•

Original glazing should not be replaced.

•

Alterations or additions should not occur to this facade, except for the reconstruction of the
verandah to details from documentary evidence.
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107-109 GEORGE STREET, FABRIC ASSESSMENT
Room No.
Element
wall

Nurse Walk Facade, West Elevation
Original

Significance Assessment

Notes

YES

Exceptional

Original face brickwork to threestorey section and remnant of
original sandstone wall to Nurses
Walk

NO

Little

New rendered brickwork above
sandstone wall to create a higher
parapet wall.

YES

Exceptional

Face brickwork and sandstone
block walls.

NO

Little

New rendered and painted finish
with ashlar joints to new parapet
section.

door

NO

Little

New glazed doors to entrance from
Nurses Walk and timber framed
door to garbage store.

door h/ware

NO

Little

Modern.

window

YES

Exceptional

Original, timber framed, double
hung windows to three-storey
buildings.

NO

Little

New fixed multi-paned window to
Nurses Walk an enlargement of an
original opening..

wall finishes

window h/ware

rainwater
goods

-

-

NO

Little

Should be assessed for capacity.
New copper rainwater heads and
downpipes to Nurses Walk.

NO

Intrusive

Duct centrally located on threestorey facade.

Other
A/C
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107-109 GEORGE STREET, FABRIC ASSESSMENT
Building:
107 - 109 George
Street
Identification No:
West Elevation

General description
The rear facade of the three storey buildings fronting George Street is of face brickwork and
feature double hung timber framed windows of two different sizes. The larger windows are of a
similar type to the George Street elevation. Downpipes run down from the roof at the south side of
both buildings. The windows, gutters and downpipes have been painted the same green as for the
front elevation. All windows on this elevation with the exception of two, have steel security bars
fixed to them.
A modern A/C duct is centrally located on the facade and reaches up to just under the gutter
height.
To the rear of the site, fronting Nurses Walk is a wall with a combination of stepped and gabled
parapets. This wall incorporates some of the original fabric of the former Store Building once
located at the rear of the site. This remnant stone wall has rendered brickwork with ashlar
coursing built above and around it. This section of the wall has been painted a sandy yellow. An
original large timber lintel over the centrally located rear door is also a prominent feature. The
northernmost window has been replaced with a larger fixed glazing window. Flanking this window,
copper downpipes with traditional rainwater heads have been installed. A timber ledged and
braced door is situated to the south of the rear wall and provides access to a new garbage store.
A new vent has been installed above it.

Special Features

Conservation Policy Notes
•

Retain original fabric.

•

Restore fabric according to Engineer’s recommendations.

•

No additions or extensions should be made to either the three-storey facade or single-storey
facade to Nurses Walk, including signage.

•

Areas of both facades currently face brickwork and sandstone should remain unrendered.

•

Remove intrusive A/C duct in the long term.
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107-109 GEORGE STREET, FABRIC ASSESSMENT
Room No.
Element
wall

wall finishes

flashings

South Elevation
Original

Significance Assessment

Notes

YES

High

The boundary wall to the threestorey section is brickwork with a
simple coping course. Remnants of
original stone wall to single-storey
section.

NO

Some

New brick infill.

YES

High

Rendered brickwork with ashlar
jointed. Unrendered stone wall.

NO

Some

Rendered and ashlar jointed finish
to new brick wall.

NO

Little

Modern.

NO

Intrusive

Obsolete.

Other
television
antenna
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107-109 GEORGE STREET, FABRIC ASSESSMENT
Building:
107 - 109 George
Street
Identification No:
South Elevation

General description
The south elevation of 109 George Street consists of a boundary wall which extends beyond the
roof to become a 700mm high parapet wall over the three storey section and about 5m above the
level of Nurses Walk to the rear.
Hard up against this wall is the adjacent boundary wall for the two-storey building to the south. It
extends to just above the roof line of the building and steps down towards the east (George Street)
and to the west (towards Nurses Walk). The lower height of this boundary wall means that a
considerable amount of 109 George Street’s boundary wall is left exposed.
The east section of this facade is of rendered brickwork with an ashlar finish extending down from
the parapet between 2.1m and 2.75m. Features include an air vent to the east, electrical cabling in
two places, probably for the floodlighting, and a disconnected television aerial mounted on the wall
to the west. Above the wall and beyond it are the hipped roofs of the two buildings and the two
large chimney stacks.
A steel strap has been attached to a portion of this elevation, according to Engineer’s
recommendations made in 1999.
The exposed section of the lower boundary wall to the west incorporates the original fabric for the
former Store Building once located in the area. Above this wall and extending along above the
one-storey part of the adjacent building to the south is modern rendered brickwork with an ashlar
course finish and painted the same sandy yellow as the west facade.

Special Features
Shadow of neighbour’s (111 George Street) former roof line.

Conservation Policy Notes
•

Retain original fabric.

•

Repair crack in wall according to Engineer’s recommendations.

•

Restore drummy render.

•

Remove television antenna.
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107-109 GEORGE STREET, FABRIC ASSESSMENT
Room No.
Element

North Elevation
Original

Significance Assessment

Notes

wall

YES

High

Brickwork with a simple coping
course.

wall finishes

YES

High

Rendered and painted with ashlar
jointing.

NO

Little

Modern.

NO

Little

Provides electricity source for
external floodlighting.

flashings

Other
electrical
cabling
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107-109 GEORGE STREET, FABRIC ASSESSMENT
Building:
107 - 109 George
Street
Identification No:
North Elevation

General description
The north elevation of the three storey section of 107 George Street consists of a boundary wall
which extends beyond the roof to become a 700mm high parapet. Immediately to the north is the
steeply pitched roof of the three-storey Dorian Scott Building. The boundary wall of this building
extends from about 1800mm below the parapet of 107 George Street at the east end up to about
1180mm above the parapet at its apex and then back down to 1800mm below the parapet wall and
1600mm in from the west facade of the three-storey section of 107 George Street.
The roughly triangular shapes of the visible part of the boundary wall are of rendered brick with an
ashlar course finish.
Electrical cabling extends down over the parapet towards the east facade.
Above the parapet wall extends the hipped roof over 107 George Street. Located just off-centre on
this roof towards the west is a skylight, its steel frame suffering from rust.

Special Features
Remnants of former paint work which was removed from sandstone c1978.

Conservation Policy Notes
•

Retain original fabric.

•

Repair crack in wall according to Engineer’s recommendations.

•

Restore drummy render.
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